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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation will demonstrate that a variety of Dominican Spanish in contact 

with St. Thomas English Creole (STTEC) revealed many features which are consistent 

with Dominican Spanish in other contact environments and some new features which 

are  emerging as the result of uniquely STTEC influences. The most notable feature is the 

appearance of the vowel [ɛ] in Dominican Spanish, which in STTEC is highly indexical 

to St. Thomian identity. In the present sociolinguistic analysis, it was found that the 

variability of [ɛ] was significantly influenced by the following phonological segment, 

syllable stress, the language of the token, and the speaker's’ social network ties and self-

ascribed identity. This dissertation also includes a socio-historical background of St 

Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands, a description of St Thomas English Creole, and a history of 

immigration patterns of people from the Dominican Republic to St Thomas, U.S.V.I.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 This dissertation will analyze Spanish spoken by Dominicans living on St. 

Thomas U.S. Virgin Islands and identify certain linguistic features as resulting from 

contact with St. Thomas English Creole (STTEC) or other varieties of English, before 

correlating linguistic tokens with social variables. Specifically, it will seek to explain how 

the life experiences of Dominicans on St. Thomas may influence their language choices 

to incorporate elements of St. Thomas English Creole into their variety of spoken 

Spanish.  

 Before starting my doctoral studies at Temple University in Philadelphia, I 

worked three years at the University of the Virgin Islands (UVI) on the St. Thomas 

campus. There I served as a full-time faculty member teaching beginner Spanish courses, 

and when I completed my Ph.D. coursework at Temple, I returned to St. Thomas (STT) 

to teach another two semesters. Looking back on my time there, nearly four years living 

and working on St. Thomas, I can remember two experiences which, though I didn’t 

know it at the time, would be very influential in leading me to choose the topic for my 

dissertation. The first was that, for several weeks after I arrived to St. Thomas, I didn’t 

have a car, and the second, is that I couldn’t understand some of my students when they 

spoke in English. 

Because I didn’t have a car, I took the safari, the open-air taxis made from retro-

fitted pick-up trucks. I noticed that many drivers, at least on my routes, were Hispanic. I 

made small talk with as many as I could get to know. Sometimes I asked to sit up front 

and chat with them as they drove. I was surprised to find that almost every hispanic I met 

was Dominican and not Puerto Rican. I became very interested in the subculture of the 
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Dominican safari drivers and took ride-alongs paying my way from one side of the island 

to the other and back, just to interview them on their experiences. Many drivers offered 

not to charge me and I had to insist on paying. I made friends this way and was invited to 

Hispanic church groups and Sunday beach gatherings where baseball and dominoes were 

played under loud merengue music. Eventually, I was happily doing favors in my 

capacity of university professor to advise dominican students for tutoring and I asked my 

own favors of community members to guest speak to my student groups on culture and 

immigrant experience on St. Thomas.  

Much later, when I conducted my questionnaire survey that would generate the 

corpus for my dissertation, these initial social networks I had created were the starting 

points of my research; then friends and family of these contacts led to other respondents 

in the community. Several of them graciously invited me into their homes to answer my 

questions on language and culture. In the larger mainstream St. thomian society I was not 

as well accepted, so my integration into St. Thomian culture, off campus, was by way of 

my hispanic heritage; I went from white tourist to hermano in just a few Spanish 

sentences.  

I’ve said the other experience which led me to this dissertation topic was that I 

could not understand some of my students when they spoke English. Teaching spanish at 

UVI, I sometimes interacted with students who spoke such a raw form of STTEC that I 

struggled to understand them. I noticed that the hardest ones for me to understand, tended 

to be light skinned males native to st Thomas, but this epiphany only occurred to me 

during my coursework when I read an article by Almeida Jacqueline Toribio titled 

“Theorizing U.S. Dominican’s Speech Acts” in which she . It seemed to me that perhaps 
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these young men were using speech acts to send the message that although they didn’t 

look St. Thomian enough for some people, they were sure going to sound more St. 

Thomian than most. In fact, my first idea for this dissertation was to build on Toribio’s 

study and correlate phenotype to language choices. But I was forced to quickly abandon 

that approach when I realized I had no system for categorizing blackness and whiteness 

for mulatto Dominicans.  

My dissertation is a study of language change and language variation. It is a 

descriptive analysis of Spanish; particularly a variety of Spanish spoken on St. Thomas, 

U.S.Virgin Islands. I found that this mid low front vowel (ɛ) is appearing in the Spanish 

of some speakers on St. Thomas. It will demonstrate that a variety of Spanish spoken by 

Dominicans on St. Thomas shows evidence of influence from English language features 

which are consistent with Dominican Spanish in other contact environments and some 

new features which are emerging as the result of uniquely St. Thomas English Creole 

(STTEC) influences. The most notable feature is the appearance of the mid low front 

vowel /ɛ/ in Dominican Spanish, which in STTEC is highly indexical of St. Thomian 

identity. Sociolinguists are interested in language and culture and we must consider both 

environments, finding that usually a sociolinguistic analysis, reveals that the variability of 

speech is influenced by both the internal linguistic landscape and external social factors. 

Such is the case for the presence or absence of the mid low front vowel (ɛ) in Dominican 

Spanish on St Thomas: it can be predicted by the following phonological segment (the 

sound that comes right after it), the stress on the syllable in which the vowel occurs, and 

whether the language of the word or phrase it appears in was Spanish or English. The 

appearance of this vowel can also be predicted by the answers the speakers’ provided 
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regarding the relative strength of their social network ties to the Dominican community 

and their answer to the question of self-ascribed identity. 

How did I find this? I started from what I had learned about the culture of 

Dominicans on St. Thomas in my nearly four years as a participant observer of the 

community. A recurring theme which emerged from conversations with members of this 

community was that of the discrimination Dominicans perceive from St. Thomians. 

Dominicans report that they are not fully accepted by St. Thomians, so I wondered what 

were the social aspirations of Dominicans and could their language choices be explained 

by these social pressures? I had read articles by Jaqueline Toribio and Benjamin Bailey 

on the ways young Dominicans in the U.S., who may have African American phenotypes 

by U.S. standards, use their language to claim Hispanic identity. This article refined my 

question to ask how might Dominican youths make language choices that function as 

speech acts in which they mean to negotiate their identity on a spectrum between 

assimilating to St. Thomian culture and choosing solidarity with their Dominican 

heritage. Finally, I consulted with the eminent scholar on the subject of STTEC, Gilbert 

Sprauve; I had read his dissertation and I asked him to boil it down: what would he say 

are the most distinguishing characteristics of STTEC? He mentioned three things: a 

specific word “vexed” for angry which didn’t show up once in my interviews, the 

absence of a variation between the vowels [o] and [u] in another lexical item, the 2nd 

person subject pronoun “you” which seemed too subtle for me to rule out easily, and 

finally the mid low front vowel (ɛ) which he described as clear and pure and I already 

knew it occurred frequently in STTEC. With some idea of direction, I followed the data 

and I found occurrences of the St. Thomian /ɛ/ in Spanish. Furthermore, I found patterns 
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of correlations to social factors: some Dominican speakers are sometimes pronouncing 

this St Thomian vowel in their Spanish and their social anxieties may be a predictor of 

these language choices.  

To find this, I created a sociolinguistic survey questionnaire taking ideas from a 

study conducted by Michol Hoffman at the University of Toronto which she presented at 

the Hispanic Linguistics Symposium in San Juan, Puerto Rico in 2009. I modified the 

survey and divided the survey into two parts, the first section is more formal the second 

section is less formal. The first section contains over 40 questions which range from 

demographic data (sex, age, place of birth) to questions on perceptions of language use 

and cultural values. The 2 or 3 questions that make up the second section were designed 

to elicit unguarded speech, and they were prompts for respondents to tell a story of 

success or failure in their personal life or a stressful experience. In the first half of the 

interview, I had treated subjects by the formal usted form, and in the second half I treated 

them by the informal tu form.   

I conducted the surveys entirely in Spanish and while their was a linear structure 

to the questioning and I wanted to complete all the answers from every respondent, 

respondents were encouraged to talk as they liked on each topic. To find community 

members to interview, I started from my earlier fieldwork. I had already established 

contacts in the Dominican community on St. Thomas, so the first subjects I interviewed 

were people who knew me and my fieldwork, these people then connected me to friends 

and family of earlier respondents and so on. I conducted interviews in Dominican barber 

shops, in Dominican bars and restaurants, at church gatherings, at beach barbeques, the 

supermarket parking lot, school classrooms, the front seats of taxis, and sometimes even 
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in boring places like the lounge in the Humanities building at the university. Interviews 

ran about 45 minutes usually. The conversations were recorded with a digital recorder 

and a lapel microphone. I reviewed all the conversations and transcribed a section of the 

most unguarded speech I could detect from each speaker. The transcriptions were color 

coded for quicker reference of linguistic features. Transcribed sections of the recordings 

were reviewed several times to ensure accuracy of the transcription. 

My study includes both qualitative and quantitative approaches  because my 

objective is to learn about the culture in order to better understand the language. To that 

end, chapter 4 of my dissertation takes the reader through the entire survey questionnaire 

and the respondents answers to each social question. Chapter 5 additionally includes 

some ethnographic profiles of those respondents who were observed to pronounce the St. 

Thomian vowel /ɛ/ in their Spanish. I include these excerpts from interviews in an 

attempt to tell, in their own words, the Dominican’s story of their experience on St. 

Thomas. And because the object of study is language and specifically language variation, 

I also used a computer application to measure this language variation. I asked many 

social questions on my survey but I chose to correlate only a few for this study, which I 

determined meaningful especially as they related to Dominican identity and attempts to 

assimilate to St. Thomian culture.  

The data appear to show that the elements in the linguistic environment which 

seem to be implicated in whether a speaker pronounces the St. Thomian /ɛ/ in her 

Spanish, include the sound which immediately follows it, whether the syllable is stressed 

or not, and whether it occurred in a Spanish or an English word. In short, the numbers 

showed that purely linguistic factors alone are not enough to explain the appearance of 
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this vowel in Spanish, making a stronger argument for the influence of social factors. My 

resulting data further showed that if I ask a Spanish speaker on St. Thomas to describe 

her ethnic background, if she answers me by calling herself St. Thomian then according 

to the statistical analysis, that will be a good predictor that she will pronounce the St. 

Thomian vowel somewhere in her Spanish. And secondly, if a Spanish speaker describes 

her social relationships as more strongly rooted in the Dominican community with fewer 

ties to St. Thomian social networks, that is also a good predictor that she will pronounce 

the St. Thomian /ɛ/ in her Spanish. 

Overview of Chapters 

In chapter 1, a brief history will establish that since its colonization, St. Thomas 

has been and still is a diverse yet highly divided society. A distinct group contributing to 

this diversity is that of the immigrants of the Dominican Republic, the largest 

representation of Hispanics on St. Thomas. This brief review of Virgin Island history will 

prove necessary for understanding the relationships of the people and languages in 

contact today on St. Thomas. 

Chapter 2 will further establish a history of Hispanic presence and, in particular, 

of Dominican immigration trends and current demographics by providing a detailed 

analysis of the census reports of St. Thomas. With a paucity of straightforward data, a 

hermeneutical approach will consider the cultural and historical context of past census 

enumerators including perceptions of common Dominican phenotypes, racial 

categorization in the United States, the relation of language and identity, and historical 

economic and political evidence including Trujillo’s travel restriction policies and U.S. 

prohibition laws. Additionally, to understand Dominican assimilation on St. Thomas, 
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Chapter 2 will describe concepts of cultural identity on St. Thomas where competency in 

the local speech dialect is indispensable for the speaker who intends to assimilate to, St. 

Thomian culture.  

Chapter 3 will provide an overview of St. Thomian English Creole (STTEC) 

including its origins, influences and linguistic features. A review of the available 

sociolinguistic literature on STTEC will establish that it is a variable system that affects 

but is also affected by daily use of language in social situations. Finally, Chapter 3 will 

include a report of an original Labovian-inspired mini study which I conducted on 

language variation on St. Thomas to observe, in spontaneous face-to-face interaction, if 

and how differently St.Thomians speak to visitors rather than to someone they perceive to 

be a fellow St. Thomian. Specifically, I will ask whether local speakers pronounced [ɛ] 

more often when they perceived they were speaking to a local as opposed to a visitor. 

Chapter 4 delivers a summary and interpretation of the recorded interviews from 

the fieldwork for this study, taking the reader through the entire survey questionnaire, 

question by question. This chapter will also lay out the social variables to be lifted from 

the corpus and the methodology regarding the collection and organization of survey 

answers into social variables to be measured against linguistic variables in statistical 

analysis of sociolinguistic variation with the GoldVarb program.  

In the final chapter, it will be revealed how linguistic features of STTEC have 

appeared in the grammar of a variety of Dominican Spanish spoken on the U.S. territory 

island of St. Thomas, Virgin Islands as a result of language and culture contact between 

members of the growing community of transnational immigrants from Dominican 

Republic with speakers of STTEC. The focus of this language variation analysis will 
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concentrate on phonetics and phonology, most notably regarding the appearance in 

Dominican Spanish of the STTEC vowel [ɛ], which is highly indexical to St. Thomian 

identity, showing that, for this speech community, the variability of [ɛ] has correlations to 

linguistic environment and social context. A reading of the social factors implicated in 

the language choices will provide a more complete understanding of the variation in the 

production of [ɛ] for which there may be a positive correlation to a speaker’s self-identity 

of Virgin Islander, as well as to a stronger affiliation to a Dominican social network, and 

for which an explanation will be offered in considering speakers’ social aspiration and 

anxiety regarding prejudice and discrimination. 

Further contributions of this study will include a taxonomy of linguistic features 

that describe Dominican Spanish on St. Thomas with contextualized examples. A 

demonstrated pattern of English Creole influence on this variety of Spanish will aim to 

support claims of creole influence on the variation of [ɛ] in this Spanish variety, including 

evidence to suggest that a word-final /-m/ on nouns in Dominican Spanish might be a 

new morpho-phonological variant functioning to mark plurality resulted from contact 

with the STTEC plural marker –dem, and the morpheme ta[ŋ] (están) may be acquiring, 

in some contexts, a new meaning which expresses the aspect of habitual action.  
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CHAPTER 1 

GEOGRAPHICAL AND SOCIO-HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF  

ST. THOMAS ENGLISH  

 

Geography 

When the biggest cruise ship in the world, the Allure of the Seas, made its maiden 

voyage from Florida in December of 2009, its very first stop was Crown Bay Marina in 

St. Thomas, Virgin Islands and its maiden passengers included international delegates 

and representatives on their way to several stops. Marveling at the massiveness of the 

ship, I was reminded that the Virgin Islands was once aptly branded as “the place which 

is on the way to every other place” (Jeanette Allis Bastian 98). Although this description 

was made by an American in 1918, one year after the U.S. purchased the islands from 

Denmark, it’s a characterization that could have been made at any moment in the history 

of the Americas since the Sixteenth Century, when European powers looked to colonize 

the New World. One has only to consider the current expansion of the Panama Canal for 

accommodating the world’s largest cargo ships between Asia and the great consumer 

capitals of American eastern seaports to realize that St. Thomas is in a prime location 

along routes of world commerce still today. At approximately 18 degrees north latitude 

and 65 degrees west longitude, St. Thomas was first recognized as strategically attractive 

for political or commercial interests in a time when ships were driven by wind because it 

occupies a region where the trade winds come from Europe and Africa to the Americas 

and where these winds then turn north from the Caribbean toward North America and out 

to northern Europe.  
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Illustration.1.1. Map of United States Virgin Islands and the Caribbean area. (U.S. 

Census Bureau)
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Illustration.1.2. Map of United States Virgin Islands: St. Thomas, St. John, St. Croix. 

(U.S. Census Bureau)
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St. Thomas, together with St. John and St. Croix, comprise the three inhabited 

U.S. territory islands in the archipelago shared with British territories known as the 

Virgin Islands. Each is unique in form and history. For instance, separated by only a mile 

from St. Thomas, St. John, is the smallest in both size and population. Today, 

approximately 75% of St. John is designated as a National Park with lush vegetation and 

pristine beaches. The topography is best described as high, rounded, rolling hills. It was 

considered very suitable for agriculture during the colonial era and for a short time the 

Danes promoted the production of sugar and cotton on St. John until a violent slave 

rebellion in 1733 discouraged planters. The strength and courage of the St. John slaves is 

immortalized in oral histories that persist today regarding a large flat rock formation 

called Mary’s point. According to oral tradition, at cliffs on the north side of St. John, an 

African woman named Mary was the first of many slaves to throw themselves upon the 

rocks below rather than live as slaves. In some mythical versions of the story, it was her 

blood which forever stained the red rocks and coral still found there today.  

Forty nautical miles south of St. Thomas and St. John, the third island, with a 

topography that is mostly flat and an area bigger than twice that of the other two together, 

St. Croix was the most ideal of the three islands for maintaining a plantation system. 

Accordingly, St. Croix would become the center of Danish Caribbean agriculture and 

slave trade. But eventually it was also on St. Croix where the struggle toward 

emancipation would begin. (Bastian 98) 

If St. John is hilly and St. Croix is largely flat, then St. Thomas is a mountain 

peak reaching straight up out of the sea. Except for within a few, relatively small areas 

such as immediately around its ports and harbors, the steep terrain of St. Thomas makes it 
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unsuitable for agriculture, not to mention walking and even cycling. The virtue of St. 

Thomas is not its land in particular but “its wide, deep, natural harbor that encouraged 

rapid development as a major port and trading center” within the New World and 

between the New World and Europe (99). Even today it persists as the most metropolitan 

of the three islands attracting the majority of the cruise ships and flights.  

There are, in fact, dozens of land masses of varying sizes making up the chain of 

U.S. islands in the territory; these three are set apart by their relative size and the fact that 

nearly no other islands are inhabited. Among the most well known exceptions are Hassel 

Island and Water Island, both located in St. Thomas’s Charlotte Amalie harbor. Anyone 

leaving St. Thomas by seaplane has likely flown only hundreds of meters above both of 

these lesser islands. From that vantage point, it is clear that Water Island, only about 3 

miles long, has nearly 100 homes while Hassel Island, about the size of a city park, has 

perhaps only three or so homes on it. However, neither has any public infrastructure nor 

government service nor commerce and since they are a swimmable distance from 

Charlotte Amalie, these islands and their few inhabitants are widely considered part of 

the “yachties” community of St. Thomas. 

History 

European Settlement 

It is well known that before the arrival of the Europeans to the Caribbean, 

Amerindians inhabited the Antilles. In fact, it was the Tainos who fought and succeeded 

in chasing away Columbus and his crew when in November of 1493 he landed on St. 

Croix during his second return to Europe. Subsequently, Spain enjoyed control of the 

Caribbean for a period before other European nations, namely the Netherlands, England 
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and France, challenged Spain for a share of the spoils. The Danes, following quite late 

behind, began sailing under the Danish flag in the decade of 1640. Denmark became 

interested in St. Thomas because it is endowed with a naturally deep and wide harbor 

(Maybom). Because no other nation had expressed a political interest in St. Thomas, 

Denmark was the first to capitalize on its potential, and invested in early settlements there 

through a nationally sponsored commercial investment program called the Danish West 

India Company. The Company was to Denmark what the United Fruit Company was to 

the U.S. during the 20
th

 century in that it enjoyed the protection of its distant founding 

nation as well as the rights and privileges of a monopoly. In exchange, the Company 

managed all the daily business of the colony in the name of the Danish crown and 

promised a percentage of production to the Danish government. In 1672, after nearly a 

decade of fighting pirates and disease, the Company finally succeeded in sustaining a 

colony, but it struggled to attract settlers. For would-be European settlers, the prospect of 

making a life on St. Thomas was a hard sell: If the threat of uncontrollable mosquito-

borne diseases kept some Europeans away, the rest remained unenthusiastic because the 

single commercial company that monopolized the small island offered no real incentive 

opportunity for individuals to make a worthwhile personal profit. Indeed, some of the 

first European settlers who chose to settle on St. Thomas did so only when forced by the 

threat of war. “The colonization of St. Thomas coincided with [the Anglo-Dutch Wars] in 

Europe, and large numbers of settlers from Dutch island possessions fled to the relative 

safety and neutrality of St. Thomas”(Bastian 98).  The struggling Danes welcomed these 

Dutch refugees along with Germans, Jews, English and French migrants from other 

colonized islands, because they increased the population and brought with them 
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experience in plantation agriculture (98). “Because of Denmark’s neutrality during the 

War of the Spanish Succession, Danish colonial trade flourished in the early eighteenth 

century [and virtually] all the land on Saint Thomas was brought under cultivation” 

(Maybom). With these ambitious planters [of mainly sugar and tobacco], came the greedy 

demand for labor that compelled the Danish Company to depend first on prisoners then 

eventually on African slaves as a reliable source of labor that would ensure a profit from 

its plantations on St. Thomas (Bastian 98).  

There was now an “economic imperative for a labor force that drove the 

development of slavery”. Boyer, noting the social factors, explains that the 

failure of Indian slavery, combined with the "limited servitude extracted 

from poor Europeans, including indentured servants and convicts, laid the 

historic base for the construction of African slavery”. (98)  

 

“It had turned out that the Indians were not suitable for the hard work in the 

[sugar and tobacco] plantations, and it was almost impossible to persuade Danes to go to 

the West Indies in order to work” (Maybom). After successfully presenting these facts as 

the reason for fiscal failure to the government of Denmark, in 1674, the Danish West 

India Company was granted control of the Danish slave trade operation out of West 

Africa (Bastian 99). 

The Colony’s Economy 

Despite the potential profitability of unpaid slave labor, the Danish West India 

Company never made a profit because its officers paid the cost of colonizing the island 

(which included securing the territory, building infrastructure and keeping order), they 

underwrote many loans by planters that ultimately went unpaid, and they sometimes lost 

slave ships. The Danes attempted to increase capital in their Caribbean investment by 

settling St. John in 1718 and purchasing St. Croix from France in 1733. However, despite 
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these endeavors, the situation was not improved; even after several decades of efforts the 

Company still lost money and in 1754 the Danish Crown took over administration of all 

three islands hoping to succeed where private enterprise had failed. However, it was a 

time of great cultural, social and political change and managing a far away colony based 

on human slavery was fast becoming a difficult and unpopular endeavor especially for a 

relatively progressive nation such as Denmark.  

After decades of more closely considering the social and financial losses, in 

“1803, in spite of planter opposition, Denmark officially abolished its slave trade, 

becoming the first slave-trading European power to do so” (Bastian 99). To clarify, this 

meant only that Denmark was out of the business of directly capturing slaves from Africa 

and buying and selling them in the Caribbean. For those Africans unfortunate enough to 

already be slaves in the Virgin Islands, freedom would not come for nearly another half 

century; before then, in 1833, Britain emancipated the slaves in its Caribbean colonies. 

The struggle for true freedom was a series of gains and losses. Beginning first on the 

plantation state of St. Croix, on July 3, 1848 slaves won their freedom in a bloodless 

rebellion. Yet, on the ground, real work and living conditions were not improved 

immediately and sometimes conditions for so-called freedmen got worse after laws 

emancipated slaves on paper. Freedom from slavery in the Virgin Islands may have been 

granted without bloodshed, but true labor reforms didn’t come until after violent 

rebellions in 1878 (Bastian 99).  

If all of this social change was stressing the economy of the colony, other 

concurrent factors adding to the economic decline of the Virgin Islands by the latter half 

of the 19
th

 century can be attributed to the global trend that beets were being used more 
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and more as a sugar source and also that other Spanish and American ports were stripping 

St. Thomas of its fame as the shipping center of the Caribbean. Finally, a series of 

devastating hurricanes near the turn of the 20
th

 century were all that was needed to 

irreparably destroy the islands’ economies (99). From the potential in the Virgin Islands 

for commercial and economic growth in the 17
th

 century to the eventual economic ruin by 

the 20th century, the economic history of the Danish Virgin Islands is concisely 

summarized by de Klaus Albuquerque and Jerome L. McElroy in the following passage:  

…strong foreign demand for textiles and sugar stimulated the rapid 

expansion of Crucian cotton and sugar staples. In its heyday, St. Thomas 

became the cosmopolitan Caribbean hub of the triangular network, trading 

agricultural staples for North American and European manufactured goods 

and foodstuffs. In the 19th century, however, the external props of the 

colonial economy collapsed. The Crucian sugar industry began an 

irreversible decline with the loss of metropolitan preferences, 

emancipation, absentee mismanagement and so on, a deterioration 

culminating in the phaseout of commercial production for export in the 

1960s. Moreover, the invention of steam transportation fractured the trans-

shipment role of St. Thomas already languishing from abolition, sugar's 

decline and periodic natural disasters. (63) 

 

Transfer of the Islands 

By 1867 the territory was a burden to Denmark both economically and socially 

and the Danes were eager to entertain any offers from the United States to purchase them. 

Shortly after the Civil War, initiatives by the U.S. government to protect all strategic 

fronts included plans to acquire the Danish West Indies, however these initial proposals 

were ultimately voted down by Congress. Nearly thirty years later, in 1892, the U.S. 

Congress made a second attempt to purchase St. Thomas, St. Croix and St. John, but this 

time the deal was dropped by the Danish parliament. It would not be for another two 

decades and a third round of negotiations until 1916 both sides came together to complete 
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the deal. The United States bought the Danish West Indies for twenty-five million 

dollars, renamed the new territory the United States Virgin Islands and initially placed it 

in under the control of the U.S. Navy (Bastian 99).  

In his first annual report of the situation of the territory, the governing naval 

officer emphasized the unacceptably poor conditions of the islands, calling on the navy 

for funding and manpower to immediately build roads, and waterways and to make 

urgent improvements to sewage systems, hospitals and schools for the inhabitants who 

lacked basic knowledge and skills regarding modern sanitation and hygiene. One 

ambitious project to circulate the stagnant disease and sewage-filled water of the harbor 

required the excavation and removal of a small isthmus which created Hassel Island out 

of what was naturally a pensinsula that sealed the east end of Charlotte Amalie harbor. 

Understandably, all of these projects were important priorities, but according to the first 

naval report the most pressing issue in 1917 was the lack of employment for the 

population (Bastian 104). Calling on the U.S. government to bring jobs to St. Thomas 

was something quite different from the historically Caribbean trend to bring workers to 

the jobs as I shall outline in the following section.  

Migration 

To speak of the history of St. Thomas, as of most of the Caribbean, is to speak of 

migration. As Gilbert Sprauve puts it, St. Thomas has a “penchant for intense 

demographic mobility [and a] cultural cosmopolitanism with its attendant linguistic flux 

and tolerance” (Sprauve 5). I would like to share the anecdote of an event I witnessed 

firsthand and that dramatically illustrates the historical movement of people between 

islands. I watched one afternoon, from the dock on Brewer’s Bay, as a very small boat, 
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like a canoe with a short sail, crossed the wide bay towards me. When it reached me, a 

young man and woman pulled it up alongside the dock, tied off and climbed out of their 

dried, salty, sun-bleached boat, empty of any provisions but some water jugs. They 

looked like bohemians to me, their long knotted hair blowing about their tanned 

shoulders. None of this alone would make for a remarkable event on Brewer’s Bay, 

except that when I asked them how far they had gone out, believing that they had 

returned from where they launched, they shocked me by answering in Spanish that they 

had come from Culebra, and had been in open waters between the two islands for nearly 

half a day. They could have been reenacting some historical scene of the pre-Colombian 

Arawak Indians. If their manner were not so matter-of-fact, leading me to believe this 

was routine for them, they may have reminded me of Cuban refugees. While this scene 

was certainly dramatic, just as striking for their sheer numbers are the hundreds of people 

that commute daily to St. Thomas on passenger and car ferries from St. John and the 

British Virgin Islands. Many others, though far fewer, commute regularly on seaplanes 

from St. Croix and Puerto Rico. As in all parts of the Caribbean, this is not a new 

phenomenon. St. Thomas has regularly seen a “historical migration of workers from one 

island to the other in search of labor. At different historical periods, one island and then 

another has enjoyed a relative surge in the demand for labor” (6). While some can 

commute, many thousands of residents on St. Thomas are immigrants from other parts of 

the Caribbean who have come to work in industry and service fueled today by tourism. 

The origin of the migrants and the direction of migration have depended on 

relative economic prosperity between islands. Early in the 20
th

 century,  

many Virgin Islanders traveled to Santo Domingo to do contract work as 

cane cutters. Likewise, in mid-century it was the heavy influx of British 
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Virgin Islanders in the V.I. community that pumped new blood into [St. 

Thomas’s] culture. The newest wave of immigrants has come from places 

further east and south. Trinidadians (Black and East Indian), Kittitians, 

Antiguans, Dominicans, St. Lucians and others have come to take a vital 

place in the Virgin Islands community and culture. (6)  

 

The adventurous, young, Puerto Rican sailors whom I watched arrive ashore are 

actually quite anomalous for their choice of destination; most Puerto Ricans have 

historically been attracted to the opportunities on St. Croix where even today more than 

85% of all U.S. Virgin Islanders who self identify as Puerto Rican reside. Shortly after 

Denmark finally sold St. Croix, St. Thomas, and St. John to the United States in 1917 

thereafter, “Puerto Ricans, especially from the island of Vieques, began drifting to the 

islands in ever-increasing numbers. It is now estimated […] that as much as 30 percent of 

the population is Spanish-speaking” (Di Pietro 128). The great bulk of this migration of 

Puerto Ricans was to the island of St. Croix where there was a tremendous opportunity 

first for farmers and then later for workers of the oil refinery. The salient Hispanic 

presence on St. Thomas however, is that of the growing community of immigrants from 

the Dominican Republic and the inspiration for my study. 

Language 

Dominicans are just the latest in a long line of immigrant groups to St. Thomas; 

indeed, since its colonization, St. Thomas has always been characterized by a diversity of 

languages and nationalities (Bastian 98). Thanks to the deep and wide harbor of Charlotte 

Amalie which made it an ideal location for a trading center, sailors and merchants 

converged there from England, France, Spain, Portugal, The Netherlands, and Denmark. 

Furthermore, it is very likely that the crew of any ship sailing under one of these flags 

would have represented multiple dialects, languages and even nationalities; and it is 
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rather unlikely that the sailors of many European ships to the New World could have 

been described as a homogeneous group. For instance, when the Danes started sailing to 

the Caribbean [they first did so] as crew members onboard foreign vessels, but from the 

1640s under the Danish flag (Maybom). 

While the native languages varied among traders, planters and sailors, Danish had 

always been, for the few, the language of official business and recordkeeping
1
 on St. 

Thomas.  There was a rise in the use of Danish just after 1755, when the Danish crown 

took total control of the colony away from the failing Company, and the ruling Governor 

General and his Danish civil and military officials, such as priests, customs officers, 

judges, schoolmasters, clerks, officers, and private soldiers, who were all Danes. All 

official records were written in the official Danish; indeed, all existing archives dating 

prior to the U.S. purchase in 1917 are in Danish. And yet, Danish was never the primary 

language spoken among the total inhabitants of St. Thomas. Danish language was neither 

formally taught to the populace nor was any form of Danish used as the lingua franca of 

the majority of the population (Bastian 101). Instead, the primary language on St. 

Thomas was first and for a long time Dutch, due to the “predominance of the Dutch in the 

European sector between 1660 and throughout the 1700s” (Sprauve 8), and then later the 

use of English overtook Dutch motivated by the changing demographics (Bastian 98). 

                                                 

1
 “Although the enslaved Africans created no written records, to a great extent, the 

records reflect their lives.[…] Beginning with the early days of the Danish West Indian 

Company in the late seventeenth century, […careful] records of all transactions and 

events were kept both by the Colonial Offices in Denmark and by the colonial 

government offices in the Danish West Indies. The Danes were notoriously meticulous 

and assiduous record keepers, and their records not only give a very rich, complete and 

detailed account of over two hundred fifty years of colonial development, but provide 

valuable documentation about colonial societies, slavery, and the slave trade”. (Bastian 

101). 
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Slavery was introduced and established on St. Thomas a decade after the first 

Danish settlements and the degree of diversity of nationalities and languages that existed 

among the European settlers, sailors, merchants and planters was also true of the servant 

population. The resulting African slave group in the settlement was significantly 

multinational, although Kwa speakers from West Africa formed a substantial 

linguistically homogeneous group (Sprauve 8). The enslaved Africans on St. Thomas and 

St. John developed a Dutch Creole known as Negerhollands, a language combining both 

Dutch and African influences. This was not the case miles away on St. Croix, where due 

to the predominance of English planters, an English-based Creole developed
2
 (Bastian 

101). The Dutch influence, while strongly reinforced through the predominance of Dutch 

planters, was probably not initially acquired by slaves on St. Thomas but rather much 

earlier in their captivity through Dutch slavers on the coasts of Africa; then much later, 

after arriving to the island, slaves found the Dutch Creole supported and carried on by 

Moravian missionaries (101). Sprauve would say that this is an understatement of the 

energies spent by the church, that on St. Thomas a veritable “propagation of Dutch 

Creole came from the pulpit of both the Moravian and the Lutheran Churches”3 (Sprauve 

8). After first trying unsuccessfully to use Dutch with the slaves, who spoke 

Negerhollands, a Dutch-based Creole already extinct today, the native German-speaking 

missionaries began learning Negerhollands.4 Curiously the development of the Creole 

                                                 

2
 On St. Croix “Danish is present only as the language of some street signs and [the 

names of] a few families. (129) Robert J. Di Pietro, "Multilingualism in St. Croix," 

American Speech 43.2 (1968): 127-37 
3
 Both sectors authorized translations of the Bible into Dutch Creole in the mid 18

th
 

century. (Sprauve 8) 
4
 German-speaking missionaries referred to the Dutch-based Creole as carriols in the 

early years (cf. Dutch creools, apparently with an epenthetic vowel), one of the earliest 
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from this point on was bi-directional, because “the German speakers’ errors in phonology 

and syntax were often not corrected but rather imitated by the native speakers of the 

creole, laying the foundations for a special variety of Church Creole which is still used on 

solemn occasions” (John Holm 282). During a formal ceremony of the church an error in 

grammar or pronunciation by a clergyman could take on the characteristic of holy 

authority. However, utterances shaped in this way might persist only in the context of a 

formal religious ceremony. 

While the church practices reflected the significance of Dutch-based Creole in the 

first two centuries of the settlement, the Moravians thereafter made policy changes to 

phase it out of religious services in order to introduce English and English Creole as the 

choice of language for their services as early as the late 18
th

 century.  English and English 

Creole were already spoken on St. Croix and many other neighboring islands leading the 

Moravians to predict the future importance of English on St. Thomas as well (Sprauve 8). 

Sprauve considers the clergy as a third and separate group within the population of St. 

Thomas and places it between European masters and African servants, not because their 

numbers ranged between those of masters and servants, but because they had a unique 

importance in the social context of the island especially as linguistic development of the 

creole languages was concerned (7). It would not be long for these policy changes to be 

justified as an accurate forecast; in the first decade of the 19
th

 century, British troops 

                                                                                                                                                 

known uses of the word referring to a West Indian language. The Moravians were also 

among the first to treat a creole as an autonomous language to be studied and written as a 

linguistic system independent of its lexical donor language. They taught the slaves to read 

and write in the creole (19) John Holm, An Introduction to Pidgins and Creoles 

(Cambridge, England: Cambridge UP, 2000) 282.. In fact, the first published grammar of 

any creole language was Jochum Melchor Magens’ Grammatica over det Creloske sprog. 

Som bruges paa de trende Danske Eilande, St. Croix, St. Thomas og St. Jans I Amerika 

(Copenhagen, 1770) (19). 
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occupied St. Thomas for two brief periods and since that time St. Thomians have had 

“massive contacts with English speaking people and their culture throughout the modern 

period” (Sprauve, 5). But while the clergy anticipated changes in language, the Danish 

government denied any. Even throughout the English occupation of the early 1800s and 

afterwards, Danish remained the official language of services. It was not until the 1860s, 

at the insistence of local Colonial Councils, that official public documents were published 

in both English and Danish. Even court testimony taken in English or any other language 

was transcribed and then translated by the clerk into Danish (Bastian 101). 

A century after the shift from Dutch to English began, from the late 19
th

 century 

and into the early 20
th

 century, two distinct varieties of French were introduced to the 

language environment of St. Thomas thanks to a significant migration of St. Barths to St. 

Thomas during that era. When these Creole immigrants arrived on St. Thomas, “they 

formed two distinct societies that had relatively little contact with each other” (Julianne 

Maher 283). In fact, they originated from different groups established on St. Barths and 

spoke two distinct varieties of French. One of these varities of French is locally called 

Patois on St. Thomas and it is similar to Louisiana Cajun French while the other is a 

variety of French Antillean Creole (283). The Patois-speaking group formed a 

community in the southern port town of Charlotte Amalie where a neighborhood near the 

water has for a long time and still today is called Frenchtown.  This group in St. Thomas 

Harbor is a “tightly clustered fishing community that, for a long time, remained socially 

and culturally isolated from its neighbors” (246). The second group of St. Barths came 

with different skills that influenced a completely different experience for them on St. 

Thomas. The majority of French Creole speakers initially installed themselves on large 
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estates where they worked in agriculture instead of fishing. These estates were dotted 

along the lush and verdant northern side of St. Thomas where the terrain is very steep and 

not easily accessible. The settlements that eventually grew out of the families of these 

initial agricultural workers were necessarily dispersed along the northern part of the 

island. “Socially and culturally, the Creole-speakers integrated more quickly into St. 

Thomas society, abandoning Creole for English; the Patois-speakers maintained their 

language and distinct French identity much longer” (283). 

The official language on St. Thomas today is a Caribbean styled Standard English 

used for legal, academic and commercial purposes. Outside of these contexts, local 

speech is dominated by St. Thomian varieties of English Creole, Caribbean varieties of 

French and Dominican Spanish (see Chapter 3 for a detailed description of St. Thomas 

English). 

Population 

As detailed above, since the first settlement was begun on St. Thomas in 1666 the 

linguistic situation of the island has best been described by its heterogeneity. This initial 

diversity of languages was directly due to the fact that several European nationalities 

were represented in its population given the island’s prime location at the center of 

commerce and shipping (Sprauve 7). Most planters and merchants were of nationalities 

other than Danish, having often emigrated from other Caribbean islands to the socially 

tolerant and politically neutral Danish West Indies, where almost everyone who wished 

to settle there, was welcome. For the majority of ruling class Europeans the most often 

heard and read languages of daily life in the small cosmopolitan society were English, 
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Dutch and French, while the black servants mostly spoke [Dutch] Creole among 

themselves (Maybom). 

Since as early as the latter half of the 17
th

 century, European planters and their 

African slaves would increase the export of sugar and cotton on St. Croix, grow the 

trading activity on St. Thomas, and by this progress fuel even more immigration during 

the 18th century, (de Albuquerque and McElroy 62). The segment of the population with 

the greatest increase and the greatest real numbers was that of African slaves. From the 

first shiploads of African slaves, the European “white population had always been small 

in proportion to the black population” (Bastian 99). For instance, as early as 1715, 

already 3,042 African slaves had been brought to St. Thomas to work the 160 established 

plantations, but the total white European population at the same time was only 547 for the 

whole island (Bastian 98). Only a decade later, in 1725, the population gap on Saint 

Thomas had reached only 324 whites to 4,490 blacks. An everlasting source for anxiety 

among the white population was the imbalance between the low number of free persons 

and the great number of slaves on this small island. It bears repeating that conditions for 

the enslaved Africans in the West Indies were harsh. Neighboring St. John had a 

comparable population proportion and there was a violent slave rebellion which took 

place there in 1733 during which many whites, including some Danish soldiers, were 

killed and their plantation buildings and sugar fields burned or destroyed. The remaining 

white inhabitants fled from St. John which remained under control of the African slaves 

for nearly a year, until they were ultimately mercilessly defeated (Danish National 

Archives website). If the black population was always greater by far than the white 

population, another constant is that among the white population, the inhabitants of Danish 
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origin and nationality were always the minority population throughout their two hundred 

fifty years of colonial rule on the island (Bastian 98). 

By the time Denmark abolished slavery in 1803, Africans outnumbered whites by 

a ratio of 10 to 1; put another way, nearly 90 percent of the total population was made up 

of slaves at the height of the slave trade (Bastian 99). In case it has not been made 

sufficiently clear, let me explicitly put down here, as Bastian notes, that African slaves 

were integral to all aspects of life in colonial days of St. Thomas, today the descendents 

of those enslaved make up the majority of St. Thomians, and the significance of the 

legacy of slavery continues to inform on the culture of St. Thomians to this day. 

Emancipation created an eventual shortage in manual labor and to fill it, between 1850 

and 1864 St. Croix and St. Thomas welcomed immigrants from neighboring islands. St. 

Croix planters coordinated to establish a fund for recruitment of workers for their cane 

fields and succeeded in attracting hundreds of laborers from just Barbados and St. 

Eustatius. On St. Thomas, the demand for labor was met first by the French immigrants 

from St. Barthelemy who established separate communities in Frenchtown and on the 

Northside, then by a steadily growing immigration of workers mostly from the British 

Virgin Islands (de Albuquerque and McElroy 63). These efforts to attract immigrant 

workers were not effective enough to save the failing economy of the islands, however, 

and according to Albuquerque and McElroy, the population of St. Thomas from 1835 

(just at the beginnings of emancipation in the Caribbean) , until 1930, (a few years before 

the appeal of prohibition would cause a growth in the economy thanks to rum 

production), the population of the Virgin Islands dropped by 50% due to emigration 

(especially of young working-age males) and disastrous hurricanes. By the time the U.S. 
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purchased the islands from the Danish in 1917, the state of the islands’ affairs was at its 

worst including low birth rates, high death rates, and a very high infant mortality rate. 

“For example, the crude birth rate was 25 in contrast to a death rate of 42 and an 

extremely high infant mortality rate of 329” (de Albuquerque and McElroy 63). 

Today, St. Thomians, often inclusively referred to as West Indians, “are in a large 

majority Black people” (Sprauve 5). In fact among some mainland whites living on St. 

Thomas, the term West Indian has come to mean only black islanders, excluding 

“Frenchies” (the local term referring to the descendants of immigrants from St. Barts) and 

other West Indians with European phenotypes. This use of the term created confusion in 

at least one conversation I witnessed between white mainlanders in which the speaker 

used the term as a politically correct euphemism in order to emphasize the darkness of a 

person’s skin. This caused confusion to some listeners who did not understand the 

relevance of what they perceived to be a reference to a person’s place of birth regardless 

of skin color.  

Nevertheless, although “from its earliest settlement, the population of the Danish 

West Indies was heterogeneous, still, African people, enslaved or free, were always in the 

majority and played a central role in the earliest records of the colony[, w]hether involved 

in transactions or as the actual transactions” (Bastian100). Generally speaking, it would 

seem that blacks make up 80 percent of the population of St. Thomas today. However, 

this is a simplification based on applying the “one-drop rule” for assigning race based on 

U.S. culture. According to the census reports,  

as of a July 1998 estimate, the population of the islands is approximately 

118,000 persons. About 74% of the population is Black West Indian of 

African descent, 5% Hispanic (residing primarily on St. Croix), 13%, both 

Black and White from the U.S. mainland, and 8% other. Of the West 
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Indian population, about 45% are native Virgin Islanders and 29% are 

immigrants from other Caribbean islands. Of the White population, a 

small number, resident on St. Thomas, are native-born of French descent. 

Their ancestors migrated to the Virgin Islands from the French Caribbean 

island of St. Barts in the late-nineteenth century. (Bastian 101)  

 

Visitors to St. Thomas who are Hispanic or have an interest in Spanish, may be 

surprised to find that despite a distance of just 75 miles east from Puerto Rico –close 

enough to see its mountain range on most days- the largest representation of Hispanics 

there is not Puerto Rican but Dominican. In the following chapter on demographics, I 

analyze census data of St. Thomas from the last century to the present in order to explain 

the current population especially as it pertains to Dominicans.   

A Fragmented Society 

The legacy of colonialism persists in St. Thomas today, manifested in the division 

of people in the workforce and housing by race, class, language, culture and collective 

mission. Several subgroups of Virgin Islanders self-identify by their race, heritage, and 

nationality, but the greatest cultural divide is that between continentals (generally whites) 

and Caribbean blacks. De Albuquerque and McElroy point the finger at continental 

immigrants who have, as he sees it, created satellites of mainstream white American 

society within the Virgin Islands since the 1970s. Continental immigrant businessmen 

with their transplanted technicians and service workers, have succeeded in limiting the 

experience for most tourists (who are mostly white) who visit St. Thomas and the rest of 

the USVI to attractions that de Albuquerque and McElroy disparage as a 

“West/California/ Texas version of the Caribbean, replete with Jimmy Buffet style bands, 

Texas barbecues, Maine lobster nights, Sunday hoedowns, and Monday night American 

football” (17). He blames these unnatural cultural scions for causing the ubiquitous social 
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distance between continental whites and the black and brown St. Thomians. He 

elaborates further in the same passage describing how whites live either in higher income 

neighborhoods or on boats, and how whites keep mostly to themselves preferring to hire 

whites over others and patronizing white businesses and schools. He arrives at the 

conclusion that the Virgin Islands society is thus fractured into separate groups that do 

not combine in meaningful social ways; borrowing a term from a 1948 study by 

Furnivall, de Albuquerque and McElroy clarify that a fractured society is one that has “no 

common social will” (17). My own observations and experiences support this 

characterization but I would say that only some of this fragmenting can be attributed to 

entrepreneurs transplanting satellites of Americana tourism in the region. Sometimes the 

perceived social fragmenting is explained by cultural differences. For instance, 

throughout the nearly four years I spent living and working on St. Thomas, never did any 

of my Caribbean colleagues invite me to eat with them or visit their home. Instead it was 

other continentals who made connections with me outside of the workplace, and we 

forged strong bonds among us thanks to our common experience as expatriates. The St. 

Thomians were not eschewing or avoiding us; for the Virgin Islander professional work 

and personal life are kept separate and private from each other. Most Virgin Islanders 

have strong ties to their community, neighborhood and families and are active members 

of a church and a leisure organization. They simply do not have time to cultivate 

friendships with continentals who are largely transient. Race is not a divisive factor on St. 

Thomas; as de Albuquerque and McElroy also note: Black continentals are often “set 

apart from Virgin Islanders by linguistic and other cultural differences, often lumped 

together with white continentals” (17). Other times the fragmenting is driven by 
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economics and class; while it seems true on St. Thomas, that mostly whites live on boats, 

the notion of a predominantly white neighborhood could only be ascribed to a very few 

extremely expensive real-estate zones that can include gated communities in which a very 

wealthy few continentals reside. The large majority of white continentals are service 

workers who rent living spaces in a variety of urban, suburban and rural neighborhoods at 

all class levels. 

If access to housing is one point of perceived difference between whites and 

blacks in the Virgin Islands, another is earning potential. Although whites tend to achieve 

higher levels of education, it is a common perception among Virgin Islanders that 

continentals, especially whites, earn higher incomes not because they are better prepared 

for a particular job, but because they are favored as a social group (22). In fact, West 

Indians “often insist that higher white educational attainment is incidental because whites 

are most often employed in service related occupations which do not require a college 

education or specific technical skills” (25). The situation is compounded for many 

undocumented Dominicans who must accept the lowest of wages because they are not 

protected under labor laws. 

Another aspect of social life on St. Thomas that correlates with a separation of 

racial and ethnic groups includes recreational and leisure patterns. “Different groups 

occupy separate social worlds and through their associational and recreational activities 

reaffirm their respective identities and reinforce the heterogeneous nature of USVI 

society” (de Albuquerque and McElroy 34). For instance, the beaches are a popular 

weekend destination for everyone, but on Megan’s Bay, it is well known among locals to 

avoid a section of the beach where the cruise ship tourist will congregate. On the opposite 
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end of the beach is an area where church groups hold youth group competitions for 

kayaking and swimming. Dominicans too claim an area of the beach; it is usually in the 

shade of trees and marked by loud merengue, barbecues, dominos and a congregation of 

at least enough players for a game of baseball along with their wives and children. This 

separation of social worlds between different ethnicities can be a source of anxiety to 

many undocumented Dominicans who wish to socialize in groups at public venues. 

Dominicans perceive that their group is targeted and harassed by police when enforcing 

regulations on the beach. One of my Dominican interviewees who was warned by police 

not to drink from a glass bottle, waved his arm across the beach and told me to observe 

how everyone is doing the same thing, but the police always reprimand Dominicans only. 

Informal games of baseball are among the activities not to be missed at weekly reunions 

on the beach, but organized league baseball is also a serious pastime for Dominican 

families.  It is another aspect of social life that separates them from other social groups on 

St. Thomas; Dominicans prefer baseball while St. Thomians and other West Indians from 

the Lesser Antilles prefer cricket generally. Competitive cricket matches are well 

attended by hundreds of St. Thomians while the equivalent baseball games only attract 

dozens of spectators most of which are Dominicans. 

Many Dominicans perceive that they are victims of racism and prejudice from 

English-speaking St. Thomians. During active social fieldwork and as a participant 

community member, I observed expressions of prejudice from and towards members of 

several groups, including continentals, native Virgin Islanders, and Hispanics. Some 

stereotypes that abound on St. Thomas include the notions that Frenchies (the 

descendants of immigrants from St. Barts), are barefoot hillbillies; down islanders 
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(pejoratively referred to as garots) are unsophisticated and poor; and whites are most 

often satirized as the happy clueless ‘valley girl’ type.  From the group of the majority, 

the native Virgin Islanders, the most vocal examples of prejudice toward Hispanics are 

directed toward Dominicans in such expressions as “fucking Santo”
5
 which carries the 

connotation of the illegal immigrant who is uneducated, dishonest and immoral. Toward 

whites I observed expressions of prejudice from St. Thomians but never any acts of 

racism. The most divisive remarks of prejudice toward whites that were either shared 

with me or on at least one occasion directed towards me were in regard to the widely held 

belief that individuals in leadership positions on St. Thomas should be Black. Rather than 

an attack on non-Blacks, such pronouncements are founded in a concern for 

representation of the majority’s ideals and ethics, a distrust of any system whose structure 

is perceived to resemble colonialism, and most significantly a collective anxiety to avoid 

a further cultural invasion or “watering-down” of the authentic qualities of St. Thomian 

culture. The fact that St. Thomians share history and language with other Caribbean 

nations but have political and economic dependency on the Continental U.S. creates an 

identity crisis for which an attempt to define themselves in contrast to the “other” is 

borne out as a rejection of all qualities perceived as not St. Thomian. I observed 

expressions of this concern during faculty meetings on the topic of hiring a new 

university president and new faculty. De Albuquerque and McElroy note similar tensions 

regarding leaders in the territory’s legistlative body. In particular the 17
th

 Legislature 

                                                 

5
 “Santo” references Santo Domingo, the capital of the Dominican Republic. The term 

“santo” originated as a pejorative term and is still used regularly by the larger English-

Speaking community to refer derogatorily to Dominicans (usually phrased as “fucking 

santo”), nevertheless, some younger Dominicans are beginning to reclaim it as a 

legitimate Spanish alternative to dominicano. 
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(1987-1988) stands out as a case in point: the “disproportionate representation (whites 

constituted 14 percent of the population, yet a third of the 15 member Legislature was 

white) did not go unnoticed or unremarked. The influence of whites in the legislature, 

however, has been declining since (36).  

Since its colonization, St. Thomas has been and still is a diverse yet highly 

divided society. Today, place of birth and ethnic background divide the people who live 

here and define social relationships between members of distinct groups. De Albuquerque 

and McElroy believe that if not for the necessary mixing of people caused by daily 

commerce and economic interdependency, the “mutual suspicion, antagonism and 

racism” would otherwise fester and result in damaging social consequences (38). 

This brief review of Virgin Island history is necessary for understanding the 

relationships of the people in contact today on St. Thomas. Since the present study will 

describe languages in contact, it will show that the language choices made by the Spanish 

speaker participants will find some correlation with social factors including national 

origin and self-identity. As I have shown above, such factors are unavoidable variables in 

social relations on the island and continue to play out in the speech of Dominicans who 

must negotiate their identity in this Caribbean American space where social constructions 

of race and ethnolinguistic identity are often in opposition to those of their own 

Dominican culture. To round out the description of the sociolinguistic context for this 

study, I will present, in Chapter 2, a history of immigration patterns of people from the 

Dominican Republic to St. Thomas, U.S.V.I. and in Chapter 3 a description of St. 

Thomian English is synthesized.  
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CHAPTER 2 

DEMOGRAPHICS OF DOMINICANS ON ST. THOMAS 

Challenges in Reporting on the Dominican Presence 

On this city-sized island, Dominicans can be found everywhere: playing baseball 

over blaring Merengue at weekly reunions on the beaches, working in private residences, 

construction sites and at local markets; Dominicans can be seen playing dominoes in 

doorways, filing into churches on Sunday, and studying in the schools and university. Yet 

regardless of such ubiquity, an official number of Dominicans on St. Thomas at any 

given time is difficult to count with precision since many arrive illegally for economic 

reasons, are undocumented and are likely to distrust any official census request for 

information of origin and identity. The understandable fear of detection and deportation 

by undocumented immigrants poses a common challenge for researchers of any 

marginalized populations, but in the Virgin Islands it is compounded by a broader 

cultural distrust regarding official record keeping and documentation. There exists among 

St. Thomians a generalized desire to remain “off the grid”, perhaps inherited from the 

legacy of slavery, and which is facilitated by the largely cash-based economy and the 

absence of address numbers on private residences.
6
 I was first made aware of this cultural 

characteristic by the IRB officer at the University of the Virgin Islands who cautioned me 

of locals’ distrust for giving personal information to any official data collectors. In her 

1990 dissertation, “Teacher’s Attitudes toward Dialect Variation in the U.S. Virgin 

Islands; a Sociolinguistic Study”, Nereida Hillyer-Wright referred to a “cultural-social-

                                                 

6
 Postal service is generally not delivered to private residences on St. Thomas and many 

residents maintain a post office box. To request driving directions is often an invitation to 

lessons in history and biology with such instructions as “turn right at the tamarind tree” 

or “go past the bridge to nowhere”. 
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political orientation which tends to make local people suspicious of research. Some state 

that they do not want to “stand out” in the event that fingers are pointed following the 

research” (150). In my own fieldwork, I was turned down by many individuals and turned 

away from places of gathering because of distrust for my inquiries. Even after completing 

for me an entire interview, it was not rare for a still skeptical informant to appeal to me 

not to “betray” him or “do him wrong”. It is likely therefore, for reasons which include 

suspicion of government, that the characteristics of nationality or country of origin for the 

population are not perfectly counted in the official censuses. What’s more, aside from 

these errors in the data which we can consider intentional, there is also the problem of 

unintentional errors generated from the imperfect questionnaire. For instance, considering 

the 2000 census in the continental U.S., the numbers counted for Dominicans “-as well as 

those for other Hispanic groups- have been questioned on the basis of poor question 

design. […] more than six million individuals who checked the “other” box did not 

indicate a particular group, but instead wrote “Hispanic”, “Latino”, or left it blank” 

(Ernesto Sagás and Sintia E. Molina 17). Therefore, an effective interpretation of the 

census data for Dominicans on St. Thomas, should include a critical review of the data on 

race and ethnicity, when available. It is my intention here to synthesize data on general 

population trends and to highlight and interpret any data regarding demographics of 

Hispanics and particularly of Dominicans within the context of the larger island 

demographics.  
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Interpreting Census Reports  

From Danish Colony to U.S. Territory 

The earliest official United States census records available for the Virgin Islands are from 

1917, the year in which the U.S. purchased the Virgin Islands from the Danish. That year, upon 

the sale and transfer of the territory, a special Federal census count of the islands’ populations 

was made by the United States for the occasion of the purchase acquisition. Three years later, 

there was no 1920 census count of the Virgin Islands and the standard decennial U.S. census 

would commence for the territoty in 1930. The U.S.V.I. census of 1940 included a summary for 

the years 1835 to 1911on data provided by the Danish government (see Table 2.1).  

Table 2.1 General Population Trends: Danish Virgin Islands (All three islands total pop.) 
 

Year 1835 1841 1846 1850 1855 1860 

Total Pop. 43,178 40,955 39,588 39,614 37,137 38,231 

       

Year 1870 1880 1890 1901 1911  

Total Pop. 37,821 33,763 32,786 30,527 27,086  

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 1917: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau.) 

In 1917, the total population of St. Thomas was 10,191 and the population 

numbers were grouped as follows: White 1,293; Negro 6,595; Mixed 2,283; and Others 

20 (see Table 2.2). With no further distinctions recorded that year for nationality, 

language or ethnicity, one cannot be certain of the number of Dominicans counted in the 

initial census, but a brief review of the history and social conditions at the time should 

make for a clear argument that at that time there were no Dominicans present on St. 

Thomas. I have explained in the previous chapter on the history of St. Thomas, how the 

economy had steadily worsened for over a century since the abolition of slavery until its  
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Table 2.2 Color or Race by Island and City, Virgin Islands: 1917 

 Total White Negro Mixed Others 

  N % N % N % N % 

Virgin Islands 26,051 1,922 7.4 19,523 74.9 4,563 17.5 43 0.2 

       Cities 15,465 1,086 7.0 10,930 70.7 3,426 22.2 23 0.1 

       Rural districts 10,586 836 7.9 8,593 81.2 1,137 10.7 20 0.2 

          

St. Croix 14,901 625 4.2 12,238 82.1 2,016 13.5 22 0.1 

       Christiansted 4,574 259 5.7 3,306 72.3 1,003 21.9 6 0.1 

       Frederiksted 3,144 107 3.4 2,559 81.4 477 15.2 1 0.0 

       Rural districts 7,183 259 3.6 6,373 88.7 536 7.5 15 0.2 

          

St. Thomas 10,191 1,293 12.7 6,595 64.7 2,283 22.4 20 0.2 

      Charlotte 

Amalie 

7,747 720 9.3 5,065 65.4 1,946 25.1 16 0.2 

       Rural districts 2,444 573 23.4 1,530 62.6 337 13.8 4 0.2 

St. John 959 4 0.4 690 71.9 264 27.5 1 0.1 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 1917: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau.) 

dismal conditions by the time of the American purchase. Concurrently, when the 

inhabitants were naturalized as United States citizens, able-bodied men migrated in large 

numbers to the mainland in search of jobs, of which, according to the first governor’s 

report, there were none on St. Thomas. Given the lack of jobs, the broken economy, and 
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the exodus of the most capable laborers, it is likely there were no Dominicans on St. 

Thomas at the time of the 1917 special census.  

Cultural Definitions for Census Labels 

Having just presented, in the first paragraphs of this chapter, aspects of 

underreporting that may occur on the census counts for Dominicans on St. Thomas, it 

may seem contradictory for me to report with confidence that from my analysis of the 

first U.S. census I have already speculated that there was a likely possibility of no 

Dominican presence at all on St. Thomas prior to and including 1917. In the event that I 

have exaggerated the facts, it is appropriate to outline here some cultural considerations 

for developing a margin of error that may be applied to the rest of my analyses 

throughout this section. Based on common Dominican phenotypes -they are generally 

mulattos- it seems likely that a census enumerator would have relegated them to the 

“Mixed” category. However, a Spanish-speaking Dominican is more likely to have been 

counted as “Other” by an enumerator visiting from the continental United States because 

in the mainstream cultural system of racial categorization in the United States, Hispanic 

heritage trumps black skin color as a designating cultural/racial feature (Bailey 

“Dominican-American Ethnic” 691). In our mainstream culture we consider Hispanic 

heritage fundamentally separate from the African-American experience and therefore 

suspend the “one-drop” rule for determining Black categorization. In their article 

“Correlates of Race, Ethnicity and national Origin in the United States Virgin Islands” 

Klaus de Albuquerque and Jerome L. McElroy explain the same challenges and 

complexities of interpreting these census data: “Interpreting shifts in the "mixed and 

other" population is less straight forward because of the ambiguities that underlay the old 
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system of race/colour classification” (9). The “mixed and other” category requires a 

careful interpretation if it is to inform on measuring a group such as the racially mixed 

Spanish-speaking Dominicans counted from among many Afro-Caribbeans by a U.S. 

enumerator. This interpretation must recognize not only one old system of race/color 

classification but the far more complicated result of the convergence of three such 

systems in competition: that of the Dominican to be counted, that of the enumerator from 

the continental U.S. and that of the St. Thomian community at large. The Dominican 

system, by contrast to the North American, places greater value on white European 

lineage, over that of African when regarding a person of mixed heritage, in what I would 

explain as a sort of reverse scenario to our one-drop rule. In the Dominican system, the 

great spectrum of skin color from tan to dark brown skin is described as “indio” and 

considered a trait passed down from the native Taínos who inhabited the island at the 

time of the Spanish conquest (Bailey 696-7). Although, St. Thomians are very 

consciously aware of color and racial features, for them, identification to the group is 

based first on place of birth --a claim regularly defended by the statement “I ban he.” (I 

was born here). The enumerator from the continental United States, by contrast, builds 

his categories on the foundations of White and non-White. Highlighting how these 

cultural definitions can affect data interpretation, de Albuquerque suggests that declines 

in Black population “recorded between 1917 and 1930 partially derive from changing 

definitions of race imposed on local census enumerators by the U.S. Bureau of the 

Census” (9).   
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Interpretation of 1917 Census Regarding Dominicans 

Considering these varying cultural definitions, I submit the following 

interpretation for the first U.S. census of 1917, with regard to the classification of 

color/race therein (see Table 2.2). On St. Thomas, the population distribution for the four 

categories in 1917 was Negro 65%, White 13%, Mixed 22% and Other 0.2%. Because 

many Dominicans have phenotypes which reveal a mix of European and African 

heritage, known as indio among Dominicans, it is tempting to assume that most 

Dominicans, if counted, would likely have been labeled “Mixed”. But because the census 

data before 1970 were recorded by an enumerator acting under the guidelines of the 

continental U.S. system, and not self-identified, Dominicans who spoke Spanish would 

have been relegated to the category of “Other” probably grouped together with residents 

of Asian and Amerindian phenotypes. Presumably, other mulattos of whatever non-

Hispanic national or ethnic heritage, would have shared the category “Mixed”.  

In addition to this cultural interpretation of the data, there is also economic and 

political evidence to support the argument that there were not yet any significant number 

of Dominicans living on St. Thomas up to and including the first decades of U.S. control 

of the islands. For nearly two decades after becoming a U.S. territory, the Virgin Islands 

was in a state of fundamental recovery to its infrastructure and social services, rendering 

it unattractive to migrants (see Chapter 1). The first indications of a pendulum swing in 

population growth came with the prospect of economic growth after the repeal of 

prohibition in the U.S. (de Albuquerque  and McElroy “West Indian Migration” 65) and a 

renewed demand in rum production in the Caribbean. But this swing on St. Thomas 

coincided with the beginning of the Trujillo era during which the Dominican Republic 
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was ruled by an all-controlling dictator. If few to no Dominican had immigrated to St. 

Thomas by 1930, it was further unlikely that any Dominican would for the next three 

decades. To be sure, St. Thomas was about to become more attractive, but leaving the 

Dominican Republic was becoming a very difficult if not impossible challenge. 

“Migration –and even occasional travel– were jealously curtailed by the Trujillo 

dictatorship. Travel provided the opportunity for disaffected individuals to join the 

political exile community, and it was feared that travel would expose Dominicans to 

“dangerous” democratic ideas” (Sagás 12). The control was so effective that only a small 

number of Dominicans emigrated from the Republic during Trujillo’s dictatorship. For 

three decades, between 1931 and 1960, less than 17,000 Dominicans legally migrated to 

the United States (12). 

The 1940 Census:Birthright 

In the 1940 Census of St. Thomas the categories “Native” and “Foreign Born” 

were introduced, marking a change that indicates, as de Albuquerque and McElroy 

suggest, that data collectors wished to reflect the local definitions of heritage and origin 

over the distinctions based on race alone (“Correlates” 2-6); (see Table 2.3). The 

introduction of the category “Foreign Born” is an important improvement to the census 

because it speaks to a concept that is absolutely central to the construction of identity for 

Virgin Islanders. St. Thomas has historically been a transcient place and this legacy 

continues today thanks to an economy which depends on tourism, that is, the coming and 

going of people. St. Thomians wrestle with the challenges shared by many tourist 

destinations which love and hate their tourists and their migrant tourism workers. The 

common dilemma for so many similar places is that tourists are, on the one hand,   
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Table 2.3: Population for the Virgin Islands by Country of Birth: 1940 and 1950 

   

 1940 1950 

Total 24,889 26,665 

Native 21,558 23,581 

       Virgin Islands 18,703 19,616 

       Puerto Rico 2,002 2,874 

       Other U.S. Territories and Possessions 61 57 

Continental United States  792 1,034 

Foreign Born 3,331 3,084 

     Great Britain and Ireland  22 30 

     Denmark 

158 

69 

     Other Europe 81 

     Barbados  

 

3,087 

219 

     Other British West Indies 2,101 

     French West Indies 8 

     Dutch West Indies 18 

     Other West Indies 485 

     Central America 20 25 

     South America 19 15 

     All others and not reported 25 33 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 1940 and 1950: 

Virgin Islands. Washington: US Census Bureau.) 
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perceived as a nuisance to the community because they attract traffic, litter and crime, yet 

on the other hand, tourists are a blessing for the host economy because the livelihood of 

nearly all residents depends on the daily arrival of more plane and boatloads of “ugly 

Americans”. In any city full of so many visitors there is a great concern with ‘the Other’ 

yet perhaps more than other places, St. Thomians are extremely concerned with the 

authenticity of those who claim to be Virgin Islanders.  The difference between I live 

here and “I ban he” [ai ban hɛ] (‘I was born here’) is unmistakable: the latter is believed 

by St. Thomians to have more legitimate claim to the history, land and resources of 

St.Thomas. For St. Thomians, St. Johnians, and Cruzans,   

…nativity, colour, family name, and length of residence, play a very 

important part in the sociological definition of a Virgin Islander. Recent 

evidence suggests that the definition of nativity is becoming more flexible 

(the inclusion of the USVI born children of Eastern Caribbean 

immigrants) but not sufficiently elastic to also include the USVI born 

children of white and black mainlanders”. (de Albuquerque and McElroy, 

“Correlates” 10)  

Competency in the local speech dialect and in cultural traditions is indispensable for the 

speaker if he intends to identify with, or assimilate to, St. Thomian culture. Some 

nationality groups have an advantage over others in this matter: for instance, the 

vernaculars of St. Lucians, Dominicans (that is [do mə ni knz] from Dominica), and 

Antilleans from Aruba, Bonaire and Curacao as well as Frenchies (local referent for the 

descendants of immigrants from St. Barts) are generally recognizable to St. Thomians 

ears, while Kittitians, Nevisians, Antiguans and Anguillans speak dialects which, but for 

the absence of the STTEC vowel [ɛ] and some lexical items, cannot be distinguished, by 

the layperson in any meaningful way, from that of most Virgin Islanders (de Albuquerque 

and McElroy, “Correlates” 15). These nationalities were not distinguished in the census 

until 1980 (see Table 2.8). Before then, group members were characterized by racial 
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features only which must have included together Frenchies (white native Virgin Islanders 

of St. Barts heritage) in the same category with many Continentals and Europeans, and 

which lumped together black Virgin Islanders with almost every other Caribbean 

nationality. Such taxonomy makes little sense to St. Thomians who consider themselves 

different and apart from all Eastern Caribbean immigrants to St. Thomas. Historically, 

U.S. Virgin Islanders themselves have lumped together all Eastern Caribbean immigrants 

and have “associated with them, the derogatory term "garot," suggesting that they were 

poor, unwashed and uneducated, a common stereotype of immigrant groups (15).  

In my first year teaching at the University of the Virgin Islands, a White student 

who had been born and raised on St. Thomas by white European parents wrote a paper on 

the discrimination she perceived to have received her entire life from mainlanders and St. 

Thomians alike because both groups failed to recognize her as authentically St. Thomian 

albeit a minority member. Several Dominicans and other Hispanics I interviewed spoke 

about discrimination and double standards that at least one informant referred to as “un 

racismo al aire libre” (an out-and-open racism) against Hispanics. I witnessed a related 

exchange, between a young Arab clerk of a mini market and two young black West 

Indian customers, in which the clerk tried to convince the customers that he was as 

authentically St. Thomian as they. To do this, he switched to his best St. Thomian 

English Creole pronunciation to declare “I ban heh; Contant”. Contant is an 

economically depressed, densely populated area with a high crime rate within the port 

city of Charlotte Amalie; the implied message in the clerk’s statement is not unlike that 

of the hip-hop artist who gains street cred by referencing the tough hood he grew up in. 

On a third occasion, at a closed mechanic shop, a neighboring merchant offered me a 
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description of the mechanic so that I might recognize him upon his return to the busy 

yard. Rather than provide any physical descriptions, the neighbor pronounced allegations 

of the incongruity between the mechanic’s speech and his dubious claims to have grown 

up in St. Thomas; the neighbor believed the mechanic to be really from the mainland 

based on his speech performance. In fact, when I met the mechanic, a brown-skinned 

man of mixed racial features, I did indeed observe his speech to be closer to standardized 

American English. I did not personally experience nor did I observe any examples of 

racial discrimination in my work and research on St. Thomas. However, I did quite often 

observe examples, such as those above, of people engaged in conversations regarding 

challenges to the social and linguistic authenticity/ spuriousness of a Virgin Islander’s 

claim of belonging to the group as perceived by other St. Thomians. The confusion of 

identity arises because,  

although not a discrete ethnic group, native Virgin Islanders often act as if 

they constitute a separate group. Caught between their lucrative American 

connection and their Eastern Caribbean heritage, Virgin Islanders 

frequently exhibit a kind of cultural marginality. Unwilling to fully 

embrace white or black America, or their Leeward Island cousins, from 

whom they cannot be meaningfully separated socio-culturally, they have 

shown an inordinate preoccupation with trying to uncover and authenticate 

a separate Virgin Islands culture. (de Albuquerque and McElroy, 

“Correlates” 10)  

 

The University of the Virgin Islands, the only institution of higher education in the 

territory, seems to confess this identity crisis in their motto, Historically American. 

Uniquely Caribbean. Globally Interactive., even as they intend to promote it as an 

advantage to its students.  

While the additional categories included for the 1940 census were an 

improvement, they still fell short of recognizing the cultural subtleties in the “born here” 
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claim for genuineness and spuriousness among the inhabitants of St. Thomas. For 

instance, the four subcategories under “Native” include “Virgin Islands”, “Puerto Rico”, 

“Other U.S. Territories and possessions”, and “Continental United States”.  Together this 

inclusive designation of native reveals that “Native” seems intended to have meant native 

to the political United States rather than native born inhabitants of St. Thomas. 

Furthermore, in 1940, under “Foreign Born” all the “West Indies” islands are summed 

together without any further distinction of nationality or ethnicity to a total number of 

3,087. So any foreign-born Hispanics (i.e., non Puerto Rican)  counted in the 1940 census 

on St. Thomas would have been from either the Dominican Republic or Cuba and 

relegated to this label along with nearly two dozen other island nations.  

1950 Census: French, Not Spanish West Indians 

The 1950 census categories of nationality and country of origin were expanded 

further from the distinctions designated in 1940 recognizing several further subdivisions 

within the subcategory of “West Indies” including Barbados, British, French, Dutch, and 

“Other” (see Table 2.3). The 485 inhabitants counted as “Other” could only have been 

representatives from the eight remaining West Indies island nationalities including The 

Dominican Republic. However, the still insignificant number of Dominicans on St. 

Thomas is clearly expressed in the lack of a category for the Dominican Republic of its 

own, while the trends in Puerto Rican immigration occurring on St. Croix during this era 

were well-documented.  “The striking increase in the "mixed and other" population of St. 

Croix between 1930 and 1960 was due to in-migration of Puerto Ricans to St. Croix from 

the off-shore islands of Vieques and Culebra” (9). According to de Albuquerque, the 

earlier waves of Puerto Rican laborers were drawn to St. Croix by opportunities to work 
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in cane-cutting and farming, and later waves of more skilled workers came for 

opportunities to work in the oil refineries. 

1960 Census: Dominicans in the “Mix” 

Between 1950 and 1960 the total population of St. Thomas grew by 20 percent and the 

foreign born population increased by nearly a third (see Tables 2.4 and 2.5). But even 

ignoring the extreme difficulty of emigrating from the Dominican Republic during the 

Trujillo regime, if any Dominicans had begun to migrate to St. Thomas they would likely 

have contributed to the categories of “Mixed” race/color which in its entirety only 

accounted for less than 10% of St. Thomians in 1960 among the foreign-born migration. 

1970 Census: First Dominican Count 

Not until 1970 did the category “Dominican Republic” appear in the St. Thomas 

census report under “Country of Origin”, when it was even further divided into several 

subcategories. This sudden presence of Dominicans on St. Thomas was a direct effect of 

political and social changes which had recently occurred in the Dominican Republic: the 

dictator Rafael Trujillo effectively restricted travel and emigration as bad policy, but in 

1961, Trujillo was assassinated, the dictatorship crumbled, and there were sudden and 

severe changes in many aspects of Dominican society because  

…the end of the Trujillo regime unleashed social, political, and economic 

pressures that had been accumulating for decades. First by the hundreds, 

and then by the thousands, Dominicans started migrating: from country to 

town, from the interior to the capital, and from the Dominican Republic to 

the United States and other countries. (Sagás 1)  

The total number of Dominicans counted on St. Thomas in 1970 was 122 out of 

the 233 for all three islands together (see Table 2.6). Of the origins of these Dominicans, 

59 were population of the 1950s and 1960s, the data is even more unwieldy because this 

category accounted for about one fifth of population of St. Thomas and is comprised of  
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Table 2.4: Population 1950, and Population by Race, 1960 

 St. Thomas Charlotte Amalie City 

1950 (All races) 13,819 11,669 

1960   

 All races 16,201 12,880 

 White 2,923 1,632 

 Negro 11,995 10,449 

 Mixed 1,283 799 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 1960: Virgin 

Islands. Washington: US Census Bureau.) 

 

Table 2.5: Nativity and Country of Birth, 1960 

 St. Thomas Charlotte Amalie City 

Total 16,201 12,880 

Native, total 12,445 9,800 

               Born in U.S. Virgin Islands 10,127 8,364 

   Born in outlying U.S. area 843 585 

   Born in United States 1,475 851 

Foreign Born 3,756 3,080 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 1960: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau.) 

everyone not born a U.S. citizen. There was not yet enough detailed data to inform on 

Dominican counted as “Urban”; 174 as “Rural”; 17 “White”; 148 “Negro”; and 68 

“Other”. It’s unclear here what “Other” refers to, but these may have been Dominicans of 

a mixed heritage. It is likely that many of these “Others” were Dominicans dark enough 
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or with a phenotype of sufficient African features to be categorized as Negro but who did 

not accept this North American categorization. My interpretation here of the data on 

“Other” is based on the findings of Bailey, which I will take as a point of departure in my 

own research as I attempt to analyze Dominican speech and Dominican Spanish 

speakers’ perspectives on their language within the cultural context of their identity 

within the greater community. 

Table 2.6: Ethnic Characteristics, 1970 

 Virgin Islands St. Thomas Charlotte 

Amalie 

 Total White Negro other   

Total population 62,468 11,339 45,309 5,820 28,960 12,220 

Native 41,140 9,726 26,813 4,601 19,236 7543 

U.S. Territory 29,068 2,907 26,813 2,459 14,437 6,492 

         U.S. 8,058 5,906 1,792 360 3,779 687 

         Puerto Rico 4,014 913 1,319 1,782 1,020 364 

Total Foreign Born 21,328 1,613 18,496 1,219 9,724 4,677 

Dominican Rep. 233 17 148 68 122 54 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 1970: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau.) 

In the 1970s the citizens of the Dominican Republic suffered as victims of the 

poorly managed political and economic systems of the Balaguer administration which 

had taken relative control of the country after Trujillo’s death. Economic and social 

deficiencies in the D.R. led to the growing Dominican emigration of that era.  Most D.R. 

migrants chose the U.S. as their destination because the recently adopted open-policy 
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relationship between the two country’s administrations was fortuitously timed with “a 

need for cheap, unskilled labor in industrial jobs in the New York area, and the 1965 

Immigration and Nationality Act which made it easier for family members in the U.S. to 

sponsor relatives” (Sagas 14). Nearly all of the Dominicans counted in the Virgin Islands 

in 1970 were described as either brown skinned or darker which is in line with the 

population in the D.R. (see Tables 2.6 and 2.7). It is also clear that nearly half of all 

Dominicans on St. Thomas were located in and around the urban port city of Charlotte 

Amalie. Even today it is a predictable trend that Dominicans reside, work or congregate 

in the downtown area particularly in Market Square. One interviewee told me “El que 

viene a St. Thomas y no haya pasado por Market Square no es dominicano” (‘Anyone 

who comes to St. Thomas and hasn’t been to Market Square must not be Dominican’).  

The 1980 Census: Dominican Population Doubled in a Decade 

By the next census count, the total number of Dominicans on St. Thomas more 

than doubled in 1980 to 258 from 122 in 1970 (see Table 2.8). But 258 refers specifically 

to birthplace and so it may under report the total number of Dominicans including young 

children born on St. Thomas to Domincan parents and also some Dominicans who may 

have transplanted from another previous migrant destination such as New York, although 

usually the opposite route is the more common direction of migration. Curiously, there 

were also 845 Hispanics who neither identified themselves as Cuban nor Puerto Rican 

when asked to describe their Hispanic origin. Of these 845 Hispanics who chose “Other”, 

I would speculate that a significant portion of that figure consisted of mostly Dominicans 

especially since there was not a choice to answer Dominican in that section. The history 

of Dominican migration supports this theory: Dominican migrants were fleeing their  
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Table 2.7: Citizenship Status and Year of Immigration of Foreign Born, 1970 

 Virgin Islands St. 

Thomas 

Charlotte 

Amalie 

 Total White  Negro Other    

Total Foreign born 21,328 1,613 18,496 1,219 9,724 4,677 

    Naturalized 2,165 480 1,602 83 1,409 608 

    Permament alien 7,619 826 6,313 480 4,268 1,901 

    Temporary alien 11,309 225 10,444 640 3,956 2,149 

    Born abroad of U.S. parents 235 82 137 16 91 19 

       

Year of immigration       

1969-70 6,635 433 5717 485 2,574 1,512 

1967-68 5,093 349 4,372 372 1,995 956 

1965-66 2,941 246 2,534 161 1,234 574 

1960-64 4,058 299 3,623 136 2,094 900 

1955-59 1,105 92 985 28 735 273 

1950-54 449 57 384 8 322 112 

1940-49 303 29 265 9 250 97 

1930-39 168 22 143 3 134 53 

Below 1930 576 86 473 17 386 200 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 1970: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: U.S. Census Bureau.) 

 

home island in search of better jobs and a better life since the new administration from 

mid 1970s to mid 1980s ruined the economy with bad decisions.  

Although Balaguer was reelected he could not improve the economic crisis during 

these decades (Sagás 15). Consequently, the “1980s saw a migration explosion from the 

D.R. to the U.S. doubling in one decade from nearly 80,000 Dominican immigrants to 

just under 190,000 by 1990” (15). From that time forward the population of Dominicans  
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Table 2.8: Persons Born Outside the Virgin Islands by Place of Birth: 1980 

 

Virgin Is. St. Croix St. Thomas St. John 

Total persons 96569 

   Born in Virgin Islands 43234 

   United States 11,964 5,606  5,789  569  

Puerto Rico 4,993 3,809  1,150  34  

West Indies: 

         Anguilla 1,210 153  1,043  14  

     Antiqua-Barbuda 4,951 2,959  1,978  14  

     Aruba 260 228  29  3  

     Barbados 315 191  121  3  

     British Virgin Islands: 

                 Tortola 2,821 85  2,616  120  

             Other 524 24  465  35  

     Curacao 194 119  72  3  

     Dominica 2,660 1,379  1,196  65  

     Dominican Republic 588 329 258 1 

     Dutch St Maarten 322 130  190  2  

     Grenada 505 309  192  4  

     Jamaica 288 189  96  3  

     Montserrat 707 349  341  17  

     St Kittis-Nevis 6,539 2,743  3,672  124  

     St Lucia 2,725 2,249  364  112  

     St Vincent 471 409  59  3  

     Trinidad and Tobago 2,694 2,159  516  19  

     Other West Indies 542 173  368  1  

West Germany 201 98  93  10  

England 260 120  135  5  

Elsewhere 2,236 977  1,204  55  

Place of Birth not Reported 5,365 2,917  2,276  172  

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 1980: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau. Web.) 

on St. Thomas would reveal a trend of steady growth every decade right up until today. 

An early attempt to record this growth is documented in the 1980 census in which 26 

Dominicans are counted as having arrived from the D.R. to St. Thomas sometime within 

the span of just the 5 years between 1975 and the time of the census in 1980 (see Table 
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2.9). To be clear, this number only represents individual immigrants and does not speak 

for the growth of Dominican families already present on St. Thomas between 1975 and 

1980. Klaus de Albuquerque observes that in 1980 Hispanics accounted for as much as  

Table 2.9: Persons 5 years and Over by Residence in 1975: 1980 

 

Virgin Is. St. Croix St. Thomas St. John 

     United States 5,874 2,588 2,955 331 

West Indies: 

         Anguilla 368 34 334 0 

     Antiqua-Barbuda 542 305 233 4 

     Barbados 46 25 21 0 

     British Virgin Islands 509 30 453 26 

     Dominica 597 257 324 16 

     Dominican Republic 78 52 26 0 

     Grenada 60 42 18 0 

     Montserrat 80 36 43 1 

     Puerto Rico 454 320 133 1 

     St Kitts-Nevis 739 262 470 7 

     St Lucia 348 268 58 22 

     St Vincent 93 82 11 0 

     Trinidad and Tobago 358 295 63 0 

Other West Indies and Virgin 

    Islands 219 95 123 1 

Elsewhere 1,172 537 597 38 

Residence in 1975 not reported 4,321 2,231 1,939 151 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 1980: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau.) 
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14.2 percent of the USVI population. However, this figure is not relevant when 

considering any particular island or Hispanic group separately since it is a statistical 

average calculated between St. Thomas and St. John together with St. Croix where 

mostly Puerto Ricans constituted the Hispanic proportion of 22.2% of this island’s total 

population in 1980. On St. Thomas the “Spanish” population was only recorded at 

approximately 3% for the same year (see Table 2.10). Incidentally the choice to use the 

term “Spanish” must have led to flawed data by creating confusion among Dominicans 

for whom Spanish only refers to a citizen of Spain. The total Hispanic population in 1980 

over all three islands was broken down by the following racial divisions: 57.6 percent 

black, 16.3 white, and 26.1 "other" (de Albuquerque 9). On St. Thomas, of the total 2,592 

respondents in 1980 who said they were of “Spanish” origin 24% identified themselves 

as White, 57% described themselves as Black, and 20% did not choose a classification 

(see Table 2.10). 

Language 

Other categories and classifications were added in the 1980 census of the Virgin 

Islands including “Language Spoken at Home” which indicated a total of 1,976  

Table 2.10: Spanish Origin and Race: 1980 

 

Virgin Is. St. Croix St. Thomas St. John 

     Total Persons of Spanish Origin 13,735 11,087 2,592 56 

     Puerto Rican 11,269 9,543 1,685 41 

     Cuban 162 98 62 2 

     Other Spanish 2,304 1446 845 13 

     Persons of Spanish Origin by Race 

        White 2,234 1,595 623 16 

     Black 7,907 6,406 1,466 35 

     Other (Race N.E.C.) 3,594 3,086 503 5 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 1917: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau.) 
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respondents on St. Thomas who reported speaking Spanish at home in 1980 (see Table 

2.11). Because this number represents a population segment 20% smaller than those who 

report having a “Spanish” origin, it may provide an early reference indicating the rate of 

language assimilation, that is, the trend among Hispanics on St. Thomas regarding the 

useof Span ish or alternative languages within different social and linguistic contexts. 

Further data on the relationship between Hispanic identity and Spanish language use was 

collected in the questionnaire and interviews I conducted, and will be discussed in 

chapters 4 and 5. 

 Among other languages spoken at home, the largest visible representation on St. 

Thomas is that of Indian and Arabic language speakers. A walk through the commercial  

Table 2.11: Language Spoken at Home and Ability to Speak English: 1980 

        Virgin Is St. Thomas 

5 to 17 yrs old 

  Speak Only English at Home 26,188 13,084 

   Speak Spanish at Home: 

         Speak English very Well or Well 3,468 441 

       Speak English Not Well or Not at all 517 28 

   Speak other Asian or Pacific Island Languages or 

European Languages: 910 335 

   18 and Over   

 Speak Only English at Home 43,566 22,877 

  

  Speak Spanish at Home: 

         Speak English very Well or Well 6,166 1,326 

       Speak English Not Well or Not at all 1,276 181 

   Speak other Asian or Pacific Island Languages or 

European Languages: 

3,765 1,661 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 1980: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau.) 
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districts of either Charlotte Amalie between Water Front and Main Street, or across the 

harbor in Havensight immediately reveals an apparent overrepresentation of Indians in 

exclusive commercial businesses on the island, particularly in the sale of jewelry and 

electronics. Similarly, Arabic speakers are overrepresented in the ownership and 

management of grocery and furniture stores on St. Thomas. Outside of these commercial 

settings, it was my curious observation that neither the Indian nor the Arabic community 

had established a social presence on St. Thomas. While the Dominicans organize league 

baseball games and play loud meringue music in large reunions on the beach, people of 

Asian origin on St. Thomas do not congregate as visibly or as often as Dominicans for 

leisure. There is no Asian equivalent to the barrio of Market Square where la 

dominicanidad (“Dominicanness”) is expressed in the cafes, bars and restaurants that 

cater mainly to Dominicans. At the time of this writing, there is no “little India” and not 

even one restaurant of Indian or Arab cuisine. 

The 1990 Census: Race Separate From Ethnicity 

By the end of the 1980s, “the Hispanic proportion of the USVI population had 

only increased marginally” (de Albuquerque and McElroy, “Correlates” 9). Nevertheless, 

the 1990s would mark a milestone for Dominican migration. Jorge Duany observes that 

in “the 1990s, the Dominican exodus continued unabated and diversified its regional 

destinations to new places in Europe, Latin  America, and the Caribbean, as well as North 

America. Sizeable Dominican communities now exist in Italy, Switzerland, Canada, 

Panama, Aruba, Martinique, and St. Thomas” (36). At the time of the 1990 census, 

Dominicans numbered just under one thousand on St. Thomas (see Table 2.12).  “Other 

Hispanic or Latino” under the larger category “Hispanic or Latino Race” accounted for  
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Table 2.12: Race and Type of Hispanic Origin: 1990   

 St. Thomas Virgin 

Islands 

Total Population 48,166 10,1809 

   

Race   

     Black 39,482 78,003 

     White 7,192 13,775 

     Other  1,492 10,031 

   

Hispanic origin (of any race)   

Total  3,190 14,708 

     Dominican Republic 972 1,753 

     Puerto Rican 1,631 11,220 

     Cuban 73 180 

     Other hispanic 514 1,555 

White, not of Hispanic origin 6,741 87,101 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 1990: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau. Web.) 

1.5% of the population in 1990, 4% in 1995 and 5.7% in 2000. Since there was an option 

to answer Cuban, Mexican or Puerto Rican, it is likely that the Dominican population is 

being accounted for here.  

In the 1990 census, the classification “Hispanic” was further clarified with the 

parenthetical distinction “(of any race)” as well as juxtaposed to a clear alternative 

“White (not of Hispanic origin)”. This use of mutually exclusive terms is an important 

modification to the language of this section of the census because it helps to reduce 

confusion among Dominican respondents trying to negotiate two systems of race/color 

classification. In the oral interviews I conducted on St. Thomas, most Dominicans 

responded to open-ended questions of self-identification with a strong preference for 

calling themselves and each other dominicanos. De Albuquerque and McElroy found that 

nearly two decades earlier, across all three islands in 1990, “[r]acially, the largest 

proportion of Hispanics (57.6%) reported themselves as "other" (mixed), 34.3 percent 
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identified themselves as "black," and only 8.1 percent as white” (“Correlates” 9-10). 

However these statistics confuse descriptions of the Hispanic circumstances on any 

particular island given the wide disparity in Hispanic population between the three 

islands, due mainly to the large Puerto Rican population on St. Croix. For instance, the 

data of only St. Thomas shows that 61% of Hispanics reported themselves as “black” 

while 14% described themselves as “white” and 25% said they were mixed (see Table 

2.13).  

More Black Hispanics on STT 

Still, what is relevant to a sociolinguistic study of St. Thomas is that de 

Albuquerque and McElroy recognized a shift in the data on racial self-identification from 

1980 to 1990, which indicates that Hispanics showed a rising preference to refer to 

themselves as "mixed" or "brown" in 1990 rather than "black”.  Furthermore, he 

concludes that this change most likely reveals a trend among Hispanics who wish to 

“distinguish themselves from native black Virgin Islanders and Eastern Caribbean 

immigrants” (9). In my view, on St. Thomas the situation is quite different with regard to 

self-identification. The percentage of Hispanics on St. Thomas who identify as “black” is 

nearly double that of St. Croix. This difference may reflect the anxiety of a highly 

undocumented community of immigrants who wish to blend into the social fabric not 

only because they may fear deportation, but also to avoid the regular acts of prejudice and 

discrimination they perceive daily from members of the native community. On St. Croix, 

the 50 percent decline in the cumulative number of Hispanics reporting themselves 

"White" can be attributed mainly to the  “the growing Hispanic Cruzan identity, and 

widespread negative sentiments in the USVI towards whites” (9-10). But rather than 
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Table 2.13: Race and Hispanic Origin on St. Thomas: 1990 

 N % 

All persons   48,166  

   

Black  39,482 82 

     Hispanic origin 1,954 4 

     Not of Hispanic origin 37,528 78 

White    7,192 15 

     Hispanic origin 451 1 

     Not of Hispanic origin 6,741 14 

Other races    1,492 3 

     Hispanic origin 785 1.6 

     Not of Hispanic origin 707 1.4 

   

All persons 48,166  

Hispanic origin (of any race)  3,190 6.6 

Dominican (Dominican Republic)  972 2 

Puerto Rican  1,631 3.4 

Cuban  73 0.2 

Other Hispanic  514 1 

Not of Hispanic origin 44 ,976 93 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 1990: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau. Web.) 

speak of a widespread negativity toward whites, it is more accurate on St. Thomas to 

speak of negativity toward  “Whiteness” personified in the naïve tourist or in the 

condescending transient visitor from the mainland. Whites are not institutionally targeted 

for discrimination on St. Thomas with perhaps one arguable exception being the vocally 

expressed opinion by many Virgin Islanders that offices of leadership such as in the 

legislature or in the administration of the schools and university should be held by either 

a native Virgin Islanders or if not, then by a “black” person. When, in the 17th 

Legislature of 1987 to 1988, one third of the 15 members was white (including a native 

born Virgin Islander of Danish ancestry, another native born white, a French Virgin 

Islander, and two whites born in the continental U.S.) it “did not go unnoticed or 

unremarked” (36). Negative attitudes toward “Whiteness” can also be qualified in the 
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growing numbers of Puerto Ricans who culturally and phenotypically can pass for 

“White” more easily than Dominicans and yet choose overwhelmingly to self-identify 

with “Mixed” or “Other”. Such a rising trend in Hispanic identity on St. Croix is at least 

partially caused by the familiar Puerto Rican crisis to identity simultaneously as a U.S. 

territory and a Hispanic Caribbean nation. Since Dominicans do not suffer from such a 

national identity crisis, their claims of ethnic identity are less confused with nationality 

and more tied to language and cultural competency.   

Urban and Rural Distribution on St. Thomas 

Geographically, the urban areas continue to be a harbor to Dominican immigrants 

as demonstrated by the fact that hundreds of them reside in Charlotte Amalie Town and 

in the densely populated West district while those that live in the more sub-urban or rural 

East district are fewer than a hundred. The 1990 Census counted 972 Dominicans on St. 

Thomas, while at the same time there were about 763 Dominicans on St. Croix and 

approximately 18 on St. John (see Tables 2.12 and 2.13). Generally, St. Croix tends to 

have a comparable total population to that of St. Thomas on more than twice the land 

area and St. John is mostly forest dotted with a few populated areas that could be 

classified as something like suburban neighborhoods in terms of the land-to-resident 

distribution. The census for St. Thomas defines rural as any area with fewer than 2,500 

inhabitants and urban as any area with more than 2,500 inhabitants, but the distinction 

between the two is not so clear at the ground level. There are three densely populated 

areas that are also large in surface area including Charlotte Amalie, Smith Bay, and Tutu 

Park in which the large majority of the island’s working class residents live. But there are 

effectively many more distinct neighborhoods nestled upon the mountain that are small in 
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area and have less than 2,500 residents but which are very densely populated and in turn 

isolated from the next nearest group of tightly packed homes. Many of these 

neighborhoods create a density of population which feels very urban even with relatively 

small numbers of inhabitants. The census maps are further divided into sub-districts, but 

on this small island with steep hills and deep valleys, thick impenetrable vegetation, two 

homes separated by only 30 to 50 meters could each exist almost oblivious of the other. 

The opposite is also true in that within a census sub-district, two or more socially distinct 

groups may not be accounted for meaningfully. De Albuquerque and McElroy summarize 

the problem this way:  

Methodologically speaking, attempting to capture residential segregation 

at the sub-district level is imprecise because some census block units (e.g. 

in St. John) are quite large, and the segregation that exists on the ground in 

the form of enclaves and gilded ghettoes, usually occurs over smaller 

geographical areas. However, some of the broader contours of residential 

segregation are discernible. For example, in St. Thomas whites dominate 

Water Island, and those parts of the East End, North Side, and West End 

with beach/cliff frontage and expansive water views. On the other hand, 

Eastern Caribbean migrants are concentrated in the town of Charlotte 

Amalie and its environs”. (“Correlates” 28) 

 

Therefore, data specific to sub-districts which can be found in lists and tables on some 

censuses, has not been included here. 

The Dominican Family on STT 

Dominicans largely come to St. Thomas to find work in manual or domestic labor 

and the majority of Dominicans on St. Thomas is of prime working age. In 1990, over 

two thirds of the Dominican population was between 18 and 65 with the most common 

ages ranging between 20 and 45 years of age with (see Table 2.14). This trend continues 

today; a single mother struggles to earn the private school tuition for the children she left 
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Table 2.14: Summary of General Characteristics of Hispanic Origin Persons and 

Households on St. Thomas: 1990 

 N % 

All Persons of Hispanic origin 3190  

       Under 18 years old 884 27.7 

       65 yrs. and older 217 6.8 

Median age 31.2  

Number of adult  males to every 100 females 95.3  

All households with an Hispanic origin householder 1085  

       Family household 723 66.7 

            Married couple family 429 39.5 

       Female householder no husband 206 19 

Persons per Hispanic Household 2.98  

Persons per Hispanic Family Household 3.58  

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 1990: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau.) 

behind; a young man works to buy property and build a home in the D.R. and climb the 

social ladder there. Most Dominican immigrants to St. Thomas fulfill the transmigrant 

dream of returning to their home nation usually after working several years if not various 

decades on St. Thomas. There seems to be no significant difference in gender trends with 

the ratio of men to women from D.R. on St. Thomas approximately 1 to 1 (see Table 

2.14). Probably this is due to the fact that men and women are not competing for the 

same jobs. Newly-arrived Dominican men are hired mainly in construction-related jobs 

while women are hired in private residences for domestic work such as cleaning, cooking 

and sometimes child care. This is in line with differences in the migration experiences 

observed by Hernandez Angueira between Dominican women and men in Puerto Rico, 

where women are more likely motivated to migrate in order to support their families and 

men are more likely motivated by financial and professional gain. Hernandez Angueira 
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found that Dominican women can find work quicker in Puerto Rico than their male 

counterparts but that the jobs obtained by men, such as mechanic or carpenter, are often 

more prestigious than those of women who are usually stuck in menial service positions 

(232). The same is true for the experiences on St. Thomas where a demand for domestic 

workers is high as well. Curiously, Hernandez Angueira recorded that there is less 

inequality among Dominican men and women in parts of Puerto Rico than among Puerto 

Ricans and she concludes that this is due to the great deal of  discrimination with which 

both genders experience in Puerto Rico (232). My questionnaire asked questions 

regarding discrimination and gender and provides a comparison on this topic between 

Hernandez Angueira’s study and my own. 

The 2000 Census 

Dominican migration in the U.S. remained strong throughout the 1990s. The 2000 

census showed that 335,251 Dominicans legally migrated to the continental United States 

between 1991 and 2000, surpassing the previous decade, while additional estimates 

regarding non-legal Dominican residents were marked at about 75,000 in 2000 (Sagás 

16). Sagás credits this sustained migration to the “development of social networks 

stretching from the Dominican Republic to overseas communities” (16). On St. Thomas 

the number of Dominican residents by 2000 had risen to 150% of that counted a decade 

before indicating a similarly sustained Dominican migration as compared to the larger 

continental trend (see Table 2.15). Though, unlike the continental trend, the rate of 

increase in Dominican migration was much higher at 300% in the previous decade as 

documented in the 1990 census of the Virgin Islands. If, as according to Sagás, the 

proportion of legal to illegal Dominican residency in the U.S. represents a ratio of 
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Table 2.15: Race and Hispanic or Latino Heritage, Virgin Islands and St. Thomas: 2000 

 Virgin Islands. St. Thomas 

Total Hispanic or Latino (of any race) 15,196 3,712 

       Mexican 308 106 

       Puerto Rican 8,558 1,160 

       Cuban 141 48 

       Dominican Republic 2,553 1,461 

       Other 3,636 937 

Not Hispanic or Latino   

       Total 93,416 47,469 

       White  12,275 6,012 

       Black 76,696 39,369 

       Native American 199 87 

       Asian 1,157 678 

       Pacific islander  19 9 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 2000: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau.) 

approximately 4 to 1, then I would speculate, based on my field work experience, that the 

ratio of undocumented Dominicans residing on St. Thomas is at least that much, and can 

be higher depending on the season of tourism and job demand. This speculation is further 

evidenced by the collected data of Hernández Angueira whose “trabajo de campo en el 

Barrio Gandul, Santurce, P. R., reveló que aproximadamente una tercera parte de la 

población dominicana reside ilegalmente en Puerto Rico. De una muestra de 98 

dominicanos, 32 carecían de documentos legales para vivir en la Isla” (…fieldwork in the 

Gandul neigborhood of Santurce, Puerto Rico, revealed that aproximately one third of the 

Dominican population resides illegally in Puerto Rico. From a simple of 98 Dominicans, 

32 lacked legal documentation for living on the island) (228). 

Social networks certainly play a role in the decision process that leads Dominican 

migrants to choose St. Thomas as their new residence, but in the case of St. Thomas a 

greater factor is the accessibility by water for those who have no family to legally 

sponsor their arrival as well as the geographic and cultural appeal and perhaps a 
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psychological or social need to remain in the Caribbean, on an island, and within a 

Caribbean community while venturing abroad to reap benefits of U.S. economic 

opportunities.   

The second generation, the children of immigrants, is a rapidly growing segment 

of the population on St. Thomas. Table 2.16 indicates that at the time of the 2000 census 

a remarkable 66% of all St. Thomas residents reported that neither of their parents was 

born in the Virgin Islands. This data will be of particular interest not only in discovering 

the patterns in linguistic attitudes and Spanish spoken by Dominicans born in St. Thomas 

as compared to that of Dominican immigrants but also I will consider whether the origin 

of a speaker’s parents has any effect on these variants.  

Table 2.16: Place of Birth and Citizenship Status: 2000 

 Virgin Islands St. Thomas 

Total Population 108,612 51,181 

Total Native Population (Born in U.S. or in any U.S. 

territory) 

72525 32,187 

Total Foreign born 36,087 18,994 

       % entered between 1990-2000 29.7 31.1 

Parents’ Place of Birth   

       Both born in Virgin Islands 19,082 8,466 

       One born in Virgin Islands 19,224 9,110 

       Neither born in Virgin Islands 70,306 33,605 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 2000: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau.) 

The 2010 Census 

Today, the number of Dominicans on St. Thomas continues to grow. The most recent 

census in 2010 indicates that within the last decade, the Dominican population has more 

than doubled (compare Tables 2.15 and 2.19). With the great majority of Dominicans on 

St. Thomas (2696 of 3573, or 75%) claiming to have been born in the Dominican 
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Republic, this population growth in is still fueled more by arriving immigrants than by 

growing families. At the same time, the subcategory “Cuban” has been dropped from 

among the Hispanic nationalities in the 2010 census; this supports my own observations 

on the ground as I recall meeting only 2 Cubans during my three years living, working 

and researching on St. Thomas. Finally, the number of Hispanics who self-identified as 

“other” has reduced since 2000 by approximately 50%; I will look to my interviews for 

indications as to whether these lower numbers may indicate that progressively fewer 

Dominicans feel pressed to deny or hide their origins to members of the larger 

community. 

Table 2.17: General Population Trends: 1940-2010 

 

1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 

Total Pop 24,889 25,854 32,099 62,468 96,569 101,809 108,612 106,405 

St. Croix 12,902 11,777 14,973 31,779 49,725 50,139 53 234 50,601 

St. John 722 744 925 1,729 2,472 3,504 4,197 4,170 

St.Thomas 11,265 13,333 16,201 28,960 44,732 48,166 51,181 51,634 

Subdistricts:        

    Charlotte Amalie 

   

19,304 20,589 18,914 18,481 

    East End 

    

4,722 5,927 7,672 8,403 

    Northside  

    

5,730 6,404 8,712 10,049 

    Southside 

    

4,450 4,668 5,467 5,411 

    Tutu 

    

8,939 9,084 8,197 6,867 

    Water 

    Island 

    

152 172 161 182 

    West End 

    

1,075 1,322 2,058 2,241 

Charlotte Amalie town 12,880 12,220 11,842 12,331 11,004 10,354 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 2010: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau.) 
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Table 2.18: Legal permanent residents in St. Thomas from Dominican Republic  

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

20,355 17,811 17,465 21,195 22,515 26,159 30,506 27,503 38,068 28,024 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 2010: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau.) 

 

Table 2.19: Hispanic Population: 2010  

 Virgin Islands St. Croix St. John St. Thomas 

Total: 106405 50601 4170 51634 

Hispanic or Latino (of any race): 18504 12280 437 5787 

Puerto Rican 10981 9282 68 1631 

Dominican 5827 1948 306 3573 

Mexican 242 114 24 104 

Other Hispanic or Latino 1454 936 39 479 

Not Hispanic or Latino: 87901 38321 3733 45847 

Black or African American alone 70379 31181 2076 37122 

White alone 14352 5735 1549 7068 

(Source: United States. Census Bureau. United States Census 2010: Virgin Islands. 

Washington: US Census Bureau.) 

Through a detailed analysis of the census reports, this chapter has established a 

history of Hispanic presence on St. Thomas and, in particular, of Dominican immigration 

trends and current demographics. Because many Dominicans on St. Thomas are 

undocumented, it is difficult to count their official numbers with precision at any given 

time and so a hermeneutical approach was taken in this chapter which considered the 

cultural and historical context of past census enumerators to understand how they used 

terms such as “Mixed” and “Other”. Concepts considered in these interpretations 

included perceptions of common Dominican phenotypes, racial categorization in the 
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United States, the relation of language and identity, and historical economic and political 

evidence including Trujillo’s travel restriction policies and U.S. prohibition laws. This 

chapter also described cultural identity at large on St. Thomas where not only nativity, 

skin color, family name, and length of residence, are important in the sociological 

definition of a Virgin Islander, but where also competency in the local speech dialect and 

in cultural traditions is indispensable for the speaker who intends to identify with, or 

assimilate to, St. Thomian culture. This analysis revealed a clearer image of the 

population of Dominicans and their place within on the fragmented St. Thomas society. 

Finally, this chapter confirmed that even while most Dominicans fulfill the immigrant 

dream of leaving St. Thomas and returning to their native island after they have made a 

living, there is a trend of steady growth in the Dominican population on St. Thomas every 

decade to the present day. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE LANGUAGE OF THE MAJORITY: ST. THOMAS ENGLISH 

The Creole Debate 

This dissertation will analyze Spanish spoken by Dominicans living on St. 

Thomas and identify certain linguistic features as resulting from contact with St. Thomas 

English Creole (STTEC) or other varieties of English, before correlating linguistic tokens 

with social variables. It follows that a description of STTEC is necessary. Before setting 

out to list and describe the major linguistic features of the variety of English spoken on 

St. Thomas, we must first give it a name; however, there is not one answer to this 

question, for many reasons. Natives of St. Thomas most frequently refer to the variety of 

English they speak as “Dialect” but they also call it “broken English” or Creole. The few 

linguists who have studied this variety (J. L. Dillard, D. R. Craig, John Roy, Robin 

Sabino, and Gilbert Sprauve) refer to it as an English Creole but this designation requires 

some discussion since among linguists it is at the heart of some debate. It is widely 

accepted among linguists, that “the decision whether to call an English-based tongue 

‘English’ or to consider it a separate language is often made for cultural or political 

reasons, not purely linguistic ones”7 (Svartvik and Leech 176). That is why immediately 

following pre- and post-independence periods there could be observed “the widespread 

use of Creole English as an affirmation of national and ethnic pride and as the language 

of true Caribbean identity” (Nero 7).  

Identity, however, is the changing result of negotiations grounded in speech and 

other social events. It is often externally ascribed and P. Roberts has noted that “many 

                                                 
7
 This is also true regarding any language of a dominated people that closely resembles 

the language -usually European- of the colonizers, conquerors or dominant class.  
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people in the Caribbean do not even consider the Virgin Islands, the Bahamas (and by 

extension the [Turks and Caicos Islands] TCI) to be West Indian and classify the 

inhabitants as “American” on the basis of their speech” (Cecilia Cutler 77). In this sense, 

STTEC is a sort of step-child when considered among other Caribbean English, at least 

among speakers of these other varieties.  

Lawrence Carrington stresses that to describe the Anglophone Caribbean as 

English-speaking is somewhat erroneous because “although English is the official 

language in the region, the mass vernacular is some variety of English-based Creole” 

(Nero 5). Yet, while this view is shared by researchers who take for granted such a 

classification of STTEC, Sabino advises against using terms that describe a perceived 

entity such as a dialect or creole, advocating instead for any description to emphasize the 

process rather than a product. For Sabino, to say that STTEC is “based” in English is to 

imply misleadingly that its origins are English. In her research of STTEC, she has found 

little documentation of its earliest stages and makes clear that one can only hypothesize a 

process of pidginization creolization decreolization cycle (4). Creolization is the 

process by which a pidgin becomes the native language in a speech community, while 

decreolization is the process by which a creole acquires features of the lexifier language.
8
 

When referring to a creole or dialect, it is critical to consider the continuum in which it 

exists. The term dialect or creole -to take an etic position- can be described in terms of 

how similar or different it is from the perceived standard language. To draw an analogy 

from Di Pietro’s description of Cruzan (St. Croix) English, we may find that STTEC 

identity is difficult to establish. “There is a base dialect definable as a Creole in terms of 

                                                 

8
 As Dillard puts it, decreolization is the effect of the taxi driver who begins to speak like 

the tourist passenger (Dillard 2). 
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Stewart’s typology of historicity, vitality, and homogeneity, which can be placed in 

opposition to the standard or “high” variety. In between the two poles, however, are 

many forms in the throes of modification by Natives who are trying to approximate the 

standard. For this reason it is important to realize that the labels Standard English and [St. 

Thomian] English represent linguistic extremes” (Di Pietro 129). 

A language can be designated as a creole for politico-social reasons expressing 

solidarity or conversely disassociation among groups. By this definition, the “English 

Creole of the Virgin Islands belongs to the larger group of West Indian Creole languages. 

The latter as a family encompasses the former on a number of grounds including 

historical, geo-ethnic, and social ones” (Sprauve, “On Syntax” 4). A language can also be 

classified as creole for linguistic reasons based on its relative similarity to a standard. 

Referring to STTEC, John Roy states, “it is evident that the Creole lexicon is largely 

based on loans from Standard. Many of these loans are modified in pronunciations to 

conform to the rules of Creole phonology” (Roy 55). John Holm seeks to replace both of 

these definitions for one that favors a linguistic process over supposed static 

characteristics. As Holm puts it, “[t]o indulge again in the tautology, creoles are creoles 

because they have undergone a sociolinguistic process called creolization, not because 

they “attest the features that define creoles as creoles” (citing Markey xiv). The most  

salient feature of this process is “the difference in the speed of formation – a lifetime 

instead of a millennium – that is justification enough for distinguishing creoles from 

languages whose genesis was not induced by contact” (Holm xvi). 

Furthermore, Michael Aceto cautions that too much “reliance on the concepts 

associated with the creole continuum/decreolization model has a tendency to view all 
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changes in, at least, English-derived creole-speaking Caribbean societies only in terms of 

whether the feature in question was similar to or different from more standard varieties of 

English in form and function” (131). Let us table the debate here with a summary of the 

state of affairs as Dell Hymes sees it:  

the status of a form of speech as a dialect, or language, or level, cannot be 

determined from linguistic features alone, nor can the categories be so 

defined. There is a sociocultural dimension […] and the indigenous 

categories must be discovered, together with their defining attributes and 

the import of using one or another in a situation. Depending on attitude, 

the presence of a very few features can stamp a form of speech as a 

different style or dialect. (259) 

It is not the aim of this dissertation to resolve this dilemma and so for my 

purposes, I will subscribe to those researches of STTEC before me and use the term 

Creole with all its implications of a continuum in my study of this variety. There are three 

basic terms important in understanding a creole: acrolect, mesolect and basilect. Acrolect 

refers to the standard local variety –in this case of English-, with some local phonological 

and lexical features. “In strictly linguistic terms, it is the basilect that is the true Creole 

and the mesolect is referred to as Creole English” (Roberts cited in Nero 6). The basilect 

is that form which is most different from the standard. Sociolinguistically, the basilectal 

to mesolectal varieties “are preferred for intimates, humor, and informal situations. 

Acrolectal speech is generally reserved for school, church, business, and other formal 

domains” (Nero 7). Code shifting between these is diglossic referring to the fact that “it is 

motivated by social and cultural constraints” (Lawton 274). 

Aceto clarifies that these terms reveal little about linguistic or sociohistorical 

processes involved in the creation, distribution and maintenance of language, except for 

the assumption that some speakers are consciously or unconsciously shifting their 

language towards norms associated with metropolitan English (131). Recognition of this 
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distinction is important in dissuading the folk theory that the standard variety evolved 

initially, completely and purely and that Creoles are corruptions of the supposedly more 

pure standard variety.  

Another critical point to keep in mind is that no one really speaks either the 

standard or basilect of any language. There is no actual entity which we could point to 

and call “basilect”, rather the term refers only to an abstract concept made from a 

compilation of those features of a language which are considered typologically the 

furthest or most different from varieties of the standardized version (132). The thing 

which the layperson refers to as the standard refers only to the social status of a particular 

variety of a language and does nothing to describe its structure or expressive qualities. It 

is the use of prescribed linguistic features in official settings such as classroom, 

courtrooms, medium of publishing that sets the standard apart; for this reason the term 

standardized is preferable because it describes the social invention and dispels any notion 

of inherent superiority of one variety over another (Dillard). 

Features of St. Thomian English Creole 

To facilitate the correlation of linguistic and social features in the Spanish of 

Dominicans on St. Thomas, I include in the following section a list of descriptive features 

of St. Thomian9  English Creole collected principally from  A Brief Description and 

Dictionary of the Language Used in the Virgin Islands edited by John Roy, created as a 

                                                 
9
 According to Sprauve, the St. Jonian dialect (from the neighboring island of St. John) 

and the St. Thomian dialect are indistinguishable one from the other. The two islands are 

separated by four miles of water and every half hour a fully boarded car ferry and 

passenger ferry traverses the passage. That is to say there is high degree of face to face 

contact between inhabitants of both islands.  
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report for the purpose of bringing awareness to Continental teachers in local schools of 

the legitimacy of the Virgin Island English Creole (VIEC).10  

STTEC is a dialect of English with a substantial African linguistic contribution to 

syntax, lexico-semantics, and phonology (Sprauve). The linguistic description below is 

not meant as representative of the speech of any one speaker since, as we noted above, no 

one speaks only the basilect, just as no one speaks only the acrolect. Sprauve used only 

italics and single quotes in his transcriptions and did not use IPA to represent glosses nor 

allophones nor phonemes. Many of the allophonic and gloss transcriptions below are my 

own based on input from native speakers with whom I reviewed the original 

transcriptions.  

The Vowel System 

Sprauve describes the vowel system of Virgin Islands English Creole as 

consisting of the following phonemes: 

   i    u 

   ɪ    ᴜ 

        e          o 

       ɛ, ɛ:  ʌ, ʌ:   ɒ 

         a,  a: 

    ai oi au   

(“Toward the Construction” 27) 

 

                                                 
10

 The bulk of the data presented below is adapted directly from the section of this report 

entitled “On the syntax, morphology, and lexicon of Virgin Islands English Creole” 

written by Gilbert A. Sprauve and from the doctoral dissertation by the same author. 
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Apart from the three dipthongs the vowels are all of simple, non-gliding quality (30-1). 

/i/   has the tense quality of Spanish libro, French billet and English ‘feat’. Examples:  

/si ti/ ‘city’, / si wid/ ‘seaweed’.  

/ɪ/ is lax and is articulated lower and somewhat back of /i/. It is close in quality to /e/, 

and it merges frequently with this vowel. /ɪ/ sometimes occurs as a reduced /i/ or 

/e/, in unstressed environments. Examples: /bɪznɪs/ ‘business’, /wɪkɪd/ ‘wicked’. 

/e/ is a vowel of distinctly longer duration than /ɪ/, particularly under stress. 

Unstressed /e/ has less duration and fluctuates with /ɪ/. Examples: /sent/ ‘saint’, 

/pe/ ‘pay’. 

/ɛ/  is a lax vowel of shortish duration, articulated slightly lower and closer to the 

center than /e/. Examples: /mɛza/ ‘measure’, /kɛnɛp/ ‘kenep’. 

/ɛ:/  is distinguished from /ɛ/ only by being of longer duration. The vowel is normally 

pure and non-gliding in quality. Examples: /pɛ:s/ ‘pierce’, /bɛ:d/ ‘beard’. 

/a/ is a low central vowel of short duration with the quality of Spanish mato and 

French bateau. Examples: /bata/ ‘batter’, /mata/ ‘matter’.  

/a:/ is distinguishable from /a/ only being longer in duration and is comparable to 

emphatic /a/ in Spanish malo, though the length factor is not contingent on the 

presence of stress. 

/ɒ/  is a vowel of intermediate length and of /ɔ/-like quality. This phoneme is rather 

unstable. Example: /jɒmʌn/ ‘german’. 

/ʌ:/ is a low mid and somewhat back of center. It is of long duration (as compared 

with /ʌ/, which follows.) In relaxed speech /ʌ:/ is rather unstable, showing a 

higher degree of fluctuation with /ʌ/. Examples: /bʌ:d/ ‘bird’, /fʌ:n/ ‘fern’. 
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/o/ is a mid back round vowel of intermediate length, with essentially the same 

properties of /o/ in Spanish boca and French loger. Examples: /soda/ ‘soda’, 

/folda/ ‘folder’.  

/ᴜ/ is a high, lax rounded vowel. It is articulated quite close to the position of /o/. 

Examples: /pᴜt/ ‘put’, /lᴜk/ ‘look’.  

/u/ is a high back vowel. It is articulated like /u/ in Spanish jugo and French foule. 

Examples: /lus/ ‘loose’, /kaʹ šu/ ‘cashew’. 

/ai/ The onset of this diphthong is somewhat rounded, with the result that quality-wise 

/ai/ is rather close to /ɔi/. Examples: /frai/ ‘fry’, /a ʹbaid/ ‘abide’.  

/au/ The onset of this diphthong is a slightly rounded and raised vowel. Examples: 

/baut/ ‘bout’, /maus/ ‘mouse’. 

/oi/ The first vocalic segment of this diphthong is slightly rounded and of longish 

duration. Examples: /boi/ ‘boy’, /dIs ʹtroi/ ‘destroy’.  

/ʌ/ This is a mid central schwa-like vowel. It frequently replaces the longer /ʌ:/ as the 

latter is often subject to length reduction. In deeper Creole forms, it collapses with 

/ɒ/. Examples: /kʌp/ ‘cup’, /gʌt/ ‘gut’, /kʌt/ ‘cut’ (also ‘cot’ corrected from /kat/), 

/hʌt/ (also ‘hurt’), /bʌn/ ‘bun’ (also ‘burn’). 

Consonants 

/θ/  The voiceless interdental fricative /θ/ becomes an alveolar stop /t/. Some speakers 

replace the /θ/ with a /f/ in final position, thus baf is ‘bath’ (Roy 52).  
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/ð/ The voiced interdental fricative /ð/ is alveolarized as /d/ and approaches a flap as 

fadda
11

 for ‘father’ and wid  for ‘with’. (Roy 52).  

There is a class of words ending in /n/ followed by /t/ or /d/ in which the 

final consonant may be velarized, thus: ‘ground’>[grouŋ], ‘pound’>[pouŋ], 

‘amount’>[amauŋk], ‘down’ >[douŋ], ‘length’>[leŋt] >[leŋk], 

‘strength’>[streŋ]>[streŋk] (52-3). 

/v/  Voiced labiodental fricative /v/ is replaced by bilabial /b/ or labiovelar /w/ as: 

prowision for ‘provision’, wessel for ‘vessel’ and grabel for ‘gravel’. (53). 

/w/  becomes /v/ at the beginning of certain words as vhen for ‘when’, voman for 

‘woman’ (53). 

A voiced or unvoiced consonant at the end of a word is deleted when it 

follows a consonant of the same voice class. Thus: ‘draft’ is draf, ‘band’ is ban, 

‘subject’ is subjek, ‘fifth’ is fif. But a final consonant of opposite voice class to the 

preceding consonant is retained as ‘bank’ remains [bænk] (53). 

/t/, /d/  The alveolar stops /t/ and /d/ are deleted at the end of a word in the following 

environments: 1. When /t/ follows /n/ in word final position: don for ‘don’t’ and 

wan for ‘want’, 2. In lexicalized function words: ‘but’ becomes bu [bə]/[ba], ‘let’ 

becomes le, ‘not’ becomes no [na], and ‘what’ may become wha, and 3. in the past 

tense morpheme where /d/ or /ed/ is deleted for phonemic rather than phonological 

reasons (53). 

                                                 

11
 The syllable final /-er/ and /-or/ here are changed to a central vowel /a/. 
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/ŋ/  Word final nasal /ŋ/ of progressive tense forms may be reduced to /n/ as ‘reading’ 

may become readin. This does not hold for nominal /-ɪŋ/ forms like wing [wɪŋ] and 

fling [flɪŋ] (54). 

/r/  is deleted before consonants of the feature class /-continuant/ and also in word-final 

position. /r/ is never deleted at the beginning of words nor following consonants at 

word beginnings. Thus, [pat] for ‘part’, [bi fo] for ‘before’, but ‘right’ remains [rait] 

and ‘brick’ remains [brɪk] (54). 

/l/ is deleted or reduced before /r/, /w/ or /y/ as ‘all right’ may become [al rait] or [a 

rait], but remains strong in other environments (54). 

Metathesis occurs in only two lexical items: flɪm for ‘film’, aks for ‘ask’ (54). 

 

The Noun Phrase 

Plurality 

The opposition of features /count/ versus /mass/ is present in Creole on a fairly 

parallel basis with standardized English. 

  sing.   pl.  

indefinite  a goat   (some) goat(s) 

definite de goat   de goat (dem/-s)     (Sprauve 17) 

Clearly, -dem is a plurality marker in Creole (Craig 42). However, Robin Sabino 

has criticized studies that divide plural markings in VIEC as either a basilectal plural 

marker -dem and the acrolectal –s, stressing that this dichotomy is oversimplified. Sabino 

demonstrates several other pronominal modifiers in VIEC that mark plurality including: 
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Possessive    

allyou shirt   ‘all your(sg./pl.) shirts’ 

me bottom foot hurtin  ‘the bottom of my feet are hurting’ 

Quantifiers 

alotta star   ‘a lot of stars’ 

couple baril lard oil  ‘a couple of barrels of lard oil’ 

Numbers 

de four million, eight million hundred billion pung a ting 

Demonstrative 

dem blue ticket buay  ‘those blue ticket boy’
12

 

Ø number modification 

de weeble dem start   ‘the weebles are coming out’  

(Sabino 5). 

A common case of hypercorrection occurs in forming plurals where if a speaker’s 

natural plural of pony is two pony, three pony, etc. and his natural plural of man is two 

man, etc., he may hyper-pluralize for the teacher, or outsider and produce two mans, etc. 

(Dillard 2). 

Possession 

Possessive phrases are formed by placing the possessing noun directly before the 

possessed noun or pronoun, giving:  

de man sista  (the man’s sisters) 

                                                 

12
 The precise meaning of this example utterance is not known because Sabino included 

no further context. Perhaps it means the boys with the blue tickets.  
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mi neighba (dem) goat (dem) (my neighbor’s/neighbors’ goat(s)) 

Sheila own ain done yet (Sprauve 18).  (Sheila’s [thing] is not done yet) 

Possessive Adjectives 

After considering phonetic differences, the possessive adjectives in Creole are 

similar to those of the standard variety except for the second person plural alyo.  Thus mi 

neighba(dem) ‘my neighbor(s)’, yo neighba(dem) ‘your neighbor(s)’, hi ‘his’, ha ‘her’, 

our, (al)yo ‘all your’(sg./pl.), dey ‘their’ (18). 

Possessive Pronouns 

All of the following possessive pronouns can occur either with or without own. So 

we observe either mine  or mine own and the same applies to yos(own) /iaəz/, his(own), 

[haəz](own), ours(own), alyo(own), derz(own) or deaz (dea zon). Thus, de line is mine 

(own), dis one is yoz (own) (19). 

Personal Pronouns 

Pronouns in VIEC are the same for subject, object, and possessive (Craig 42). 

Personal pronouns are the same as those of standardized English, except for the 2
nd

 

person plural alyou of either subject or object. In all the other persons there is variation 

between the subjective and objective forms:  

I for ‘me’ in  

Don’ fool wid I/we. [do fu wId ai] ‘Don’t fool with me.’ 

me for ‘I’ in  

Me’n even see she. ‘I haven’t even seen her. / I ain’t even seen her.’ (Sprauve 18) 
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The Verb Phrase 

The verb form is almost invariably that of the basic uninflected Standard English 

verbs with the exceptions of those with far ranging irregularities which are often adopted 

in two or more forms. Thus:   

St. E.   Creole 

be  Ø, is, was 

have  have, had/ad 

go  go, went, gone 

can  can, could 

get  ge, ga   (21) 

Mood 

Modal verbs may resemble those in standardized English but their usage can be 

different (e.g. musi is often equivalent to standardized English ‘must have’), and the 

modals are not inflected. Also in VIEC, and similar to Southern American English in 

which might could is registered, two modals can come together (e.g. ‘…musi kyan’ vs. 

*‘must have can’ (literally) vs. probably can) (Craig 42).  

Aspect 

VIEC is analytical rather than inflectional employing aspectual particles (e.g. a, 

di, da, doz) where standardized English employs inflections (42). This is often considered 

to be an influence of West African languages in the development of Creoles. West 

African languages select the category Aspect, which tells whether an action took place 

instantaneously, i.e., perfective, or took place over a period of time, i.e., imperfective, in 

the verb system in preference to that of tense (Dillard 24). 
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Aspect and tense of the verb drive: 

drive + Ø = completive  

She drive ha faada truck. ‘She drove her father’s truck.’ 

drive + -in = ongoing  

She drivin… ‘She is driving…’  

does + drive = habitual  

She doe(s) drive fas. ‘She drives fast.’ 

done + drive = absolute completive  

She done drive. ‘She drove.’ 

ad + drive = perfective or past perfective  

She ad drive ha faada truck. ‘She has driven/ was driving her father’s 

truck.’ (Sprauve 20) 

Sprauve suggests the following structure for STTEC verb morphology: 

Verb > (modal) (aspect) (tense) main verb (aspect)  

Modal > mighta, widda/woulda, etc. 

Aspect > does, done, -in, etc. 

Tense > Ø, ad   (21). 

Strong Aspects of Verbs  

Some verbs which are strictly transitive in standardized English may be used 

intransitively in Creole when they relate to an attribute or the state of their subject.  

De cake cut. (The cake has been cut.) 

De old wife eat good. ‘The old wife (a fish) tastes good’ (14). 

Focus 

Focus is indicated by tis and repetition of part of the phrase. Tis ignorant he 

ignorant. ‘The only thing wrong with him is he’s ignorant.’; Tis callin yo I callin yo. ‘I 

am only (or basically) calling you’ (14). 
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Habitual Aspect 

The habitual mode is indicated by the use of the preverbal function word 

‘does/du’. He doe(s) study real hard. Doe(s)/du study is the equivalent of standardized 

English ‘studies (habitually)’ (15). The present progressive is signaled by the participle –

in. You wearin de hat an de wrong side (15). ‘You’re wearing the hat on the wrong side.’ 

It is possible to combine habitual and present progressive: He doe(s) be studying real 

hard (15). ‘He is (always) studying real hard.’ 

The “recreative on-going mode” is used to report an event in the recent past with 

an intention for dramatic disapproval on the part of the speaker, as in, Dey come callin(g) 

me name.; Dey go (around) tellin lies.; Dey keep on hittin. This is quite different from 

You come walkin?” where the inflection –in  functions to create an adverb of manner 

(Sprauve 15-16). 

Perfective Mode 

The verb done can be used as an auxiliary verb to describe past events that persist 

into the present, i.e. continuative aspect. 

It done dead. ‘It has died.’ 

We done finish. ‘We’ve finished.’ 

Ain done wash dem yet. ‘I haven’t washed them yet’ (16). 

The verb done can also have the meaning of ‘finish’ in the following phrases: 

Yo done de punch. ‘You finish the punch.’ 

Yo go done it. ‘You go finish it’ (16-17). 
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Copula Distribution 

Copula refers to a word whose function is to link the subject of a sentence to 

another phrase such as a predicate or adjective. In standardized English, the verb ‘to be’ 

acts as the copula. In some varieties of English, such as in STTEC, the copula may be 

omitted without any loss of meaning. 

Zero Copula  

He sick. ‘He is sick.’ 

Dey sick bad. ‘They’re very sick.’ 

Dey really sick. ‘They’re really sick.’ 

De wata blue an it deep. ‘The water is blue and deep.’ 

If you bad, den hit me. ‘If you’re bad (i.e. tough) then hit me’ (10). 

Zero Copula with Present Progressive  

De boat leavin right now. ‘The boat is leaving right now.’ 

De wata boilin (10). ‘The water is boiling.’ 

The preceding examples would not appear as a participial phrase as in: “The boat, that is 

leaving, is from Tortola”. The Creole equivalent of this would be: De boat wa leavin now 

from Tortola (11). 

Other Creole Copulas 

Creole employs a special set of locating and equating copulas (a, de) (Craig 42). 

a (e.g. a mi son dat  ‘that’s my son’)  

de (e.g. it de pon di teibl ‘it’s on the table’) 

ø (e.g. it pon di teibl ‘it’s on the table’)  
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doz bi (e.g. it doz bi ful ‘it’s (often) full’) 

a ron // ø ronin (e.g. hi ronin ‘he’s running’) (43). 

Adverbs 

Adjectives remain unchanged when adverbalized in Creole. Adjectives are 

generally intensified in Creole by means of reduplication (e.g. long, long) or by the use of 

intensifiers different from those of Standard English (e.g. Creole ‘bad’) (42). He bad 

strong, me son. ‘He is very strong, man’.  

Negation 

Sentences are negated in Creole by using the adverb not or its phonologically 

reduced form: He’n going. ‘He isn’t going’.She’n say a word. ‘She didn’t say a word’ 

(Sprauve 11). 

Where a negative pronoun or adverb appears in a sentence or clause, the negative 

participle is preserved preverbally, resulting in a double negative construction: 

He’n goin nowhe’e. ‘He’s not going anywhere.’ 

Nobody’n say a word to her. ‘Nobody said a word to her.’ 

Surface negation signal is often a mere /-n/ or, not rarely, a nasalized vowel (12). ‘She 

must be here.’ is negated by cyan be: She cyan be here. ‘She can’t be here.’ 

Interrogation 

There is no subject-verb inversion when forming questions in Creole nor is any 

auxiliary employed due to zero copula, resulting in interrogative sentences like, 

When de bus reach? ‘When did the bus arrive?’ 

How yo do? ‘How do you do?’ (Sprauve 13). 
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[ɪntɪt] 

Intit is normally situated at the head of a yes-no question. Although Sprauve does 

not elaborate further on its origins, it may be that this word is derived from either ‘isn’t it’ 

found in standardized English or the less formalized variant ‘ain’t it’. 

ɪntɪt he ga yo phone number? ‘He has your phone number, right?’ 

The normal manner of forming a yes-no question in Creole is by altering 

intonation, so that pitch glides upward from a low level to a high level at the end of the 

utterance.  

De fenda wa yo orda las’ mont come in yet? (13).  

‘Has the fender that you ordered last month come in yet?’ 

Existential Statements 

It have and it ga are the equivalent of standardized English ‘there is/are’, Spanish 

hay and French il y a. Thus, It have people lookin fo’ jab (14). This construction is 

similar to ‘Tiene mucha gente…’ or ‘Ten muita pesoa…’ in Portuguese Creoles and also 

in Popular Brazilian Portuguese. 

Relative Clauses 

The head of a Creole relative construction is wa as in, de taiya wa wear out  ‘the 

tire that’s worn out’ which is equivalent to de wear out taiya ‘the worn-out tire’. Wa or 

who is normal for the relative possessive: de gyul wa han brok ,‘the girl whose hand is 

broken’ (Sprauve 22).  
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Review of Sociolinguistic Literature on the Virgin Islands 

The Effect of the Listener 

Audience and Formal Speech 

In a 2003 study of VIEC plural markings, Robin Sabino, Mary Diamond and Leah 

Cockcroft established that members of this speech community are much like speakers 

everywhere in that they have “multi-systemic repertoires” that affect but are also affected 

by daily use of language in social situations (82). Strong local networks have made sure 

that even while standardized varieties of English have for centuries been present, 

nevertheless, it is thanks to strong local networks that non-standard structures and lexicon 

of Caribbean English pass from one generation to the next (81). To be certain, vernacular 

speech and standardized speech are not simply two distinct iconic entities but points on a 

continuum of varieties. Parting from this description, Sabino et al. then set out to 

“investigate the choices speakers of Virgin Islands English make when pluralizing 

nouns” suspecting that “the strategies Virgin Islanders use for plural marking will be 

consistent with the Atlantic creole pattern described by Holm (1988)” (82). Sabino, 

Diamond and Cockcroft based this research on the premise that speakers filter their total 

linguistic knowledge and the self-image they intend to project with beliefs about their 

listener’s ability to value or make sense of the repertoire from which they have chosen to 

speak. Aware of these social influences Sabino et al. controlled for the influence of native 

versus nonnative field workers, which create different dynamics manifesting in different 

language within “social situations that are laden with power dimensions and politics” by 

reviewing locally broadcast television shows (citing Mertz 82). The shows ranged from 

formal to informal: a political forum and a Saturday morning program celebrating Virgin 
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Island culture and the investigators considered that narrators for these shows were likely 

to believe they had presented in a language that to the speakers’ understanding was 

“sophisticated and intelligent and that would have permitted easy and accurate 

documentation: they would have avoided their most conservative varieties” (86). Sabino 

considered that although visitors had access to this programming, the intended audience 

was the local community of fellow Virgin Islanders. Plural markers were the variables for 

this study; defined not narrowly by only the presence or deletion of the noun suffix –dem, 

but more comprehensively to include as well the “Standard English plural marker {-s}, 

and the noun stem, which […] can represent either the deletion of {-dem}, the deletion of 

{-s}, or an indefinite noun that is undelimited for number” (87).  

Patterns emerged when the researchers cross referenced the data for the variable 

of the role of listeners, particularly as these were viewed in terms of visitor vs. local, 

together with the variable for the genre of the discourse (a narrative vs. a speech) (89). 

The research revealed that not only do Virgin Islanders have a great competence for style 

shifting (code switching) but that “for this community audience has a greater influence on 

speech than does speech act” (92). In concrete terms, their data demonstrated that such 

discourse aimed at a local audience becomes more formal (distinguished here between 

the relatively less formal culture show and the more formal political forum), “speakers 

preserved the Creole language pattern by increasing the plural marking of definite nouns 

at a substantially higher rate than for indefinite nouns” (92). 
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Accommodating the Non-Native Listener  

A similar sociolinguistic phenomenon of role and effect of audience/listener was 

described by Robert Di Pietro in his study of multilingual communities in St. Croix13, 

where he noted “It was felt that outsiders and even Natives who had been “off-island” for 

some time could not or should not speak the proper island language” (130). Di Pietro 

observed that depending on education and experience talking with Continentals, “it is 

specifically in language exchanges of a nonoccupational and informal nature between 

Natives or Aliens and Continentals that the effort is made on the part of the Cruzan to 

approximate Standard English” (130). However, a Native’s attempts to speak Standard 

English or talk like Continentals in the wrong social context can inspire somewhat 

derogatory expressions like “she was yankin’,” (130). In his closing remarks, Di Pietro 

poses two questions for future studies which are highly relevant in my own research on 

St. Thomas: “1. Just how separate are the languages or dialects spoken by one individual? 

And 2. what is the most appropriate procedure for describing linguistic 

interrelationships?” (130). He concluded with a prediction that “bilingual education in 

English and Spanish, plus the reinforcement of media such as radio and television in both 

Spanish and English,” would diminish the use of the Cruzan-English base dialect, 

ultimately leading to the “demise of diglossia and the spread of bilingualism” (130). 

Identity and Language Proficiency 

Alma Simounet is another researcher interested in language contact on St. Croix. 

Although Simounet describes Cruzan English in passing as “una variedad no 

                                                 
13

 Given the shared political, social and economic history with St. Croix, I submit with 

careful limitation, that it is legitimate to use this study as a reference for understanding 

linguistic phenomena on St. Thomas as well. 
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estandarizada de origen criollo que en estos momentos se encuentra en proceso de 

cambio”, similarly to Di Pietro, she is not concerned with distinguishing shades of variety 

along the Creole’s continuum. So while her article cannot speak to Di Pietro’s question of 

the demise of diglossia it does create a dialogue regarding his predictions of the spread of 

bilingualism in which Simounet argues that Spanish is currently in danger of eventually 

being lost to English. While her study is in her own words a “wake-up call” to protect 

Spanish, it centers optimistically on “religious institutions, specifically a Pentecostal 

church on the islands of St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands, as the source of protective 

resources for the retention of Spanish within a migrant community from Puerto Rico” 

(263). One of Simounet’s informants states that the church has helped her rescue her 

Spanish but evidence in the same article suggests that such a case may be the exception: 

Simounet documents a high rate of code switching between Cruzan English and Puerto 

Rican Spanish among the children in the congregation who in large part inform Simounet 

that they prefer to speak Cruzan among themselves (267). It is this data that interests me 

in Simounet’s research and that I think can inform my own investigations. Her adolescent 

informants clarify that they consider themselves to be Cruzans who speak Spanish, 

though proficiency varies greatly within the group. Regarding identity, Simounet’s 

informants admit that in school they speak Cruzan English mainly in order to feel “part of 

the group” (267). It is precisely upon this question of negotiating identity through the 

choices of language among adolescents on St. Thomas, that I will base my research. 
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Mini Study on Language Variety in St. Thomas English Creole: A Labovian Approach 

Background Summary of St. Thomas History, Geography, and Language 

Just as the people of St. Thomas are both uniquely North American and 

historically Caribbean, likewise their language is comprised of “multi-systemic 

repertoires” of Caribbean English and Standard English varieties (Robin Sabino, Mary 

Diamond, and Leah Cockcroft 82). As explained above, research by Sabino, Diamond 

and Cockcroft has shown that the linguistic choices from among these repertoires made 

by speakers of Virgin Island English can have a stronger correlation to the speaker’s 

intention to accommodate audience comprehension, and a relatively weaker correlation to 

demonstrating the speaker’s linguistic knowledge or projecting his self-image. Projecting 

a St. Thomian self identity and adapting to the interlocutor are can be considered 

different variables when the presence of a linguistic feature might allow for one of these 

while obstructing the other. Informed and inspired by this study, I conducted a small-

scale study with a labovian approach in which I isolated one distinguishing linguistic 

variable characteristic of Virgin Island English and tracked the effect of audience on the 

frequency of its use. 

St. Thomas, together with St. Croix and St. John, make up nearly all the land mass 

that forms the territory of the U.S. Virgin Islands. For centuries, these islands have had 

massive contact with varieties of English; on St. Thomas this was due originally to the 

history of trade and cash-crop production, then later as a strategic military base, and 

currently, as a popular vacation destination for Americans especially from the East Coast. 

Today, many St. Thomians have social and economic incentives to be competent in 

several varieties of English.  
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Most St. Thomians are of African or Afro-Caribbean descent and as a group they 

are often inclusively referred to as West Indians. However, there is a competing 

externally ascribed St. Thomian identity: Cecilia Cutler has noted that “many people in 

the Caribbean do not even consider the Virgin Islands, the Bahamas (and by extension 

the [Turks and Caicos Islands] TCI) to be West Indian and classify the inhabitants as 

“American” on the basis of their speech” (citing Roberts 1988, 77). In this sense, St. 

Thomian English Creole (STTEC) is a sort of step-child in the family of other Caribbean 

English varieties. To be branded “American” is to call out the Virgin Islanders as 

somehow not being authentically Caribbean enough due to their economic and political 

privileges granted by U.S. protection. Such a characterization of Virgin Islanders is a 

culturally generated exaggeration by speakers of related varieties and neighboring nations 

who wish to emphasize differences by ignoring that there is unimpeded mutual 

intelligibility in linguistic contacts between Caribbean people who speak varieties of 

English Creole albeit they come from geographically and politically separated parts of the 

region. Notwithstanding this debate, local speech is dominated by St. Thomian varieties 

of English Creole which is indeed part of the larger group of West Indian Creole 

languages that share historical, geo-ethnic, and social traits, as well as Caribbean varieties 

of French and Spanish. A Caribbean-styled Standard English is used for legal, academic 

and commercial purposes.  

The findings of a mini study which I conducted of spontaneous speech dialogue 

with those by Robin Sabino, Mary Diamond, and Leah Cockcroft , described earlier, in 

which these authors reviewed tapes of television broadcasts to measure whether linguistic 

performance of St. Thomian speakers is more strongly influenced by either an intention 
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to project an identity of self or more by a concern for accommodating the listener’s 

comprehension. By counting the occurrences of the creole plural marker ‘dem’ and 

considering the role of listeners and the level of formality of the speech, they found that 

audience has a greater influence on speech than does speech act.  

Methodology 

Sabino, Diamond, and Cockcroft collected data from local broadcast television, 

which means that much of the speech was likely scripted and any additional unscripted 

speech was still delivered by speakers who were hyper aware of the camera and their 

audience. For the present mini-study I also intended to observe if and how differently 

St.Thomians speak to visitors rather than to someone they perceive to be a fellow St. 

Thomian.A key distinction would be my attempt to capture spontaneous speech which is 

prized by sociolinguists to be filtered by fewer social variables than more deliberate 

speech. Put simply, all speech is a social act, but in spontaneous speech the speaker is not 

consciously aware of the social significance of her utterances.  

The variability of /ε/ was chosen for this mini study because according to Gilbert 

Sprauve, in a personal email interview, the low mid front vowel /ε/ helps in 

distinguishing that dialect of Caribbean English-related creoles from its numerous 

relatives and because it occurs clearly and frequently in common speech. The word 

“here” was chosen as the token for this study because from a multitude of words that 

contain the variable phoneme /ε/, the word “here” is unique in that it occurs within the 

culturally significant phrase I born here [ai ban hε] “I was born here”. When this 

statement is uttered with the vowel pronounced clearly as [ε] it is the definitively final 

word in the self-identity of a St. Thomian. Such a pronunciation of the vowel and an 
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understanding of its significance in this phrase is part of the social and linguistic 

competence of any St. Thomian; every St. Thomian knows how to pronounce the /ε/ in 

here. To find if local speakers pronounced [ε] more often when they perceived they were 

speaking to a local as opposed to a visitor, I devised a way to elicit this one-word 

response from each subject in two social contexts: first in response to a question from a 

local St. Thomian and second in response to a question from a tourist.  

With the help of assistants, I conducted rapid-fire interview questions inspired by 

William Labov’s famous one-question fieldwork in NY department stores to elicit the 

answer “fourth floor” when testing for pronunciation or deletion of syllable final /R/ 

(1966). Also much like Labov’s work, I conducted the research in commercial centers: 

the two main shopping areas of Main Street and Tutu Park Mall are among the few places 

where it is normal to find many locals and tourists mixing on St Thomas and where naïve 

questions do not arouse suspicion or even interest. We interacted with about 40 to 50 

participants but only 20 responses were usable and of these we separated the responses 

from the 10 resondents who claimed to be St. Thomian. Because I was trying to isolate 

the social variable of local audience vs. visitor audience, I worked in tandem with 

university students who authentically played the role of locals while I played the visitor. 

Interviews were conducted on four different occasions and each time with different 

students: twice with a male student in his late twenties, once with a pair of female 

students twenty years old, and once with one female student of 18 years. With the 

exception of one of the young ladies in the pair, who has caramel colored skin, all the 

research assistants are very dark skinned. All the students were casually dressed in jeans  
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and short sleeve shirt. I am white and dressed the same as the assistants, except that I 

wore a baseball cap and carried a small back pack.  

It should be clarified that St. Thomians do not broadly generalize that white 

equals visitor and black equals local. Nevertheless, in touristy areas, skin color does, in 

fact, seem to be a principal indicator for vendors who have to make split-second 

decisions about who to make a sales pitch to. Taxi drivers cannot reliably guess a 

person’s socio-economic class by either the store they have just walked out of (unlike 

Labov’s clearly differentiated class of shopper in his 1970s New York study) nor by the 

clothes they wear, because a millionaire who hops off his yacht often wears sneakers and 

shorts and is like the lower class tourist who wanders into the same stores. Along the 

storefronts of Main Street on St. Thomas the prohibitively expensive jewelry stores are 

set among souvenir T-shirt stores, discount liquor and cigarette stores (see photos 3.1 and 

3.2 of Main Street below). 

Based on their best judgment of physical and social clues, the students would 

approach a subject they guessed to be St. Thomian –usually, but not exclusively, a vendor 

working in a store- and then ask for an item that was within arms reach of the subject. For 

instance, if the subject was standing by the watches, the research assistant would ask 

“Good afternoon, where (are) the watches?” [gad afta nu:n we(r) da wačɪz]. When the 

experiment functioned best, the subject pointed and said “Right here”, to which the 

research assistant would respond “Thank you, excuse me” and then leave. Throughout 

this initial exchange, I would hover nearby, pretending all the while to read a tourist map. 

When the assistant walked away, I immediately approached the very same person; 

showing them the map and I would ask, “Excuse me, could you show me where this store 
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is?” Although both my outward appearance, as well as my speech, might sufficiently 

identify me as a visitor (I am White and I wore chinos and a short sleeve collar shirt with 

a small backpack), the map served as an indisputable tourist disguise. It was also a very 

effective tool for eliciting the response of the token “here” since, as intended, almost all 

the subjects were able to point to the map and say “Right here” or some variation on that.  

My native St. Thomian assistants intended a common sounding question for a 

local to ask when they decided on “Where the watches?” It was important that this 

carefully scripted question be formulated with a syntax that could pass as natural in the 

local dialect but not so exaggerated in form as to unduly influence the response. 

Furthermore, the question needed to be short and quick in order to elicit as spontaneous 

an utterance as possible. This phrase is as close as we could think to a linguistically 

neutral utterance on the continuum between a standardized continental English and a St. 

Thomas English Creole because it sounds ambiguously like “Where are the watches” 

[uεr: də  uačɪz] but also “Where the watch(dem) is” [uε  de  uačɪz].  

Building on this ambiguity, we designed our tourist’s short question to closely 

resemble the syntax of the first question delivered a moment earlier by the native St. 

Thomians so as to minimize linguistic influence the subjects’ decision to code switch. 

The question from the tourist was scripted as “Could you tell me where this store is?” 

because the syntax at the end of the sentence resembles the syntax of an interrogative 

statement in STTEC (i.e., “Where the store is/at?”). Again, our intention was to avoid 

introducing an overtly Standard English construction into the listener’s mind. Since we 

were looking to measure code switching but we were forced to initiate the conversation 

by speaking first, we were conscious to keep our own speech near neutral so that  
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whatever code the subject produced might be influenced by our otherwise externally 

assigned identity cues and not solely by linguistic cues in our own speech.  

The irrelevant item requested of the subject by the Native St. Thomian 

investigators was anything at all within the immediate arm’s reach of the person; in this 

way the subject was likely to answer “here” or “right here”. If the subjects did not 

produce an immediate answer of “Right here”, the investigators naïvely asked for 

clarification with as short an utterance as possible such as “Where?”. Once the initial 

token had been collected in the social context of native speaker audience, the researcher 

would excuse herself and leave the area allowing me to collect the data in the social 

context of visitor listener. In this second context, if the subject in question produced the 

token I then politely commented on her accent in order to discretely ask about her origin: 

“Your accent is nice, where are you from?” If the subject indicated a St. Thomian origin 

we were very excited because we had collected data from a representative of our target 

population. And if the subject answered with the word “here” as in “I was born here” 

then this was doubly useful because we now had a second utterance of the token in 

repeated and therefore more deliberate and careful speech with which to compare the 

earlier spontaneous pronunciation. 

After conducting many interviews which yielded a considerable amount of mostly 

unusable data, we later modified our method for more effective and efficient data 

collection: a research assistant would simply approach a person and directly ask “Excuse 

me, where are you from?” to which a typical response was “From here, why?”. Then the 

assistant would pull me, the tourist with the map, into the scene and say “He needs 

someone to show him where he is”. This method streamlined our data collection because 
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if the person answered with any origin other than St. Thomas, we would immediately 

move on to another subject. Additionally, it did not require as much theater on the part of 

the researchers nor as much redirection in the conversation.  

Most cases of clearly recorded yet still unusable data included those answers from 

subjects who either did not know the answer to our question, or who otherwise were 

overly helpful or ambitious salespeople. Responses from these subjects failed to produce 

the sought after token because they would direct the conversation in uncontrollable ways. 

For example males were less likely to answer in one utterance. Of those who did not, it 

was common that they instead responded by asking a helpful question such as “Where 

you want to go?”, “Who are you shopping for?”, etc. 

 

Photo 3.1 View of Main Street Shopping District in Charlotte Amalie. 
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Photo 3.2 Typical Scene on Main Street, Where Casual or Formal Attire Is Little 

Indication of Socio-Economic Class.

 

 

Findings of the Mini-Study 

Of the clearly recorded responses collected from all respondents, regardless of 

places of origin, 65% of the subjects produced a St. Thomian pronunciation  [hε] of the 

token “here” when speaking to the interviewer perceived as a local St. Thomian. Equally, 

65% of all the respondents (though not all the same 65%) answered ‘here’ with a STTEC 

pronunciation [hε] when speaking to the visitor. Of this set of responses directed to the 

visitor/tourist, 13% of the subjects actually corrected to the STTEC pronunciation [hε] 

from an initial more standardized pronunciation when answering the follow-up question 

of origin for the visitor in careful repeated speech.  

When the data is separated for only those respondents who self-identified as St. 

Thomian, it revealed that 70% of all of the St. Thomians used an authentic St. Thomian 

pronunciation of [hε] when responding to a person perceived to be local. The remaining 

30% of St. Thomians pronounced some other variation when speaking to a perceived 
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local. These variations included [hɪr] [hr] or [heǝ]. By slight contrast, of all the St. 

Thomians interviewed, 60% produced the St. Thomian vowel pronunciation [hε] when 

responding to the perceived visitor; this represents 10% fewer occurrences of the same 

pronunciation as compared to that spoken to a fellow native. However, in the context of 

the visitor listener, not only did [ε] occur less frequently but it also occurred with greater 

variation in the syllable including vowel length and more frequent pronunciation of the 

syllable-final R (i.e., [hε], [hε:] or [hεr]). As occurred similarly when speaking to the 

local, St. Thomians who did not produce [hε] when speaking to the visitor also did not 

demonstrate any clear phonological preference for the vowel in the token.  

Quantifying the correlation of audience/listener to linguistic variation (in either 

the range of R-fullness or in the integrity of the vowel), we recorded that 60% of the 

speakers changed their pronunciation between speaking to the local and speaking to the 

visitor while in 40% of the instances the St. Thomian respondent seemed to make no 

change in speech, regardless of the listener. Only 30% of St. Thomian speakers shifted 

toward the Standard when speaking to the visitor. Conversely, this was matched by 30% 

of respondents who demonstrated the reverse effect: they switched from a more Standard 

pronunciation of the vowel when speaking to the St. Thomian, to then producing a more 

local pronunciation when speaking to the visitor.  

Conclusions of Mini-Study 

With regard to the pronunciation of this particular vowel sound [ε] in spontaneous 

utterances, it would appear that speech acts of identity may have a greater influence on 

linguistic choices than previously understood. That the same number of total respondents, 

65%, produced the St. Thomian phonology to both the local and the visitor, may indicate 
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that accomodating the listener may not be the strongest factor to influence the speakers’ 

choices. That 13% of these respondents were observed to correct to [hε] when speaking 

to the visitor/tourist may suggest examples, albeit few, of speakers for whom it is very 

important to project a self-identity that distances themselves from the Other. In fact, 

while this may very well be the case, nevertheless it was so surprising to us when we first 

recorded it that it forced us to consider whether some instances of supposedly corrected 

speech were in fact something of a call-and-response to a loaded question. In other 

words, we could not rule out the possibility of a ‘canned’ response to the culturally 

significant question of origin that is learned by natives and non-natives alike.  

Table 3.1 Data From Respondents Who Self-Identified as St. Thomian 

To local To visitor Age Gender Location 

hε he 35-45 m jewelry shop 

hε hɪa 35-45 f Gucci 

he hε 30-40 m mall 

hε hε 18-20 f mall 

hε hε 16-19 f mall 

hε hε: 16-19 f mall 

hε hεr 16-19 f supermarket 

hε hε 16-19 f supermarket 

hεr hε…hε 16-19 f supermarket 

hr hεr…hir 30-40 f Cardow 

Still, when we separated our data for only St. Thomian respondents, it showed a 

tendency that supports Sabino’s findings: by a difference of 10%, St. Thomians were less 

likely to use the St. Thomian pronunciation when speaking to a person perceived to be a 

visitor and even when they produced [ε], St. Thomians were more likely to vary other 
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elements in the syllable such as vowel length R-fullness (i.e., [hε], [hε:] or [hεr]). If 

Robin Sabino is right, this greater variation in speech directed to visitors may be 

indicative of further attempts of the speaker to accommodate the foreign listener which 

may not be solely measurable in the occurrence of the vowel we have chosen here as the 

focus of our mini study. 

Future studies of STTEC might build on the following observations and limitations 

of this study: the direction of code switching by the speaker, that is, when moving from 

the context of local listener to that of visitor listener, revealed 30% of St. Thomian 

speakers moved along the dialect continuum from relatively creolized to relatively 

standardized. An equal 30% of St. Thomian respondents shifted away from relatively 

more standardized to more creolized when speaking to the visitor. Naturally, it could be 

interpreted that those speakers shifting toward a more relatively standardized 

pronunciation are making attempts to accommodate the listener and that those shifting 

toward a more creolized form are emphasizing their self-identity as something other than 

that of the speaker. But with this small data pool divided nearly into thirds (one third 

switching toward the Standard, another third switching toward the Creole, and a final 

third not switching at all), it is difficult recognize a significant tendency in any direction 

within this speech community. A more thorough study is needed. 

All of the subjects were interviewed in shopping districts or inside a store, which led 

us to consider that perhaps some of the more exclusive franchise stores may promote a 

corporate culture that values Standard English over local varieties. In fact employees of 

some high end chains on St. Thomas are more often required to take rigorous training in 

customer service which includes speech training to approximate Standard English speech. 
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We did not find a direct correlation to this variable of corporate culture in the very 

limited data we collected, but we recommend that this consideration should find its way 

into further sociolinguistic studies on St. Thomas.  
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CHAPTER 4 

DATA OF SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE ON LANGUAGE USE, PERCEPTION AND 

IDENTITY AMONG DOMINICANS ON ST. THOMAS 

 

Introduction 

This chapter presents the raw extra-linguistic data collected in my fieldwork and 

describes the methodology regarding the collection and organization of questions into 

dependent social variables to be measured against linguistic variables for statistical 

analysis of sociolinguistic variation with GoldVarb. The data on Spanish language use 

and its relation to identity among Dominicans living on St. Thomas was collected by oral 

interviews and guided by a questionnaire. Presented here is the collection of usable data 

from a guided open-ended survey of 34 respondents, representing males and females 

ranging from 12 to 66 years old, all Dominicans living on St. Thomas and speakers of 

Spanish. Interviews were digitally recorded and took on average 30 to 45 minutes each to 

complete. The survey questionnaire used for this research and its resulting ethnographic 

interviews facilitated the collection of the two data sets from which to develop the present 

sociolinguistic study on the variety of Dominican Spanish spoken on St. Thomas in 

contact with the St. Thomas English Creole. The first of these data sets is comprised of 

the corpus of recorded speech from which the tokens of linguistic variables are lifted; the 

second set includes the social variables data to be correlated with linguistic data. If the 

linguistic data shows how the respondents answered the questions, then the social data is 

what they answered. Some of the social data required no interpretation and could be 

immediately quantified in its original form such as gender, age, place of birth, education, 

self-ascribed identity and perceived discrimination . Other social data on social network 

strength required some interpretation for synthesis into a quantifiable indicator for use in 
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my analysis. Figure 4.1 below lists the social variables to be used in this study. Finally, 

this chapter presents a summary of additional data gathered which was not considered in 

the present correlations of sociolinguistic variation but which nevertheless serve to 

describe patterns in the sociolinguistic identity, the language use and the perceptions of 

representatives of the Dominican community on St. Thomas that may be considered in 

this study or expanded upon for further relevant study. 

Figure 4.1 Independent Variables Coded 

-Gender: M=male, F=female 

-Age: T=12-17, A=18-25, G=26-50, O=51 and older 

-Place of birth: R=DominicanRepublic, S=Stt/Virgin Islands 

-Education: P=primary, L=secondary, T=tertiary  

-Self ascribed identity: D=Dominican, H=Hispanic, B=Hispanic&STT, V=Virgin  

     Islander 

-Social network ties:  X=Stronger Dominican network,  Y=balanced bicultural networks,   

     Z=Stronger St. Thomian network  

-# of yearly visits to D.R.: 0,1,3,4+ 

-Discrimination: C=victim of, W=witness/believes, N=dismisses 

 

Factors of Respondents for Variation Analysis 

Social Factors Coded 

Gender, Age, Place of Birth  

The data collected in my interviews represent answers from 19 females and 15 

males: seven interviewees were 12 to 13 years old, another seven were aged 14 to 17, 
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eight more were between the ages of 18 to 25, four interviewees ranged from 29 to 39 

years old, four were in their 40s, two in their 50s and finally two more in their 60s. Only 

six of the interviewees were born in the Virgin Islands; of the rest born in the Dominican 

Republic, nearly all hail from cities and towns in the same south eastern coastal region 

including Santo Domingo, San Pedro, La Romana and Iguey. Only two interviewees 

originated from the northern area around Miches, one from the northern shores and the 

other from the northwestern mountainous area of Miches near Santiago de los Caballeros.

Among the interviewees who immigrated to the Virgin Islands, approximately half 

arrived as children younger than fourteen years of age, while the rest arrived between the 

working ages of 17 to 42. The number of years they had lived on St. Thomas at the time 

of the interview range widely from 3 years to 21 years, and one interviewee, who was the 

oldest at 66 years old at the time of the interview, has lived 30 years on St. Thomas.  

Education 

 All of the St. Thomian-born interviewees and those who arrived of school age 

continued their schooling in St. Thomas and either successfully completed high school or 

else planned to do so. One interviewee was taking classes at the university. Of the fifteen 

interviewees who immigrated as adults, seven of them had only completed some level of 

12-13 yrs. 14-17 yrs. 18-25 yrs 29-39 yrs 40-60

male 4 2 2 3 2

female 3 5 6 1 4

born VI 4 0 3 0 0

born DR 3 7 5 4 6

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Figure 4.2 Distribution of Respondents by Age, Sex, and Place of Birth 
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primary education, four had completed some level of high school in the Dominican 

Republic, two had studied at the university in the D.R., one was currently studying at the 

University of the Virgin Islands. The educational differences between the younger and 

older immigrants is clearly linked to the factors which motivated their immigration: 

interviews revealed that the adults emigrate in search of immediate opportunities to earn 

a livable income while the youngest immigrants are brought over by their parents who 

wish for their children’s future economic security which they believe will follow from 

U.S. residency and a formal education. 

Self-identity (Survey Question #1)  

The questionnaire presented interviewees with 7 prescribed categories from which 

to select a self-identity comprised of the national, ethnic and sociolinguistic labels as 

listed below.   

1. santomeño (St. Thomian)  

2. dominicano,  

3. inglés   

4. hispano  

5. hispano-santomeño 

6. dominicano-inglés 

7. santo (originated as a pajorative term used by local English-Speakers to refer to 

Dominicans, now reclaimed by some younger Dominicans as a legitimate 

alternative to dominicano). 

The interviewees were encouraged to choose as many of the categories from the list as 

they wished and to rank them in order of personal importance to them. I did not include 

the category of Latino since I did not observe it used during my three years living on St. 
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Thomas. However I did provide the open-ended response option of “other” inviting 

interviewees to answer whatever designation of identity they desired. The word 

“santomeño” is my own translation for “St. Thomian”, This new translation was 

immediately understandable to all respondents and several chose it as a marker of their 

self-identity. I coined the translation as an alternative to “ingles”, the term preferred by 

Spanish-speakers on St. Thomas to refer to the native English-speaking St. Thomians. 

For Dominicans on St. Thomas the term “inglés” is indexical of “Other”, that is, non-

Dominicans regardless of place of birth. With “santomeño” it was my intention to 

provide an identity category for respondents who I imagined might feel a connection to 

the place and culture but not necessarily to English. Finally, I included the rather 

sensitive term “santo” because although it originated as a pejorative term and is still used 

regularly by the larger English-Speaking community to refer derogatorily to Dominicans 

(usually phrased as “fucking santo”), nevertheless, some younger Dominicans are 

beginning to reclaim it as a legitimate alternative to dominicano. 

Five respondents self-identified as Latino including one who opted for only 

Latino while the rest joined it to other identifiers such as St. Thomian or dominicano, 

three of them were among my youngest respondents and the other two were adult males 

who shared the experience of having lived several years among Puerto Ricans in either 

N.Y. or P.R. respectively. Of the twenty-one interviewees who self-identified as 

dominicano, all were born in the Dominican Republic, and eleven answered only 

dominicano, nothing else; one clarified by adding “de pura sepa” (of pure roots or pure 

bred). Another seven of these self-identified dominicanos also considered themselves 

Hispanic and/or Latino while the remaining three identified as dominicano-americano, 
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dominicano-inglésa, and dominicano-santomeño. Of the five interviewees who were born 

on St. Thomas all of them identified as hispano-santomeño. One 12-year-old boy and one 

66-year-old man each self-identified as Latino (the latter “con corazón santomeño”), and 

two female interviewees, aged 12 and 38, responded as hispana. All four of these were 

born in the D.R. and there seems at first glance to be no correlation to age or gender nor 

did any of these interviewees reveal any feelings of discrimination or alienation from any 

particular groups
14

 nor did they report any external ascription of identity which competed 

with their own. 

Discrimination: Experiences and Perceptions (Survey Questions #36-41) 

On St. Thomas, prejudices toward Dominicans are expressed openly and without 

excuse; it is not uncommon to hear complaints and insults which generalize Dominicans 

as illegal aliens, loud, drunk, and dirty. Dominican men are thought to be thieving and 

dishonest, Dominican women are considered loose if not prostitutes. Because I did not 

find discrimination as easily observable as prejudice, I asked my interviewees for their 

perceptions and experiences regarding discrimination against Dominicans on St. Thomas. 

Five assured me with confidence that they had never known of any cases of 

discrimination against Hispanics and one of these offered a clarification that any such 

misunderstandings can be attributed to culture shock on the part of Dominicans. Two 

more respondents described little to some discrimination, and the rest, the overwhelming 

majority, reported without hesitation that there is clearly discrimination against Hispanics 

on St. Thomas. Of the individuals I interviewed, just fewer than half (16) affirmed that 

                                                 

14
 (a question which may have influence on sociolinguistic identity and which is recorded 

in questions #36-41 of the interview) 
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they had personally experienced some form of discrimination. This number fell further 

when respondents were asked to give specific examples of personal discrimination. For 

instance of the 29 respondents legally old enough to work, five reported having trouble 

finding a job because they were discriminated against for being Hispanic. Asked if they 

had been discriminated in trying to rent or buy a home, only one interviewee responded 

affirmatively and just one other reported that her mother had been the victim of housing 

discrimination. But when asked whether professors and teachers had discriminated 

against them, from among the respondents who have studied on St. Thomas, two 

responded “yes”, one responded “mucho”, and one “a veces” while the rest answered 

negatively.  

The five who claimed to know of no discrimination vary in gender, age and time 

spent on St. Thomas, however they each claimed the majority of their friends on St. 

Thomas to be non-Hispanic. It may be that for these few, their social networks on the 

island provide them with relatively more positive social experiences with English-

speaking locals as well as also limiting their access to the experiences and perceptions of 

the Dominicans community. Moreover, half of my interviewees reported discrimination 

within the Hispanic community with most referencing Puerto Ricans as the group with 

which there is the most in-fighting for reasons of jealousy or envy, and competition for 

resources, and rivalry.  

The legitimate perception of discrimination by St. Thomians toward Dominicans 

remains very strong in this community as evidenced by the reaffirmation of this belief in 

response to question #40 by interviewees even after answering the specific questions 
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above.
 15

 It is this particular question regarding discrimination which I will analyze 

against speech patterns for correlations. The presence of this perception in a respondent, 

independent of whether or not she herself experienced discrimination, seems to me a 

stronger incentive for modifying consciously or subconsciously one’s speech to express 

either solidarity with the discriminated or else aspiration to the privileges of the group of 

the discriminator. My reasoning for this is that an act of discrimination has an arbitrary 

quality to it that requires chance; a respondent may avoid or attract discrimination for a 

multitude of reasons impossible to control. A person can be the victim of a given form of 

discrimination and be affected very little or very much depending on countless 

considerations which include their personality and confidence and also the impossible to 

measure sliding scale of the severity of the particular act of discrimination. Alternatively, 

the perception of discrimination, though a broad concept itself, is more based on 

consistent beliefs shared by members of a group.  

Social network (Survey Questions #2, 3, 4, & 7) 

In addition to the standardized social variables described above which include age, sex, 

and place of birth, education, discrimination, and self-identity, a quantifiable variable was 

composed to determine strength of social network from a collection of specific questions. 

The responses to the following 4 survey questions were collected and synthesized to 

determine strength of Dominican/StThomian social networks: Are the majority of your 

friends Hispanic?; Do you live in a predominantly Hispanic neighborhood?; Do you 

work or study with mostly Hispanics?; Is your romantic partner Dominican? The answers 

                                                 

15
 Question #40 read as follows: “En su opinión, ¿hay mucha discriminación contra los 

hispanos en San Tomas? 
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to each of these questions were assigned a value of -1 to +1. For instance, for question #2, 

“Son la mayoría de sus amigos Hispanos?”, the collected answers included yes(‘sí’), ‘no’ 

or half(‘mitad’) to which I assigned the values of yes = +1, no = -1 and half = 0 or no 

value. This value system was repeated for the remaining questions in the set to determine 

a measurement of the strength of each respondent’s ties to the Dominican culture; so for 

the four questions any individual could score between as low as -4 indicating a relatively 

weakest Dominican social network and as high as +4 indicating a relatively strongest 

Dominican social network. When the values were added for this sample set they revealed 

a spectrum of scores which run from -4 to 2 (See Table 4.3). These values are not any 

absolute measure of social network ties, but rather they serve to compare the participants 

in this particular study to each other in relative terms of connectedness to a Dominican 

social network for which to develop an extra-linguistic variable to be correlated in 

GoldVarb. I further reduced these values to only three relative distinctions of either 

“strong”, “balanced”, or “weak”: X=Strong Dominican network included total scores of 

between -2 to -4,  Y=balanced bicultural networks included scores ranging between -1 to 

+1, and  Z=Strong St. Thomian network (i.e., a weak Dominican network) included those 

scores of +2 since in this sample set there were no tallies of either +3 nor +4.  

Men were more likely than women to report having a majority of Hispanic friends 

by a count of 9 to 6. Reporting more non-Hispanic friends the numbers were inverted 

giving 9 women to 6 men. In both of the respective groups of yes/no with regard to a 

majority of Hispanic friends, the ages ranged from 12 to over 60 years old. In the no 

group the median age was 15 years old; 9 out of 15 who said no were younger than 20 

years old. The yes group represented a slightly older demographic with the median age of  
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Table 4.3 Social network component factors (f,n,c,r, represent GoldVarb codings) 

 
total 

majority 

Hispanic 

friends 

f 

majority 

Hispanic 

neighbors  

n 

majority 

Hispanic 

colleagues 

c 

Hispanic 

romantic 

partner 

r 

A -4 no -1 no -1 no -1 no -1 

B -4 no -1 no -1 no -1 no -1 

C -4 no -1 no -1 no -1 no -1 

D -3 no -1 no -1 no -1 n/a 0 

E -3 no -1 no -1 no -1 n/a 0 

F -3 no -1 no -1 no -1 n/a 0 

G -3 no -1 no -1 no -1 n/a 0 

H -3 no -1 no -1 no -1 n/a 0 

I -3 mitad 0 no -1 no -1 no -1 

J -3 no -1 no -1 no -1 si 1 

K -2 si 1 no -1 no -1 no -1 

L -2 no -1 si 1 no -1 no -1 

M -2 no -1 no -1 no -1 si 1 

N -2 mitad 0 no -1 no -1 n/a 0 

O -1 no -1 si 1 no -1 n/a 0 

P -1 si 1 no -1 no -1 n /a 0 

Q -1 si 1 no -1 si 1 n/a 0 

R -1 no -1 no -1 mezcla 0 si 1 

S -1 mitad 0 no -1 no -1 si 1 

T -1 no -1 no -1 si 1 n/a 0 

U 0 si 1 no -1 no -1 si 1 

V 0 si 1 no -1 no -1 si 1 

W 0 no -1 si 1 no -1 si 1 

X 1 si 1 no -1 si 1 n/a 0 

Y 1 mitad 0 no -1 si 1 si 1 

Z 2 si 1 si 1 no -1 si 1 

AA 2 si 1 no -1 si 1 si 1 

BB 2 si 1 no -1 si 1 si 1 

CC 2 si 1 no -1 si 1 si 1 

DD 2 si 1 no -1 si 1 si 1 

EE 2 si 1 no -1 si 1 si 1 

FF 

2 

si 1 no 

-1 si (estoy 

en ESL) 

1 

si 1 

GG 

2 

si 1 no 

-1 si (estoy 

en ESL) 

1 

si 1 

HH 2 si 1 no -1 si 1 si  1 
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20 and only 7 out of 15 respondents younger than 20 years old. Just 2 of the 15 

respondents in this no group were born in the Virgin Islands and only one of the 15 who 

responded yes to having a majority of Hispanic friends was born in the Virgin Islands. 

There were four remaining respondents who reported that their network of friends was 

evenly half Dominican and half non-Dominican; 3 out of these 4 were native born to St. 

Thomas. Among those who responded no (that is, few Hispanic friends) most reported 

friends and acquaintances native to St. Thomas with just seven making mention of 

additional island nationalities within their social networks.  

All but four interviewees answered negatively to living in a Hispanic 

neighborhood on St. Thomas; those four lived near or within the downtown Charlotte 

Amalie area between the open-air market (la malqueta) and the Catholic church. The rest, 

in more or less equal parts, reported neighbors who could be grouped as either Frenchies, 

or St. Thomians, or else “de todas partes”, and in fact, these three categorizations are 

emblematic of the neighborhoods on St. Thomas.  

Most respondents, 21 of the 34 or two thirds, answered negatively to working or 

studying with many Hispanics, and among the twelve who responded yes, most were 

students (and one teacher) of ESL. In response to the two related questions on the origin 

of their childhood friends and primary-schoolmates, the seven who were born, or brought 

very young, and attended primary school on St. Thomas reported that their childhood 

companions were mostly St.Thomians while nearly all the rest, having spent their 

childhood in the D.R., answered that they grew up with only other Dominicans. 

Of those who reported having a spouse or romantic partner, 17 to 6 said their 

partner was Hispanic, almost always Dominican or else a few Puerto Rican. Those with 
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non-Hispanic partners varied in their age, gender and birthplace, but they shared in 

common that their partners were typically Virgin Islander. Respondents who ascribed a 

Hispanic identity to their partners reported that their partners self-identify from among 

the various categories of Dominican, Hispanic, Santo, and one even reported that her 

half-St.Thomian partner identifies as St. Thomian only, something I did not hear directly 

from any of my interviewees. All but one partner speaks Spanish and nearly all described 

speaking exclusively Spanish when together and alone with their partner. 

Although I had used the term “Hispanic” for these questions (it was “Hispano”on 

the survey), the intention was to differentiate between speakers of the Dominican speech 

community from those of the St. Thomian English Creole speech community, which I am 

confident has been accomplished here since, but for a very small number of Puerto 

Ricans, the only Hispanic speech community on St. Thomas of significant numbers is 

that of the Dominicans. To reduce doubts that there could be a competing Spanish dialect 

in this study of a Dominican speech community, I would recommend that any further 

studies on this community include modifications to the language of survey questions to 

specifically and exclusively address Dominican speech and identity wherever such a 

distinction remains ambiguous. However, as my chapter on demographics indicates, and 

as I have stated before, my social research on St. Thomas revealed that almost all the 

Spanish-speakers on St. Thomas are Dominicans.  

Visits to the Dominican Republic 

 All but six interviewees have developed a transmigrational existence in which 

they return to visit the D.R. usually once, twice, or even three times each year (see Table 

4.4). The oldest interviewee at 66 years old was unique in that he currently visited 6 times 
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each year. Of the previously mentioned six who have never returned to the D.R. their 

ages ranged widely from young to old and the time since their arrival on St. Thomas also 

ranged as much as between four and eleven years away from their homeland. All of the 

six interviewees who were born and raised in the Virgin Islands visit the D.R. each year. 

Table 4.4 Details of 6 Respondents Who Never Returned to DR 

Age Gender Occupation  Years on STT 

12 Female Student 11 

15 Female Student 4 

18 Female Student 8 

25 Female Cook 5 

44 Male Construction 4 

51 Female Beautician 9 

Their annual sojourn in the D.R. does not distinguish these six native St.Thomians from 

the majority who regularly visit the D.R. All six of these interviewees self-identify as St. 

Thomian (or Cruzian in the case of one who had been born on St. Croix) usually in a 

hyphenated identify of Hispanic-St. Thomian.  

Interview Questions Not Directly Used in Correlation 

 As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, there was more extensive data 

collected from the surveys which, for reasons of time and effectiveness, will not be 

included in the direct correlations of this sociolinguistic analysis. I will, however, report a 

summary of these findings immediately below because this additional data will more 

thoroughly acquaint the reader with the people who make up this speech community and 

it may also serve to inspire more questions for future studies of this same community. 

Parents of Interviewees: Place of Birth, Economic Class, Education, Work, Language 

 All interviewees’ mothers and all but five of the interviewees’ fathers were born 

in the Dominican Republic. Only eight, or one quarter, of interviewees reported that their 
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father
16

 immigrated to St. Thomas while 24, or nearly two thirds, reported that their 

mother had immigrated to St. Thomas. These latter cases represent various 

circumstances: either some interviewees arrived with their mother from the Dominican 

Republic, or, as is more often the case, their mothers sent for children left behind after 

having arrived alone first, or else thirdly, for the St. Thomian-born respondents, their 

mother had arrived childless and later made her family on St. Thomas.  

With regard to economic class, fathers generally worked in lower-wage positions 

such as taxi drivers, barbers and construction workers. The few fathers who did 

immigrate to St. Thomas were reported to be upwardly mobile from the life they had left 

in D.R. after securing jobs such as salesman, ESL teacher and fireman. The level of 

formal education varied among fathers: approximately one third had completed only 

some level of primary school, another third had completed some level of secondary, and a 

final third had studied at the university level either in the D.R. or on St. Thomas.  

Interviewees reported that their mothers worked low-wage service jobs such as house 

cleaner, cook, and restaurant worker. Mothers of interviewees were more likely than 

fathers to have immigrated from D.R. to St. Thomas. Among mothers who remained in 

the D.R. (9 of the 34 total), two thirds were reported to be housewives; of the mothers 

who immigrated to St. Thomas, only six, about one fourth, were housewives with no 

other employment; the rest held service jobs in housecleaning and restaurants on St. 

Thomas. One mother on St. Thomas was a full-time public-school language teacher and 

another was even reported to work as a carpenter.  

                                                 

16
 About one quarter of my interviewees had never met their biological father and had no 

knowledge of his life. 
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Proportionally, interviewees’ mothers achieved the same levels of formal 

education as the fathers. In about one fifth of the cases I surveyed the interviewees’ 

mother had left a service job in D.R. to become a housewife on St. Thomas, but another 

fifth experienced the opposite, having left the career of housewife for a service job on St. 

Thomas.  

Almost all interviewees reported that their parents, mothers and fathers alike, 

spoke Spanish as their primary language. The fathers of my interviewees were more 

likely than the mothers, about 50% versus 25% respectively, to speak some level of 

English as a second language. I did not ask specific questions about the use of St. Thomas 

English Creole as a specific variety of English nor of differential attitudes and 

perceptions between Standard English and STTEC.  

Language Competency, Preferences and Attitudes (Survey Questions #7-20) 

English Competency 

Given the options of excellent, very good, passable, or poor, ten of my 

respondents report speaking excellent English; fifteen say their competency in English is 

passable
17

; another seven speak English very well; and only 2 reported that they 

perceived their own English competency to be no better than poor. Generally speaking, 

these answers coincided with patterns in age, educational achievements, and exposure to 

English for the respondents in ways that might be reasonably expected. For instance, 

those who categorized themselves as speaking excellent English were more likely to have 

arrived to St. Thomas as children and consequently, aside from any natural youthful 

                                                 

17
 The Spanish word on the questionnaire was pasable which like its cognate in English 

means adequate or acceptable. 
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predisposition for acquiring language, were also more likely to have learned or were still 

learning English in school with formal instruction. In a related factor to age of arrival, 

those who report speaking excellent English were also more likely to have spent more 

time on St. Thomas which stands to reason since living and working on St. Thomas 

means an unavoidable contact with English. On the other hand, those who described their 

English competency as passable tended to have arrived to St. Thomas past the years of 

formal public education and/or they were recent arrivals at the time of this interview. 

This pattern holds true for the two interviewees who reported speaking English poorly; 

both had arrived to St. Thomas in their mid-thirties and one of them had only been on St. 

Thomas for two years at the time of the interview.  

The remaining seven interviewees who answered muy bien with regard to their 

level of English fluency formed a distinct group which showed patterns in age (they were 

between 12 and 25 years old) and level of education (they had all completed their studies 

and some were currently enrolled at the university). All seven report speaking lots of 

Spanish at home, but very little at school or work. They had all arrived on STT before 

adulthood; for instance, two 21-year-old females who reported their English was only 

muy bien were both born and had lived their entire lives on St. Thomas, and both studied 

at the university. Their answers may indicate a closer solidarity to Dominican culture and 

language. I remind the reader that these answers were self-reported and may have been 

influenced by factors such as confidence or modesty on the part of the speaker. I 

conducted all interviews in Spanish therefore I do not have a measure of the competency 

level of English; this could be fertile ground for another language study of this linguistic 

community. However, my informal observations and formal ethnographies and 
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interviews reveal that a stronger factor which is likely to have influenced these self-

reported language attitudes is solidarity to one social group or another. Dominicans on St. 

Thomas who wish to identify with St. Thomian culture know they must speak English, 

particularly STTEC variety, and so it could be expected that they might inflate self-

reporting of English competency. Likewise, Dominicans who identify more strongly with 

Dominican culture or who have stronger network ties back in the D.R. might report 

relatively less competency and less use of English as compared to Spanish. In a further 

study, a carefully designed rubric for measuring language preferences together with 

questions on the importance of maintaining Dominican culture on St. Thomas could be 

correlated with linguistic data to further this discussion on competency versus reporting.  
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Figure 4.5 English and Spanish Competency Self-Reported by Respondents 
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Spanish Competency 

Seventeen of the interviewees said they speak excellent Spanish, six said they 

speak it very well, seven reported that their Spanish is passable and one young man said 

he speaks Spanish poorly. The group which reported speaking excellent Spanish seemed 

at a glance to share a reasonable commonality: most were among the more recent 

immigrants of working age. Accordingly they would likely have had the fewest 

opportunities of exposure to English and for relatively less time. Those who reported 

their Spanish competency as passable tended to be in their teens and immersed in the 

English-language public schools. The six in the “muy bien” response group varied 

demographically with nearly equal representation by males and females, students as well 

as workers, and ages ranging from 14 to 45, though they did share a trend exclusive of 

the others: they have spent at least half or more of their life living on St. Thomas. It could 

be that these respondents perceived a loss in their communicative skills or else more 

strongly experienced a transition of identity than their counterparts. As for the young man 

who categorized his Spanish as poor, he responded to the bulk of my questions in 

English, though he began in Spanish and seemed to have a native fluency albeit his 

Spanish was very standardized. His discrepancy between competency and performance 

may be due to a stronger solidarity to a Virgin Island cultural identity. Indeed in response 

to self-identity, this young male answered by only saying “Cruzian” because he was born 

on St. Croix. He has been raised since months after his birth on St. Thomas, but it is my 

understanding that he uses this technicality of birth to resist choosing between and 

proving his identity as either Dominican or St. Thomian. By indentifying as Cruzian he 

can be accepted as a Virgin Islander without having to stake what he may perceive as a 
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shaky claim to St. Thomian culture. The large and long-standing Hispanic community on 

St. Croix (almost entirely of Puerto Rican descent) enjoys a status of belonging and a 

claim to Virgin Island heritage that Dominicans have not yet achieved. Based on this 

argument, I will consider self-identity as a social variable in my variationist analysis of 

the language. 

First and Second Languages  

All but four interviewees reported speaking Spanish as their first native language; 

these four, born in the Virgin Islands, had learned both Spanish and English together as 

bilingual children. The majority of those who learned English as a second language 

reported that it corresponded in time either with their arrival to St. Thomas, or else for the 

youngest with the start of school on St. Thomas; accordingly the ages at which my 

interviewees reported learning English ranged from 1 to 41. Those who did not attend 

school on St. Thomas reported acquiring English in piecemeal from work, ‘on the 

street’(de la calle), and watching television. 

Language Preference  

Slightly more than half reported no preference whatsoever between speaking 

either Spanish or English, while the other half was divided in their preference. Where 

reading was concerned, only five expressed no preference while half prefer reading 

Spanish, and the remaining ten prefer reading English. Similarly to reading, six 

respondents had no strong preference for writing in either language, fifteen preferred 

writing Spanish and eleven preferred English. Half of all respondents said they liked both 

languages equally while a slight majority in the remaining half said they generally liked 

Spanish better than English. 
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Language Use (Survey Questions #21-31) 

Literacy  

All but three
18

 said they can read and write in Spanish, two of which were among 

the youngest interviewees, had arrived as babies and spent their whole lives on St. 

Thomas (12 years) and most significantly, were the two who had fewer direct personal 

ties and no experiences in the Dominican Republic. Only four reported they could neither 

read nor write English: a 44-year-old man who arrived 4 years prior to the interview, a 51 

year old woman who arrived 9 years before, and a 15 year old girl who had come 4 years 

ago. Another seven said their English reading and writing were limited (cositas, poco, 

algo), but more than half reported reading and writing confidently in English, with one 

young interviewee answering “yeah and yup” in a continental English. 

 Nearly two thirds of interviewees reported regularly reading periodicals in 

Spanish. The most popular reading choices were newspapers, gossip tabloids 

(Telenovela) and the Atalaya
19

, and while not a periodical, the Bible was often cited too. 

Reading is an activity that requires investing more time and attention, while listening to 

music or television can be more passive; therefore regular Spanish reading might be 

considered a weightier social variable in a future analysis of the language and culture of 

this community. Respondents’ language preference when listening to the radio was 

divided evenly into thirds between either Spanish or English or both, with no 

                                                 

18
 The third was a 21-year-old cook who completed secondary school in D.R. and 

emigrated at age 17. Her answer may only speak to a dyslexia or some other learning 

disability rather than a language competency. 

19
 Atalaya is a religious publication by Jehova’s Witnesses-“Watchtower” in English. 
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immediately patterns of age, place of birth, gender, years on St. Thomas or any other 

variable data collected in the survey.  

Language Speaking Choices  

A two thirds majority described speaking both languages variably with friends 

depending on the context, location, and preference of other speakers. In contrast, all but 

five speak primarily Spanish when gathered together with family. More precisely, with 

only the exception of one person who spoke English to her St. Thomian father, all 

respondents reported speaking only Spanish with parents and grandparents; however, 

with nieces, nephews and younger cousins on St. Thomas responses were varied: thirteen 

speak only Spanish, while eight speak only English, and nine speak both,. Those who 

speak only English were not just the youngest interviewees; one was 40 and another 63. 

About half of interviewees discuss personal problems exclusively in Spanish and nearly a 

third believed their language use varied depending on the listener (including one 

unsolicited mention of Spanglish). When speakers recalled angered conversation they 

reported higher frequency (up to nearly half) of speaking exclusively Spanish or only 

English (approaching a third) and the remainder, fewer than one third, alleging it 

depended on the person motivating their ire. 

Lots of Spanish or little Spanish  

When asked to rate between poco and mucho how much Spanish they used in 

specific social contexts and locations all but three said mucho while at home, but the 

same number (not always the same individuals) reported poco or nada for school or work 

settings; social activities (these might be church or weekend gatherings at the beach) 

called for mucho español among two thirds of respondents; about half described reading 
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poco in Spanish; two thirds listen to a lot of Spanish radio, but this was down to only one 

third for watching mucha television in Spanish. 

Prescribing Culture (Survey Questions #32-35) 

 All but two interviewees believe that all Dominican youths raised on St. Thomas 

should learn to speak Spanish and all but one think they should also acquire cultural 

literacy in things Dominican such as food, games, literature, and dancing.  

 Over sixty percent of respondents confess they would not prefer to live in a 

Hispanic neighborhood.
20

 Several of them clarified that this non-preference only means 

that for them “da igual” (it doesn’t matter either way). For some however, the expressed 

reasons for preferring not to live among Hispanics included a desire to avoid 

discrimination (presumably by limiting attention drawn to the group by congregating in 

large numbers). Others expressed a preference for “menos buya” (a tranquil home life) 

which is in direct contradiction to the stereotype of Dominicans, even among 

themselves
21

, as loud and raucous people. These answers were visibly uncomfortable for 

some informants to share. In many interviews this question was the first evidence of 

awareness and concern for discrimination which I explore more deeply in the next set of 

questions.  

                                                 

20
 Recall from my chapters on demographics and geography that most Dominicans do not 

currently live in what could be considered a Hispanic neighborhood on St. Thomas; 

instead they live as exceptions among St. Thomian neighbors in areas such as in Tutu 

Park, Smithtown, Bovoni and other areas. The only place that is considered a Dominican 

neighborhood is the collection of two or three city blocks between the open-air market 

and the Catholic Church in downtown Charlotte Amalie where one can find Dominican-

owned and run stores and restaurants.
 
 

21
 One interviewee requested to make no comment regarding his reasons for not wanting 

to live in a Dominican neighborhood which he could only state as “caracteres 

dominicanos” presumably a negative judgement. 
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 Only six interviewees felt strongly that Dominicans should always marry other 

Dominicans with one explaining this as important for maintaining the cultural heritage. 

Among the majority which answered that marrying within certain groups was not 

essential, most reasoned that love should trump group identity as a reason to marry. 

Perceived Attitudes toward Spanish Language on St. Thomas (Survey Questions #42-45) 

 One third of respondents said they were aware of adjusting their Spanish in some 

way when talking to Spanish speakers of other countries or of other varieties of Spanish. 

Some offered explanations which described the use of English, a shift toward mexicano 

or puertorriqueño; others referenced a shift either toward a more refined or a more rustic 

(tems used by interviewees) variety of Spanish to match that of the interlocutor 

explaining “las frases se me pegan” or simply “imito”. A few examples offered included 

“oh, ok (Eng.)”, “pa qué (P.R.)”, or “el cantaito del habla Mexicana”.  

 Some respondents were confused by the following question: “En que país se 

habla la variedad más correcta del español” (In what country do they speak the most 

correct variety of Spanish?), and simply shrugged their shoulders and passed on the 

question. After this, the most common answer was Spain the reasons for which 

consistently referenced the origins and colonial beginnings. The second most popular 

response named the Dominican Republic with many justifications that included a faithful 

“soy de allí” or “nací allá” and simply “soy dominicano”, a very practical “es la que 

tenemos”, “no hay mucha maña” and “[estamos] acostumbrado[s] al “broken-down 

Spanish”. A consolation answer was offered in “it’s better than Puerto Rican”, one 

reflecting an attitude of prestige by association “[tiene] influencia del inglés”, and 

another even prideful “[el habla dominicana] es un español perfecto”. So those who 
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think Dominican Spanish is the most correct form had many different reasons for their 

attitude. On the contrary, those who answered Colombian, Mexican or Argentinian 

invariably backed their answers with reasons of correctness or standardization: “no 

cortan palabras”, “es más correcto”, “[usan] buena gramática]”, “el dominicano es 

malo”. Less spontaneous answers were offered for the follow-up question of “What 

variety of Spanish should be taught to the native St. Thomian Anglophones in the 

classrooms of St. Thomas?”; here again the most popular answer was “[la de] España” 

and these tended to coincide with those who believed it to be the most correct. Indeed 

most respondents maintained consistency in their answers between the variety of 

perceived correctness and the variety which should be learned by English speakers. 

However, three respondents answered that there was no one answer to this question and 

suggested that students be taught all (“todas; de todo”). Each of these three had 

previously been among those who answered that Dominican is the most correct.  

 Slightly more than half of interviewees in this study believe that there will evolve 

in St. Thomas a dialect of Spanish uniquely different from that spoken in the Dominican 

Republic borne from the influences of the local English. According to these respondents, 

there is already proof of such a dialect in the speech of young Dominicans who speak 

their Spanish in a way that is, in the words of these respondents, “different, mixed, badly 

pronounced, distorted, spoken fast (i.e., borrador > brador), accented, [and which has 

otherwise copied elements of the St. Thomian] accent”. Countering this, a little less than 

half believe strongly that no such variety will emerge to persist and that although there is 

some normal mixing of varieties, there will always only be Spanish and English. 
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Perceptions of Ethnicity and Race (Survey Questions #45-51) 

 Practically all respondents believe it is easy to identify a Spanish speaker who is 

not Dominican by her accent. Indeed, most used the term “acento” when describing 

dialectal differences but some referred to “pronunciación”. Canto/ cantaito” was often 

offered as a to description of Mexican Spanish, or else other terms included “tono”, 

“melodia” or “ritmo”, all of which I will consider as simply accent in layman’s terms. 

Several interviewees cited the “ /R/ puertorriqueña” as a dialectal difference indicative of 

a person’s origins. Many also shared a common attitude that “ajó” por “arroz” y “cajo” 

por “carro” is “una pronunciación rarísima” (a very strange pronunciation). 

Additionally, all speakers were well aware that the pronunciation of /s/ was significant in 

distinguishing speakers of dialects as well as the presence of the Castilian “z” or /θ/. Just 

five respondents thought they could only know a foreigner by the words or lexicon they 

use, citing examples of … “jaleo, dame luz, ¿cómo va la cosa?, coño, paisa, órale, oye 

mira nena”, and “cha pa ca bendito”.  

 A little less than half of the respondents believed they could accurately guess a 

person’s nationality or ethnicity by her appearance alone. The explanations offered by 

some respondents included notions of phenotype or “el sífico ([físico])” such as “la 

dentadura haitiana” (Haitian teeth), “el mejicano es bajo y tiene pelo lacio” (Mexicans 

are short and have straight hair), and “somos brown”; of cultural differences such as hair 

styles, dress styles,  and codes of cleanliness; or else something in between culture and 

physical like “manera de caminar ” (posture and gait).  

 Almost all of the respondents reported that they would not care either way if 

anyone were to confuse them for another ethnic identity. Specifically, I asked whether 
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they would either like it or else be offended if they were mistaken for St. Thomian, 

continental American, Mexican, Colombian, or Cuban as well as asking them to fill in 

any other ethnicity or nationality they may have heard ascribed to them. Only two 

responded that they would be offended if mistaken for St. Thomian because according to 

one it is “otra raza”, and according to the other, “soy orgulloso de ser latino”. But even 

these answers were positive and not an attack on or devaluation of St. Thomians. 

Moreover, one young female reported that she would be happy to be mistaken for Cuban 

as it seemed to her a perfectly good Caribbean identity adding, “y taíno también me 

gustaría”. This interviewee later answered that she has been mistaken for white; indeed 

she is light skinned and according to her, she is not externally ascribed a Caribbean 

identity. As such, it seemed to me she is inspired to embrace more strongly her 

Caribbean-ness; at least more so in response to this question than the other respondents. 

 In the U.S. Virgin Islands, where ethnicity can often be reduced to Black or White 

(a rather un-Caribbean dichotomy), one respondent clarifies that Dominicans “somos 

«brown»”. And as Brown people, to borrow his term, a little more than half of my 

interviewees report being mistaken for ethnicities with which they do not self-identify 

including for some Arab, boriqua, negro, and Black. To my question of whether they had 

been mistaken for either “blanco” or “negro” at least three interviewees, who reported a 

not altogether correct external ascription of “negro”, agreed after all that “soy negro”, 

“me gusta [que me tomen por negro]”, and “negro soy”.  

Raza (Race) 

My interviewees demonstrated that the word “raza”(race), for them, is a complex 

concept which incorporates such elements as culture, custom, language, ancestry, and 
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physical traits which are negotiated into many interpretations of meaning including, in 

the words of at least one interviewee, “latino”, “mezcla” (mix), “ser de aca o alla” (to 

be from here versus there),  “clase”, “origen dominicano”, “idioma”(language), 

“descendencia de la unión de Africa, España, e indígena”, “asiática o europea”, even 

“individualidad” and “orgullo” (pride). More than one person defined race as 

“nacionalidad”, “color”, or “de donde eres” (where you’re from); at least three people 

explained it as “países distintos”(different countries), or “blanco/negro”, and at least 

four interviewees called it “cultura” or “herencia y origen”.  

When asked what they believe “raza” means to local St. Thomian ingleses, only 

four interviewees passed on the question saying they did not know what others thought. 

The rest did provide their impression and some agreement in terms between this question 

and the last was evident such as with “negra/blanca”, “color”, and “origen” or 

“santos”, “inglesa”, and “Africa”. But there were also many answers with exclusionary 

connotations from the Dominican perspective as in “distinguir”, “[los que] no son de 

aquí”, “países distintos”, “idioma”,and even “inferioridad”. One respondent described 

her confusion regarding the St. Thomian construction of race by asking rhetorically, “I’m 

white?”. This particular respondent is a young female with light skin who was raised on 

St. Thomas since shortly after birth. Her question references the fact that her St. Thomian 

peers assign her an identity which is non-Black thanks to her Hispanic heritage, her light 

skin and because she ain’t born here, yet at the same time she speaks fluent English in 

addition to Spanish. Given these facts, her peers relegate her to the category of White as 

per the St.Thomian system of race which is influenced by that of the continental U.S.  
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This chapter has presented a synthesis of the data collected from sociolinguistic 

fieldwork. The questionnaire (see Appendix) which I used in my ethnographic survey of 

Dominican sociolinguistic identity, language use, attitudes and perceptions was adapted 

from a questionnaire used in a study on attitudes of language varieties in Toronto 

conducted by Michol Hoffman. In Chapter 5 the data is statistically analyzed.  
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CHAPTER 5 

FINDINGS: LINGUISTIC FEATURES OF DOMINICAN SPANISH IN 

CONTACT WITH STTEC; SOCIAL AND LINGUISTIC  

CONTEXTS ANALYZED 

Introduction  

This chapter will demonstrate that a variety of Dominican Spanish in contact with 

St. Thomas English Creole (STTEC) revealed many features which are consistent with 

Dominican Spanish in other environments and some new features which are  emerging as 

the result of uniquely STTEC influences. The most notable feature is the appearance of 

the vowel [ɛ] in Dominican Spanish, which in STTEC is highly indexical to St. Thomian 

identity. In the present sociolinguistic analysis, it was found that the variability of [ɛ] was 

significantly influenced by the following phonological segment, syllable stress, the 

language of the token, and the speaker's’ social network ties and self-ascribed identity.   

Salient Features of Dominican Spanish in Contact with STTEC 

The corpus for the present study revealed the following salient features of 

Dominican Spanish in contact with STTEC (Lipski; Roy; Sprauve):  

● Vowel /e/ is moved to a mid position [e > ɛ] 

● Word-final /m/ appears on nouns
22

. 

● Vowel /ʌ/  is an allophone of /a/ and of /o/: para > pʌrʌ (for); completʌ 

(complete); lʌ hipano sí tienen. (The Hispanics do have some). Sometimes the 

vowel is further assimilated to or elided by a proceeding lateral consonant: 

pRque (because); ‘difrente’ (different). 

 

● Syllable-final and word-final /S/ is elided [s > Ø] or aspirated [s > h]   

                                                 
22

 This was observed in the speech of only one speaker but it recalls the STTEC 

morphosyntactic feature [+dem] for plural marking. Here it may only be evidence of the 

speakers idiolect or, even more mundanely, it could be a simplification of the filler “um”. 

Still the prospect that speakers of Spanish on STT might transfer plural marker [+dem] is 

too exciting to allow such an observation to go unmentioned.  
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● /r/ in syllable-final and word-final position is either elided [r > Ø] or varies 

with [l] [r > l] 

 

● N is velarized or nasalized in word-final positions 

● Final syllables are elided entirely  

● Vowel /o/ is nasalized  

● Vowels tend toward a centralized position; [o > e] and [e > 𝖨] ‘soy’ (I am) 

[soi] > [se] – or else- [s𝖨] 
 

● Consonants are weakened especially in intervocalic contexts: p[V_V] > b; 

β[V_V] > Ø; d[V_V] > Ø; k[V_V] > g 

 

● Simplification of diphthongs: ‘tienen’ > [tenen] (they have) 

● Agreement of subject/verb is simplified: ‘Nohotro habla feo.’ (We speak 

ugly.) 

 

● Alveolar [r] is uvularized [r > ʁ] ‘se corrien’ (They correct themselves.) 

[korien] > [koʁien]  

 

● Affricates are weakened to fricatives [t∫] > [∫] ‘mucho’ (a lot) > [mu∫o];  

Taxonomy of Salient Features with Explanations and Contextualized Examples 

John Lipski provides a concise list of descriptive linguistic features shared by 

many known varieties of Dominican Spanish as they are typically spoken both in the 

Dominican Republic and also in contact with other languages, most notably English, in 

the United States. The following list was put together from Lipski’s taxonomy but mine 

omits those features which were not observable from interviews of Spanish spoken by 

Dominicans on St. Thomas. In the section immediately following (Emergent Linguistic 

Features…), I complement the list with four new features in Dominican Spanish in 

contact with STTEC. For the transcription of recorded Spanish speech in the following 

chapters and throughout this study, the reader can expect a hybrid writing system which 

will mostly employ the orthography of standard Spanish, and also includes IPA symbols 

where particular sounds were determined to require further phonetic clarification.  
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Phonetics and Phonology 

/x/ > [h] 

[mehico] México; [trabaho] trabajo (work); [mehol] mejor (better). This 

phonological feature is among the most ubiquitous and consistent in the present corpus. 

The posterior fricative /x/ or jota is a weak aspiration [h]: Jorge [horhe] (Lipski 136).  

Phrase Initial /j/ > [t∫] 

[tʃ]o me declaro dominicano. [j]o aquí tengo amigo de acá, de Dominica, 

St. Lucia. (I declare myself Dominican. I have friends from here, from 

Dominica, St. Lucia.) 

“/j/ is strong and is often an affricate phrase-initially, as in yo voy (I’m going)” (Jiménez 

Sabater 1975, 109; Jorge Morel 1974, 81; cited in Lipski Varieties p136). In the above 

example of speech, recorded in response to questions of self-identity, the respondent, a 

young male, pronounces the phrase-initial Yo as [tʃo] but then begins the next immediate 

sentence with a pronunciation of [jo], providing a confirmation of a difference between 

phrase-initial versus sentence-initial phonology in his speech. Some speakers also 

produced a fricative variation [ʃo] as in [ʃikitito] chiquitito (little); [an diʃo] han dicho 

(they’ve said); [bentioʃo] veintiocho (twenty-eight); [muʃo] mucho (a lot). 

Elisions of Intervocalic /d/ > [ð], Ø 

Poque lo hipano siempre se han, le ha gutao (gustado) vetise ropa 

pequeina. No le guta esa ropa esaheraða (exagerada) como ello usan 

grande y eso.(Because Hispanics have always, they’ve always liked to 

dress in tight clothes. They don’t like those exaggerated clothes like the 

ones they use big and stuff.)  

“Intervocalic /d/ regularly falls in all sociolects and in all regions, especially in the 

suffix –ado:hablado >hablao (spoken)” (Lipski 136). In the present corpus there were 

many examples of variation between elision of intervocalic /d/ and lenition [ð] as 

evidenced in the above excerpt in which a respondent speaks of cultural differences 

regarding dress and masculinity. 
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Phrase-Final and Word-Final /n/ > [ŋ] 

...porque porque los hispanos que so[ŋ] [ãkέ]* (aquí) copia[ŋ] el acento 

de aquí y lo habla[ŋ] e[ŋ] español. Y se nota[ŋ] mucho la diferencia. 

(...because Hispanics h[ɛ]re*
23

 copy the accent from here and they speak it 

[i.e., they apply it] in Spanish).  

“Phrase-final and word-final prevocalic /n/ is velarized or elided” (136). This 

corpus did not reveal any evidence of elision of final /n/, however velarization of word 

final /n/ is widely evidenced in the speech of the majority of the respondents.   

Preaspirated /r/ > [h] 

....cohegir. No ve que ello cuando salen de puelto rico se cohien mucho? 

No le guta hablah como hablan ello e[ŋ] puelto rico. Quiere[ŋ] hablar má 

corhecto. Yo no no di, e, e, e, bueno eso e  como un, como dicen, cada 

quien tiene, cada pueblo tiene su modo de... (...correct. Don’t you see that 

when they leave Puerto Rico they correct themselves a lot? They don’t 

like how they speak in Puerto Rico. They want to speak more correct.  

The trill /r/ as in carro (car) is partially or totally devoiced or “preaspirated” 

(136).  Speaking of linguistic insecurities and hypercorrection, one respondent 

demonstrates aspiration of /r/ in syllable-initial and syllable-final position, as she shares 

her own observations on the variety of Spanish spoken by some Puerto Ricans. Aside 

from devoicing and aspiration of /r/, her velarization of /n/, elision of word-final /s/,  /r/ > 

/l/ variation and africated /t∫/ > [∫] were also noted and transcribed. 

Aspiration and Loss of /s/ > [h], [Ø] 

In addition to loss of /s/, whole syllables were observed to be elided as in this 

response from a young female student: “ea(ella) na ma quee e(cree que) noso  tamo, 

                                                 
23

 In this excerpt, the speaker is discussing the changes and variations she has observed in 

Dominican Spanish in contact with STTEC. She does not include herself among those 

Dominicans (referring instead to they) who demonstrate language transfer in their speech, 

yet in her pronunciation of “aquí” [ãkɛ] she unconsciously exhibits use of variable (ɛ) 

which is the focus of this dissertation and which is very St. Thomian indeed. The vowel 

/ɛ/ is described by Sprauve as “distinguishing that dialect of Caribbean English-related 

creoles from its numerous relatives.” (personal email correspondence, December 15, 

2009). I will elaborate on this vowel later in this chapter. 
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hatamo ablando pañol poque no en que otras gente scuchan” (She only thought we were 

talking Spanish for others not to listen). Syllable elition occurs more frequently in the 

speech of young people and may lead sometimes to hypercorrection; that is, this speaker 

recognizes elision to be an element of Dominican Spanish and she over corrects or 

otherwise misplaces the aspiration [h] meant to correct for elision of [s]  as in ‘hatamo’ < 

‘estamos’ (we are). This is in line with Lipski’s observations of Dominican Spanish 

“syllable- and word-final /s/ is aspirated or, more frequently, lost. […] an exceptionally 

high level of hypercorrection” (136). The same speaker of this utterance later answered 

that she believed there was no variety of Spanish more correct than any other, but that 

Dominican Spanish is the variety that should be taught in local schools because there are 

more speakers of this variety. This pragmatic answer may support the theory of 

hypercorrection if it indicates a tendency among young people who aspire to identify 

with Dominican”ness” to err on the side of an overly Dominican-sounding speech.  

Variation of /l/ and /r/, /r/ > /l/ 

Cibaeño liquid vocalization, that is a syllable-final /l/ and /r/ as semivocalic [i], 

was not observable in the speech of any of the respondents in the present study on St. 

Thomas and with reason since the Cibao region is in the northern mountainous part of the 

Dominican Republic, while Dominicans who migrate to St. Thomas almost exclusively 

emigrate from the southern coastal regions of Dominican Republic. However, variation 

of syllable-final /l/ and /r/, whether neutralized or elided entirely, is indeed salient and 

prevalent among Spanish speakers on St. Thomas, as shown here in the speech of one 

adolescent male explaining why he would prefer to live in a predominantly Hispanic 

neighborhood: “porque voy estal con mis gente, que yo puedo conversar españʌl, con mi 

cultura, podemo compaltí junto” (Because I’ll be with my people, that I can speak 

Spanish, with my culture, we can share together). 
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Loss of Final /o/ > [Ø] 

Nehehitamo una tarjeta para ver -yo no se cʌm(como) e dʌ tarjeta- que tu 

puede a comprar. (We need a card to see -I don’t know what the card’s 

like- what you can buy.) 

In the preceding phrase, the final vowel /o/ in como (how/what) is lost and 

recalls the pronunciation of the French lexical equivalent comme. The effect is not 

unlike the loss of [i] at the end of casi which is frequent in several dialects of 

Spanish when casi is uttered as a one-word response in natural speech; the 

difference to this example is that, here, como is uttered within a larger phrase 

without pause.    

Vowels /a/, /e/ and /o/ Shift to [ʌ] 

Hablando el epañol pʌrʌ que ella no entienden tampoco. (Talking Spanish 

so that you don’t understand either.) 

...den la iglesa, erʌm ʌraban por eso hasta que sucedió. (...in the church 

they prayed for that until it came to pass.) 

Como ahora, e que pasʌ nʌ (pasó no) mushoo día,... (Like now, not too 

many days ago,…) 

Españʌl es muy imoltante porque latinoamérica cásimente la mayría se sa 

se sa publicidando con co[ŋ] el españʌl. (Spanish is very important 

because Latin America practically the majority is publicising with 

Spanish.) 

A los ocho mese mʌ fe a Santo omɪngo. (After eight months I left for Santo 

Domingo. 

The first item in this group, [pʌrʌ] < para, shows both a stressed /a/ and an 

unstressed /a/ have  shifted from [a] to [ʌ]; the next phrase in question, [erʌm ʌraban] < 

eran oraban, demonstrates /a/ and /o/ shifting to [ʌ]. The close proximity of these vowels 

may indicate assimilation of the [o] to [a] just prior to the shift, but the next example, 

[pasʌ nʌ] < pasó no,  makes clear that [o] in some linguistic contexts shifts to [ʌ] directly, 
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just as in the subsequent example of españʌl < español. Finally, an example of [e] > [ʌ] is 

demonstrated in the phrase [mʌ fe] < me fui.  

Leveling of [i] > [ɪ]; [i] > [e] 

The examples discovered in this corpus for the leveling of vowels [i] > [I] and [i] 

> [e] occurred in pronunciations of the name of the Dominican capital city, Santo 

Domingo, as “santo: mɪngo” or “santo mengo”. This leveling also occurred in “lo 

meɪcano” (los mexicanos). As the pronunciation of such names is often indexical of 

identity, whether or not there is any correlation to more frequent leveling of [i] in words 

that are proper names of Latin American places and nationalities is unknown and would 

make for an interesting study in future research of this dialect.  

Vowel [o] > [u] 

Among the recorded instances of the phoneme /o/ realized as allophone [u] are the 

cases of assimiliation which are common and natural in most dialects of spoken Spanish 

such as in “¿Hacemu una pausa ahi?” in which the word-final [o] is unsurprisingly 

taking on the sound of the [u] at the beginning of the proceeding word. Other examples 

which could also be explained, at least in part, by approximation of point of articulation 

include “comu imigrante yu intré a lah isla”, “así mimu fue”, and even “que talentu tu 

tiene”, “a vece bur (por) curiosidá“ and “cu mi padre” (con mi padre).  However there 

were also several examples which seem not as easy to explain with only internal 

phonological assimilation as in “Yo dije, ¿puqué tú dice eso?” which may be influenced 

by the dialect feature in Dominican Spanish that sometimes renders [r] as [i] for which 

[poiké] can be a common pronunciation of porqué. And finally, without influence of 

vowel assimilation, the [o] > [u] may indicate a lexicalization of this pronunciation with 

the words cómo (how) and como (like) “¿Cúmo no te va a interesar aprender el 

idioma?”  “Yo me quedo cumu que ¿qué?”. 
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Metathesis  

Dicen «brroadora» para borrador (They say “brroadora” for eraser). 

 

Yo le[s] digo que yo hablo epañol, leo [y ello[s]] me [d]icen « [d]ique, yo 

no sabía» (I tell them I speak Spanish, [and they] tell me, “huh, I didn’t 

know”). 

 

Ya aún lejo, [...] po lo meno el sífico. Un lo conoce por el sífico; aquí, la 

oreja son muy ditinta (Even from far off, at least physically. You know 

them by their physical [features]; here the [St. Thomians’] ears are very 

different). 

As the first sentence above illustrates, some speakers of Spanish are aware, in 

laymen’s terms, that metathesis occurs in the Spanish of St. Thomian speakers; the 

speaker here was an older immigrant describing the changes she perceives in the speech 

of younger Dominican Spanish speakers on St. Thomas (i.e., brroadora). The second 

sentence is a recorded example of this kind of inversion of nearby sounds (i.e., leo < 

ello), spoken by a young girl who is biculturally Dominican and St. Thomian and 

bilingual and who grew up on St. Thomas. The third example above (i.e., sífico) was 

spoken by an adult male who had immigrated relatively recently and is likely to 

exemplify Dominican speech without factor of contact with STTEC. If Gilbert Sprauve’s 

observation of STTEC still holds, by which “metathesis occurs in only two lexical items: 

flɪm for ‘film’, aks for ‘ask’” (see section on Consonants in Chapter 3), then these 

particular changes in the Spanish spoken by younger Dominicans on St. Thomas would 

likely not be resulting from any linguistic influence of STTEC.  Rather, this expansion of 

a variable rule in Dominican Spanish, which young speakers seem to be aware of, might 

be indexical of social factors such as solidarity to the Dominican community (Sprauve 

“On the Syntax” 54). Further research in future studies may tell.  

Nasalized Vowels 

Y tu naci[ɔ̃]alidá e de una gente negra; de naci[ɔ̃]alidá negra (And your 

nationality is Black; a Black nationality). 
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Yo no voy c[ɔ̃] (con) mucha cosa de esas que ello hace[ŋ] n[ɔ̃]; yo po[ɔ̃] 

tom[ɛ̃] (puedo tomar) una copa de vino (I’m not much into that stuff they 

do, no; I can drink one glass of wine). 

A lo puelto riqueñ[ɔ̃], a lo arentin[ɔ̃], a t[ɔ̃] (todo) el mund. (The Puerto 

Ricans, the Argentinians, everybody). 

In the above transcriptions, nasalization of the vowel, usually /o/, can be 

attributed to the influence of the nasal consonant which is either adjacent (e.g., hace[ŋ] 

n[ɔ̃], riqueñ[ɔ̃]) or otherwise has been elided (e.g., naci[ɔ̃]alid). Nasalization also was 

recorded to occur when an intervocalic /d/ was elided, as in po[ɔ̃] (puedo) and t[ɔ̃] (todo). 

Finally, in at least one recorded instance of speech, the STTEC vowel [ɛ] appeared 

nasalized (e.g., tomɛ̃ < tomar). 

Morphology and Syntax 

Plural “-se” 

In some varieties of Dominican Spanish, “plural nouns are formed by adding se 

rather than s: casa-cásase (house(s)), mujer-mujérese (woman/women)” (Lipsky 137). In 

the present study on STT, evidence of this feature in the singular form was recorded for 

certain nouns as in: ‘en mi paíse la mayoría de la gente somo negro’. This speaker, who 

clearly elides final s in plural verbs and nouns (‘somo(s) negro(s)’ - we are Black people) 

has in fact combined two grammar rules (plural -se and then an awareness of elided final 

-s) to produce ‘paíse’ as the default singular form of paises (countries). If there seems to 

be ambiguity regarding the singular versus plural meaning, it could be argued that “*en 

mis países” (*in my countries) may be grammatically acceptable but it would not likely 

be a logical utterance regarding a speaker’s heritage; so it should be clear that there is a 

singular form here, in ‘paíse’. 

More evidence to support -se pluralization was demonstrated by another speaker 

whose variation of this morpho-phonology within the same sentence eliminates any 

ambiguity because he employs the singular masculine indefinite article “un”: “por lo 

meno de un paí pobre que salí a un paíse como éte que, si uté trabaja echa para alante”.  
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Subject/Verb and Adjective/Noun Agreement  

Subject/ verb agreement shows variability in the first person plural (nosotros): 

“Que nohotro habla feo” (That we speak ugly),  and also in the third person plural 

(ellos): “Ello no habla[ŋ] el español que hablamo nosotro,  lo[s] que son de aquí lo 

habla, hata cosa como que ni uno ni entiende mucha vece” (They don’t speak the 

Spanish we speak; those born here speak it so you can’t understand it many times). A 

third sentence with variability in subject/verb agreement, also provides an example of 

variation in noun/adjective: Aunque lo padre sea[ŋ] epañol, echu(ello) no le habla 

epañol (Although their parents are Spanish, they don’t speak to them in Spanish). In this 

sentence not only does ello[s], a plural pronoun, agree with habla, a singular conjugation 

in standardized speech, but also e[s]pañol
24

 agrees with the plural phrase which it 

modifies, lo[s] padre[s] sean.   

Overt Subject Pronouns 

Commonly found in the syntax of Dominican Spanish are overt and often 

redundant subject pronouns; evidence in the present corpus included such utterances as 

“qué talento tú tiene que tú podía hacer“ (what talent do you have that you could do) and 

“si tú gana Santa Cru  tú va a to parte del mundo” (if you win St. Croix you go all over 

the world). The recorded speech of another respondent included the following rhetorical 

question regarding the question of language maintenance: “¿Cómo tú va aprender o cómo 

no te va a interesar aprender el idioma de donde tú viniste?” (How are you going to 

learn or how could you not care to learn the language of where you came from?) Of the 

two overt subject pronouns tú in this sentence, if it is arguable that the first tú serves to 

functionally disambiguate the conjugation of ir (to go) > vas  (you go) > va, which has 

                                                 
24

 The speaker uses the term español (Spaniard) here to mean speakers of Spanish 

regardless of nationality. To be sure, there is no community of Spaniards on St. Thomas, 

and it is an uncommon choice of words. Dominicans do indeed refer very often to non-

Hispanics on St. Thomas as ingleses (English) and it seems the choice to describe the 

Other by their language is extended here, in this rare case, to the Self. 
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lost its final s, then the second tú is clearly redundant especially because it precedes the 

unambiguous second-person preterite conjugation of venir > viniste. Likewise, verb 

conjugations of the second person plural nosotros need no disambiguation which is why 

utterances such as “Bueno, nosotro tenemo un [colega] árabe” (Well, we have an Arab 

[mate], are overt as well, where the subject pronoun is not serving to clarify or 

distinguish from another subject in this communication. 

“Ello” in Pleonastic Subject Constructions 

Although, no “overt subject pronouns for inanimate nouns” were observable in 

this collected corpus, such as in the example, “Cómprela…que ella son bonita”, still, 

tokens were indeed found for a related feature, the “uniquely Dominican use of ello 

instead of the normally subjectless constructions found in other varieties of Spanish” 

(Jiménez Sabater  qtd. in Lipski 137). Speaking on the subject of racism on St. Thomas, 

one respondent informs that,  

Si. Por lo meno hay. Ello hay persona que so[ŋ] raci:ta. Aquí hay ne-, eh 

deso negro que son racita que no quieren d’hipano. Y no le dan trabajo a 

uno. (Yes. At minimum there is. There’s people that are racist. Here there 

are Bla-, those Blacks who are racist who don’t want [anything to do] with 

Hispanics. And they don’t give us work.)  

In a variation on the phrase (ello) hay [there is/ there are], there appeared in this 

corpus the utterance “ello aparecen” (there appears/ it happens that): “Pero ello aparecen 

mucho que so[ŋ] buena gente, le dan trabajo, y no(s) tratan bien a nosotro lo hipano” 

(But there are a lot who are good people, they give you work, and they treat us Hispanics 

good). Because aparecen could be replaced with hay without a change in meaning, this 

may be evidence that suggests a generalization and extension of the rule that inserts ello 

in a pleonastic subject construction. Another possible explanation, that is not necessarily 

mutually exclusive, is that there is an elided final s in ello(s) and that this is an example 

of overt subject pronoun in which the inextricable elements of the subject phrase are 
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emphasized here in bold print: “ello(s) aparecen mucho/mucho(s) que son…” (They 

appear often those who are.../ They appear, many, who are…).  

Question Word Order 

In utterances of questions containing subject pronouns, non-inverted word order 

abounded in the corpus of the present study as in the following excerpt on the topic of 

perceived animosity and prejudice from local St. Thomians directed toward Dominicans: 

“Y acá hay otra cosa sobre todo, que la inglesa de aquí so[ŋ] embidiosa. ¿Tú sabe 

porqué? Porque la dominicana anda[ŋ] arreglaíta, ajutaíta, con su pelo tirao” (And 

here there’s another basic thing, that the English [speaking] women from here are 

envious. You know why? Because the Dominican women get fixed up, fit, with their hair 

straightened). Other examples found in the present corpus include “¿Tú me entiende?” 

(You understand me?) and “¿Tú sabe? (You know?). 

Infinitival Subject 

“Preposed subjects of infinitives are common in Dominican Spanish antes de yo 

llegar (before I arrived)” (137).  One example from the present study’s recordings is this 

excerpt in which a respondant is telling the story of school game in which he played a 

key role: “E[ŋ] el juego, eh, a yo dar la bola (when I hit the ball), alguien venía 

tambie[ŋ] a dar la bola. so yo le i a la bola y lo do no dimo en la cabeza. pero ganamo el 

juego.” 

Reduplication of “No” 

Evidence of reduplicated no was present in this corpus (e.g., ”no le gutó no” [he 

didn’t like it]; “Sea, no tu no lo ve mucho afuera, ni sentado afuera” [that is, you don’t 

see them out much, not even sitting outside] ; “No con todo el mundo no, pero.” [No not 

with everyone, however.]) as well as postposed emphatic sí (e.g., “Pero lʌ hipano sí 

tienen problema sí. [But Hispanics do have problems]). 
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Emergent Linguistic Features in This Variety of Dominican Spanish  

Dialect Resulting From Contact with St. Thomian English 

Varieties of Dominican Spanish spoken in the U.S. show characteristics which 

distinguish them from those spoken in the Dominican Republic, as a result of the nearly 

unavoidable dialect contact with varieties of English. Dialect leveling of Dominican 

Spanish can occur quickly as English words and phrases are absorbed. Several of the 

respondents’ observations and perceptions noted the effects of language contact in their 

Dominican Spanish: “Porque los hispanos que so[ŋ] anqu[έ](aquí) copia[ŋ] el acento de 

aquí y lo habla[ŋ] e[ŋ] español. Y se nota[ŋ] mucho la diferencia” (Because the 

Hispanics that are from here copy the accent from here and they speak it in Spanish. And 

the differences are very noticeable). Another speaker adds, “Ello no habla[ŋ] el español 

que hablamo nosotro. Lo que son de aquí lo habla como que ni uno ni entiende mucha 

vece. Aunque le diga[ŋ] epañol y eta[ŋ], lo habla[ŋ] muy ditinto.” (They don’t speak the 

Spanish that we speak, those [Hispanics] who are from here. They speak it so that one 

doesn’t even understand many times. Even if they say it’s Spanish [...], they speak it very 

different).  And a third member of this speech community confirms: 

[Los] que se ha[ŋ] nacido aquí, ello no habla[ŋ] el epañol lo muchachito 

sei o siete año. Y de die en mi casa, hay una de die que tu oye diciendo 

guna cosa, como arrevé que lo icen. Yo no me acueldo de algo. Ello saben 

que e el epañol pero hay cosa que le dice[ŋ] arrevé. Uno casi no lo 

entiende. Ella etá ma, e[ŋ] el día entero, meclao en la ecuela con lo 

inglese. Jugando en la clase y eto. Y a ello le da[ŋ] epañol. A ello le a[ŋ] 

epañol, y aunque lo padre sea[ŋ] epañol, chu(ello) no le habla epañol, pero 

ello tienen su cabeza con un inglés. ([The ones] born here, they don’t 

speak Spanish the little kids six or seven years old. And of ten in my 

house, there is one of ten that you hear saying things like backwards what 

they say. I can’t remember something. They know that it is Spanish but 

there are things they say backwards. You almost don’t understand them. 

They are more, all day long, mixing at school with the English speakers. 

Playing in class and such. And they are taught Spanish. They are taught 

Spanish, and though their parents are Spanish speaking, they don’t speak 

Spanish, but they’ve got their head in English.)   
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Word-Final -m as Plural 

In the speech of one respondent, a 15-year-old female student, there appeared 

what may be evidence of the an emerging new plural noun marker in Dominican Spanish 

spoken on St. Thomas. On some plural nouns this speaker clearly pronounced a word-

final /-m/. If this /-m/ is a result of dialect contact and leveling with STTEC, in which -

dem is a plural marker with great salience and markedness (see Chapter 3), then this 

word-final /-m/ on Dominican Spanish nouns could be a simplification of -dem and could 

be functioning to mark plurality in nouns in Dominican Spanish. Consider the use of final 

-m in the following two sentences:  

Pero lʌ hipano sí tienen problema sí. Tiene[ŋ] hipa-, eh, problemaM. 

Como habla[ŋ] epañol”. (But the Hispanics do have problems. They have 

Hispa-, uh, problems. Since they speak Spanish.) 

 

“[co]mo te tratan gomo gue tú ere baseura. <<dem santeus, 

dominicanoM>>. (It’s like they treat you like you’re garbage “dem santo, 

dominicano [dem]
25

).” 

Both of these utterances were made at approximately the 30-minute mark in the 

conversation, which implies that her speech was more natural or less guarded. 

Furthermore, the first of these clearly rules out the possibility that this is just a mistake of 

careless speech because to the contrary it is an immediate repetition of a phrase “tienen 

problema(s)” (they have problems) and is therefore more likely to be emphatic speech 

with the intention to clarify or drive the point home.  

Not surprisingly, there were numerous examples by many speakers of /n/ > /m/ 

for assimilation to a proceeding bilabial consonant such as in “..que vengam porque...”; 

there were also many examples from many speakers of the interjection or filler “em” or 

even the English “um”, but no other respondent produced this final -m before a stop, and 

                                                 
25

 This translation is a mash-up of standard English and STTEC. I include the STTEC 

plural marker in brackets because the rest of the English translation is not STTEC, and 

also because the plural marker -dem is variable in STTEC and may or may not be 

pronounced. See the section Plurality in chapter 3 p71. 
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this speaker only produced it in these sentences marked with plurality. Previous studies of 

final -m in Spanish have treated it as a phonetic variant of /n/, including that of Jim 

Michnowicz, who summarizes the case as follows: 

“Various researchers have reported that the variable (n) has several 

phonetic realizations in absolute final position in the dialect of Spanish 

spoken in the Yucatan peninsula of Mexico. Thus, the word pan ‘bread’ 

may be pronounced with the Standard Spanish alveolar [pan], the velar 

[paŋ], or the labial [pam]. In addition, the final nasal may be deleted, with 

subsequent nasalization of the preceding vowel, [pã]. All of these variants, 

with the exception of -m, are widely attested in the Spanish-speaking 

world. The labial variant –m, while not unknown outside of the Yucatan, 

appears only sporadically in other areas (Lope Blanch 1987, Alvar 1969)”. 

If previous studies of final -m in Spanish, as the one cited above, have treated -m 

as a phonetic variant of /n/, then the final -m extracted from the present corpus
26

 might be 

a clue to a possibly new morpho-phonological variant of plurality on nouns in Dominican 

Spanish resulting from contact with STTEC. As discussed in Chapter 3, STTEC -dem is 

the plural marker with great salience and markedness. Discussion of this potentially 

exciting discovery of final -m as morphosyntactic feature marking plurality must already 

be tabled here as there is not enough data in the present corpus for an analysis of this 

speech community. Clearly more research needs to be conducted on this feature of 

Dominican Spanish in contact with STTEC which could be achieved with a very focused 

survey designed to deliberately elicit plural forms from respondents, particularly 

bilingual speakers of STTEC and Dominican Spanish.  

ta[ŋ] 

STTEC is analytical rather than inflectional employing aspectual particles (e.g. a, 

di, da, doz) where standardized English employs inflections (D.R. Craig 42) (see the 

section on Verb Phrase in Chapter 3). Some evidence may suggest that this tendency to 

                                                 
26

 Just two tokens of [-m] from one informant. 
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use unbound morphemes may be making it’s way into a variety of Dominican Spanish 

spoken on St. Thomas. Consider the following sentence:  

“A vece cuan yo ando co[ŋ] con mi tíos, o y ello ta[ŋ] tien[ɛ]: el hradio 

lae (Engl. ‘like’) duro en cahro, gente ta[ŋ] diciendo «¡o: eh quita esa 

[m]u:sica!»” (Sometimes when I go with my uncles, oh and they doe(s) 

have the radio like loud in [the] car, people doe(s) be saying “Hey, cut that 

music!”).  

The morpheme ta[ŋ] (están) is easily recognizable in the construction ta[ŋ] 

diciendo (están diciendo), however, in this utterance, it is not an example of the *present 

progressive which in standardized Spanish indicates an event happening concurrently to 

the utterance. Rather, this speaker has employed it to indicate a type of habitual action. 

Indeed, it looks very much like a grammatical mode of STTEC which Sprauve describes 

as a “recreative on-going mode, used to report – with drama and often prejudice – an 

incident of the recent past Dey come callin(g) me name.; Dey go (around) tellin lies.; Dey 

keep on hittin” and it differs meaningfully from You come walkin? where the inflection –

in  functions to create an adverb of manner (“Towards” 15-16). This sentence seems to 

meet Sprauve’s criteria because it describes a recreative on-going event as evidenced by 

the phrase “A veces cuando yo ando” (Sometimes when I go), and also it reports, with 

drama and prejudice, an account of cultural differences and conflict in recent history. So, 

the morpheme ta[ŋ] may have taken on the meaning of dey come, or dey go (around), or 

dey keep (on). But the investigation of this feature should not end here, because  the 

ending -iendo is a compelling reason to consider this utterance , ta[ŋ] diciendo, as a 

translation of another related, but separate, verb morphology found in STTEC which is 

formed by combining the habitual and present progressive. Sprauve offers the following 

example of this mode which he does not name: He doe(s) be studying real hard ‘He is 

(always) studying real hard’ (15). If this meaning is the preferred interpretation of the 

utterance, then the morpheme ta[ŋ] could be translated as the doe(s) of STTEC. In fact, I 

chose this second option in my translation above, in order to create a simplified rule for 
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ta[ŋ] which also appears earlier in another phrase within the same sentence but with a 

very different meaning. In the same sentence above, the most logical interpretation of  the 

phrase ello ta[ŋ] tien[ɛ] would express a habitual action. In STTEC, habitual action is 

indicated by the structure  doe[s] + Verb = habitual: He doe(s) study real hard. Does/du 

study is the equivalent of standardized English ‘studies (habitually)’ She doe(s) drive fas. 

‘She drives fast.’ (15, 20). It might be that in a variety of Dominican Spanish spoken on 

St. Thomas, the morpheme ta[ŋ], resulting from its contact with STTEC, has been 

assigned new meaning, in some contexts, which include expressing the aspect of habitual 

actions in verbs phrases.  

Loss of Subjunctive Mood 

“…para que ella no entienden tampoco.” (…so that they don’t understand either.)  

In standardized Spanish, the verb entender in the subordinate clause would have 

required the subjunctive mood (i.e., entiendan). The use of the indicative mood here (i.e., 

entienden) may indicate early signs of a simplification of the verb system.  

Taken all together, these three emergent features of Dominican Spanish on St. 

Thomas, (word final -m as a plural marker, ta[ŋ] as an unbound morpheme which 

denotes habitual action, and the loss of subjunctive verb endings) establish a strong 

premise of creole influence on this variety of Dominican Spanish. It is upon this premise 

that the present study builds a variationist analysis of the fourth and most significant 

linguistic feature of Dominican Spanish resulting from the contact with and influence of 

St. Thomas English Creole: the vowel [ɛ].  

The Vowel [ɛ]  

From the collected interviews based on the present sociolinguistic survey of 

Dominicans on St. Thomas, the data has uncovered that the vowel [ɛ], which was 

described by Gilbert Sprauve as unique to St Thomian language and which distinguishes 
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it from other varieties of Caribbean English, is appearing in the Spanish of some speakers 

of this speech community.  

In his doctoral dissertation,  “Towards a Reconstruction of Virgin Islands English 

Creole Phonology”, Sprauve describes the vowel system of Virgin Islands English Creole 

as consisting of the following phonemes: 

 

                                 i                                            u 

                                  ɪ                                           ᴜ 

                                       e                          o 

                                    ɛ, ɛ:             ʌ, ʌ:     ɒ 

                                                   a,  a: 

                                             ai      oi      au                  

(“Toward the Construction” 27). 

According to Sprauve, in a personal email to me, there are three “significant 

distinguishing characteristics” that set St. Thomian English uniquely apart from all other 

Caribbean varieties of English. Sprauve described one of these three characteristics to me 

as follows: 

“The /E/, which today I would represent with an epsilon [/ɛ/] can be 

described as a mid low front vowel or a mid open front vowel that is 

monophtongal. I underscore “monophtongal" here since […] the 

ungliding, pure quality of the St. Thomas/St. John vowels, especially those 

in the "mid" range, helps in distinguishing that dialect of Caribbean 

English-related creoles from its numerous relatives.” (personal email 

correspondence, Dec 15, 2009)
27

 

                                                 
27

 In that same email, Sprauve noted two other characteristics of STTEC which 

distinguished it from other Caribbean English Creoles: “Several of these creoles have a 

2nd person subject pronoun that seems to waver between /u/ and /o/. St. Croix English 

creole is one of them. St.Thomas/St.John lacks this feature. [And also] St. Thomas leans 

more toward the Standard in making statements like /ai was vex/. Among older Crucians 

the same would be stated as /ai had vex/, with the meaning in both cases being "I was 

angry (vexed)." 
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Earlier, in his 1974 dissertation, Sprauve had already catalogued /ɛ/ as a salient 

feature of STTEC and had included the following description:  

/ɛ/ is a lax vowel of shortish duration, articulated slightly lower and closer 

to the center than /e/. Examples: /mɛza/ ‘measure’, /kɛnɛp/ ‘kenep’. [...] 

/ɛ:/ is distinguished from /ɛ/ only by being of longer duration. The vowel 

is normally pure and non-gliding in quality. Examples: /pɛ:s/ ‘pierce’, 

/bɛ:d/ ‘beard’. (Toward the Construction 28) 

The variability of [ɛ], a salient and socially meaningful feature of STTEC, has 

appeared in the Spanish of some speakers of this speech community who were 

interviewed for this dissertation. In the following sections, examples of utterances from 

the present sociolinguistic survey in which this feature appeared are recorded, analyzed, 

and explained. 

Examples of [ɛ] in the Present Corpus 

Profiled list of respondents producing [ɛ] 

Twelve of the 34 respondents to the source survey produced [ɛ] or [ɛ:] at least 

once in their speech; listed here are their abbreviated demographic profiles and the 

question topic in the survey to which each was responding when they produced [ɛ]. 

Directly following the list, are excerpts from the transcribed recordings. The intention for 

this section is to present a blended format of sociolinguistic context regarding the 

production of [ɛ] and to provide an ethnographic value of the experiences and perceptions 

shared by the members of this minority community.  

● Eric; a 45-year-old male electrician; 18 years on STT; speaking on discrimination  

● Florencia; a 22-year-old female student working parttime in a hotel; 5 years on 

STT; speaking about racism 

  

● Noria; a 17-year-old female student; 9 years on STT; on the use of Spanish and on 

linguistic and cultural heritage  
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● Felicia; a 12-year-old female student; 7 years on STT; talking about differences in 

accents  

 

● Nena; a 12-year-old female student; 11years on STT; discussing identity,  

● Karlos; an 18-year-old male student and part-time cook; 6 years on STT; 

discussing intercultural misunderstandings   

 

● Abuelo; a 66-year-old male self employed contractor; 30 years on STT; 

discussing Spanish use on STT    

  

● Mateo; a 39-year-old male electrician; 12 years on STT; discussing sociolinguistic 

perceptions 

 

● Martin; a 12-year-old male student; 3 years on STT; speaking on language 

transference 

 

● Sissy; a 16-year-old female student; 5 years on STT; speaking about identity and 

race 

 

● Fifi; a 15-year-old student; 4 years on STT; speaking on discrimination 

● Manuel; a 49-year-old public utility worker; 17 years on STT; discussing 

linguistic differences, cultural differences and claims to identity 

Qualitative analysis of use of [ɛ] 

In addition to the topics listed above, some of the following excerpts from the 

more responsive participants will include experiences of either blessings from God or 

else of losing or winning in a school sport; each interview closed with a prompt to 

respondents requesting stories on these personal topics in order to elicit very unguarded 

speech. As is often the case, some respondents spoke much more than others; for those 

who spoke very little, Included here are the most coherent and relevant segments which 

could be extracted from their recordings.  
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Eric
28

 

Eric, a 45-year-old male, who has spent 18 years living on STT and working as a 

skilled electrician, produced [ɛ] while speaking in general terms on the possible reasons 

for which there exists discrimination toward Dominicans by members of the English-

speaking St. Thomian community. His essential understanding is that Hispanic culture at-

large is perceived as inferior.  

Polqu[ɛ], bueno, eh, por ejemplo el eh pol eh pol la cultura. La cultura 

mayormente de lo spano  er una cultura siempre baj. Tonc[ɛ] cuando e 

muy por abajo lo que cr[ɛ]a e probl[ɛ]ma. tiende? (Because, well, uh, for 

example, the uh, because, uh because of culture. The Hispanic culture has 

generally been a low culture. So when a culture is devalued, that results in 

problems. You see? ) 

Offering a specific example, he explains the unfair treatment of Hispanics who 

are underserved and harassed in public offices because they do not speak English.  

E mayormente en la oficina del gobierno. e cuando uno no puede habla 

ingl[έ] muy bien pue  lo pone[ŋ] a peldé tiempo. tiende? [ɛ]sí que no hay 

un, no hay una una combinación pelfeta, si necesito tre papele me dice[ŋ] 

uno y fumo no hablo bie[ŋ], pue me pone[ŋ] a la viaje. Mucho poblema 

dificil. (It’s mostly in government offices. That’s when if you don’t speak 

English well, then they waster your time. You see? So there is no perfect 

solution, if I need three papers, they tell my one; and since I don’t speak 

well, they send me on a goose chase. [There are] lots of difficult 

problems.)  

Sharing a personal experience of victory in the face of this adversity, he adds: 

Comu imigrante recueldo yo , que cuando yu intré a lah isla, entrando yo 

le hice una petició[ŋ] a dio: que me concediera conseguil mis pap[ɛ]le. 

Así mimu fue. sí, demasiado todo el tiempo.(As an immigrant, I remember 

that when I arrived on island, upon arrival I asked God to allow me to get 

my [residency status] papers. And just like that he did. Yes, too [good is 

God] too often.) 

Continuing on the topic of his beliefs in God, another few examples of [ɛ] were 

drawn out in his speech; asked whether someone close to him or he himself had a brush 

with death while on St. Thomas, Eric said,  

                                                 
28

 All names of respondents are pseudonyms. 
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No, no. no tengo es esperiencia. polque trato de caminar der[ɛ]cho 

si[ɛ]mpre. y cuando uno comina der[ɛ]csho, pue uno se evita de mucho 

problema. Y gracia a dió, dió me ha protegido porque anteriormente yo 

tomaba y bebí. venía de nochɪ y eso. Gracia a dió. Dió tuvo un 

misericoldia y nunca me pasó na que tuviera que lamentam. Y reconocía 

en tiempo. entonce mo volví de frente a dió. yo tabal de palda. (No, no. I 

don’t have that experience. Because I try to walk straight always. When 

you walk straight, you avoid many problems. And thank God, he has 

protected me, because before I drank. I’d come home late and stuff. Thank 

God. God had pity on me and nothing ever happened to me, nothing bad. I 

realized in time. Then I turned to God. I had had my back to him.) 

Florencia 

 If Eric had experienced discrimination, “Florencia”, speaks of outright racism 

during the segment in her interview when she pronounced [ɛ]. A 22-year -old student and 

hotel staff worker, Florencia speaks of a racism toward Dominicans that is not only based 

on language differences but also on phenotypes, non-Black features like lighter skin, and 

on xenophobic constructions of claims to rights and privileges based on birthplace (i.e., 

were you born on STT or not). In her own words,  

Aquí son muy racista aquí todo el tempo, si tu no eres d[ɛ] [ɛ]quí, es difícil 

consequir las cosas. te dan mas... spetsialmente si no sabes hablar el idioma. 

Pero aquí so[ŋ] muy racista. Spetsialmente con lo blanco, lo hispano.  

(They’re very racist here all the time. If you’re not born here it’s hard to get on. 

They give you more... Especially, if you don’t speak the language. But they’re 

very racist here. Especially, against whites and Hispanics.) 

Florencia has been the victim of such racism not for her appearance (she says she 

is often mistaken for Black) but for her failure to prove the shibboleth of native English 

speech. She believes a person’s nationality and ethnicity can be guessed from their 

appearance, or as she says, the “texture of their hair and skin; mexicans are short and 

have straight hair”. With clearly African features and dark skin, she is frustrated that her 

appearance and her rather fluent command of English together are not enough to exempt 

her from being looked down on by some as Other. During the five years after arriving 

from the Dominican Republic at 17, she studied at the University of the Virgin Islands on 

St. Thomas and she has worked in the tourism industry, mostly hotel service. Her 
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neighbors, workmates, and even her boyfriend are English-speaking Virgin Islanders but 

her closest friends are mostly Hispanic. Among Hispanics on St. Thomas, she  says there 

is also some level of conflict: those of Puerto Rican heritage “don’t like Dominicans”. 

 Florencia pronounces [ɛ] precisely in the phrase which refers to national origins, 

“de aquí” (from here). She seems to have understood, consciously or subconsciously, that 

when one means to convince others of belonging on St. Thomas, an utterance which 

contains a pronunciation of [ɛ] can be most effective to that end.  

Noria 

Noria has spent 9 of her 17 years on St. Thomas; different from the majority of 

informants, Noria lives with both her father, a native St. Thomian, and her mother, who 

immigrated from the Dominican Republic. Noria is a full-time high school student on St. 

Thomas and visits the D.R. two times each year. She identifies culturally as Hispanic and 

Latina, while her language competency is such that she speaks both English and Spanish 

with native fluency. Unlike Florencia, Noria has not personally suffered much 

discrimination, perhaps because she can linguistically defend a fluid bicultural identity 

between St. Thomian and Dominican. Here she explains her language use with her family 

who is St. Thomian on her father’s side and Dominican on her mother’s side:  

...de parte de madre, eh tengo un primo que hara [ɛ] inglέ y español, así 

que yo etoy hablando con mi primo e[ŋ] español. yo que habro en inglé 

porque no entiendan, yo digo «whoa you know, tell me wa goi on». Pero 

de parte de padre es siempre inglé pogue no saben español. [...] Sí pero 

dey live in de states. in flarida, yeah. (...on my mom’s side, uh I have a 

cousin who speaks in English and Spanish, so I speak with my cousin in 

Spanish. I speak English to him so that [other relatives] won’t understand. 

I say “Whoa, you know, tell me what’s going on”. But on my dad’s side 

it’s always English because they don’t know Spanish. Yeah, but [...]) 

Noria demonstrates the fluidity of her bicultural identity in this excerpt by easily 

moving between STTEC and Dominican Spanish even as she speaks on the topic of 

language use and code-switching. This fusion of her linguistic competencies and cultural 
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identities is displayed clearly in her utterance of “en inlgés” (“in English”) pronounced 

with the St. Thomian vowel [ɛ]. Although she permits herself some code-switching when 

speaking primarily in Spanish, (e.g., whoa you know, tell me wa goi on) Noria recognizes 

that, for her, speaking Spanish is indexical of her identity as a Hispanic. Speaking on her 

values regarding linguistic and cultural heritage, and specifically answering the question 

“Should Hispanic children growing up on St. Thomas learn to speak Spanish?”, she says: 

Claro. Sí ello deben aprender español porque es muy encesario ya su 

raices y su cultura viene de de de de hispanoablante, ¿tú me entiende? 

h[ɛ]ritage? eh, ym, ¿tú m͜entiende?  me gusta eso. [...] Entonc[ɛ]  yo le 

di... ye le digo mami, yo le digo «mami, ¿porqué hay g[ɛ]nte que se guían 

aquí, o sea que […] d[ɛ] cualquer paí hispano  cualquer paí de otro 

mundo, de del mundo, y habran así como que no le interese má aprer su 

idioma?» O algo así. ¿Tu me entiende? Me fustra menojo porque e algo 

muy importante. ¿Cómo tú va aprend[ɛ]r o cúmo no te va a interesar 

aprender el idioma de donde tú viniste? (Of course. Yes, they should learn 

Spanish because it’s very necessary since your roots and your culture 

come from Spanish speakers, you see? Heritage? uh, ym, you see? I like 

that. Then I say to my mom, I tell her ‘Mom, why are there people who 

come here, or even from any Hispanic country or any country, and they 

talk like they don’t care to learn their language’ or something like that, 

you get me? I frustrates me, I get upset because it’s something very 

important. How are you gonna learn or how can you not care to learn your 

language from where you’re from?) 

In this excerpt,Noria pronounces [ɛ] in five words (one of these an English code 

switch). Clearly, Noria believes that to maintain her Spanish is to maintain her cultural 

identity. But not just any Spanish will do; as she sees it, it must be the variety spoken in 

the place from where you claim your identity is rooted.  

Felicia 

Felicia, a 12-year-old female student, who also switched to English several times 

during her interview, would agree with Noria that speech is indexical of identity.  In 

response to a question on whether or not a person’s ethnicity can be known by the way he 
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speaks, Felicia affirms that “yeah, you cou(ld) soun(d) li(ke) dat like stuff when dez tahlk, 

li(ke) yeah, ʌ ah, ese[ɛ]nto (acento). li(ke) yeah, the ancent
29

.”  

Felicia pronounced [ɛ] regularly in her use of STTEC, but she only once produced 

the mid-vowel [ɛ] in one Spanish word and this was when the token word was 

contextualized within an otherwise STTEC sentence. Although I read all the interview 

questions in Spanish, she nearly always answered in English when the question required 

more than a single-word response. This resistance to speaking Spanish is not based on a 

lack of competency. Felicia arrived on St. Thomas at the age of five after already learning 

to speak her native Spanish; in fact, she responded directly to questions of language 

competency that she would qualify her fluency in speaking Spanish as no less than 

excellent. Furthermore, she does reject her Dominican heritage, since she self identifies 

with the hyphenated ethnicity of dominicana-santomeña. Therefore, her unwillingness to 

speak Spanish may stem from the same negative social experiences mentioned by an 

earlier informant. For instance, Felicia shared that she has experienced discrimination 

from St. Thomians for being Hispanic. In school, she has been called santo which she 

says makes her “feel badly because they treat me like something else”. She reports that 

she communicates with a lot of Spanish in most of her social activities, so it may be that 

her reasons for switching mostly to English during our interview was perhaps in part due 

to her association of English with scholarship but perhaps also she was hyper aware of 

my non-Dominican identity as the interviewer whom she feels obliged to accommodate 

by extension of her struggle to assimilate.  

 

                                                 
29

 The epenthesis of /n/ in accent > ancent by Felicia in English seems related to the 

apparent methasis of necesario > encesario by Noria when speaking Spanish. This 

phenomenon is not within the scope of the present study but because it appears in more 

than one speaker, it may be a feature of the speech varieties in this community, and 

worthy of further investigation. 
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Nena 

Another example of code switching was offered by Nena, an adolescent female, 

who demonstrated that she produces [ɛ] when speaking both English and Spanish. Nena 

was 12 years old at the time of the interview and lives with her mother who left the 

Dominican Republic before she was born. Nena’s neighbors are Hispanic but most of her 

friends are Virgin Islanders from the public school she attends on St. Thomas. Like 

Felicia, Nena has experienced discriminiation for being Hispanic and has also been called 

santo which “makes [her] feel sad”. Nena answered mostly in Spanish with a good 

portion of codeswitching and Spanglish. In the midst of talking about family and topics 

of daily life she pronounced [ɛ] in the following utterance: “A vece ella se queá 

a[έ]*(allí) hata la seih pohque yo na ma era una niña (Sometimes she’d stay there till six 

because I was only a child). The four speakers documented before demonstrated 

examples of /e/ > [ɛ], but Nena is the first (though she won’t be the last) to show that [ɛ] 

is also a variant of other vowels such as /i/ > [ɛ] as in “allí” (here). The second utterance 

in which she produced [ɛ] was in answer to the question of her self identity. Nena 

comfortably declares that she is bicultural and that her language choices inform her 

identity: “Yo s[ɛ] (soy) dominicana y palte inglé. mmhmm. Because mostl[ɛ] I speak 

English”. (I am dominican and part St. Thomian …). In this one sentence, Nena speaks 

an utterance in Spanish then another utterance in English, and in each she produces an 

example of [ɛ].  Here, not just [i] in the English word “mostly”, but also earlier in the 

sentence the diphthong [oi] in soy which presumably was first reduced from the two 

vowels to one and shifted to a more centralized point of articulation before being realized 

as [ɛ]. Like Felicia, Nena finds herself between two communities; although she was not 

born in Dominican Republic her Spanish speech and her light skin (racially, she considers 

herself to be White) often put her in a position where she must continually define her 

identity to peers. Besides santo, she has been called Mexican and white cheese (a 

common insult directed toward light skinned children on St. Thomas). Regardless of 
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these challenges, she switches smoothly and confidently between varieties of language, 

and even though she qualified her competency in English to me as only acceptable, she 

demonstrated no discernable linguistic insecurity in either language.  

Karlos  

Karlos is an adolescent male in his junior year in high school, who has learned to 

speak English nearly as fluently as his native Spanish, but who nevertheless 

codeswitches, albeit very rarely and usually only to make direct quotes in storytelling or 

else for proper names. He produced [ɛ] in three separate utterances while speaking 

Spanish.  For instance, while sharing accounts of his experience regarding intercultural 

shock and misunderstandings, Karlos explains that because his tight-fitting clothes are 

perceived as effeminate by St. Thomian standards of masculinity, he must otherwise 

affirm his masculinity via indices which are shared across these two Caribbean cultures, 

namely, by maintaining several female partners simultaneously. In his own words and 

demonstrating an example of [e] > [ɛ] he says:  

Por lo meno yo le he dejao entendel ya, los amigo mío de acá, que no es 

que yo sea gay sino qu[ɛ]* y me he dejao sabel que no soy gay. (At least I 

have made it clear to them, to my friends from here, that it’s not that I’m 

gay, but rather, I have let them know that I am not gay). 

Toward the end of his interview, Karlos produced more instances of [ɛ] while speaking 

on the topic of God answering prayers, an open-ended question designed to elicit the least 

careful speech from informants,  Karlos recalls asking, 

…que me diera la capacidá de yo podel aprender el inglés rápido. y me lo 

gonsigió. E u[ŋ] año yo etá hablando inglés. Mi segundo año y[ɛ] le ehtá 

pelticipando para Mr Cæncr[ɛ]n y qu[ɛ]d[έ] en segundo lugal. Fue una  

eperencia bien bonita ¿veldá? Magínate. (...that he give me the ability to 

learn English quickly. And he granted it to me. In one year I was speaking 

Englis. Mi second year, I was already competing for [the title of] Mr 

Cancryn and I made second place. It was a very nice experience, right? 

Just imagine). 
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 There are examples of the [e] > [ɛ] as in “qu[ɛ]d[έ]” where the vowel is shifted 

toward center and more open, and there is the proper name “Cæncr[ɛ]n” which Karlos 

faithfully pronounces in its original form switching to STTEC phonetics in this otherwise 

Spanish sentence. The first example of [ɛ] in this communication is in the phrase “y[ɛ] le 

ehta pelticipando” which might be either “yo le estaba participando” (I was participating 

for…) or “ya le estaba…” (I was already…) Karlos’s speech shows evidence of overt yo 

so it may be the case that his pronunciation is an example of [o] > [ɛ] which is a similar 

shift as in “Yo s[ɛ]” < yo soy (see transcription of ‘Felicia’). Otherwise, there is also 

precedence for the possibility that this is an example of [a] > [ɛ] as in an earlier citation 

“d[ɛ] [ɛ]quí” < de aquí (see transcription of ‘Florencia’). 

Abuelo 

A talkative 66-year-old self-employed contractor, Abuelo speaks only in Spanish. 

He first emigrated from the Dominican Republic to New York City at the age of 20. After 

spending ten years there, he returned to the D.R. where he lived for 2 years before 

immigrating to St. Thomas at the age of 32. Abuelo says he is a businessman, and he 

travels between the two islands as many as 6 times each year, a transnational lifestyle 

which supports his claim of self-identity as “latino con corazón santomeño” (Latino with 

a St. Thomian heart). His ignorance of English and inability to speak it is the result of his 

entirely Hispanic social network including his neighbors, friends, coworkers and wife; 

but he believes it is this language barrier which has caused him to be discriminated 

against by some St. Thomians on occasion. He produced only one example of [ɛ] in his 

speech, when he pronounced the proper name of the island St. Thomas. In this excerpt he 

confirms that within his experiences, the use of Spanish is on the rise in St. Thomas. 

According to Abuelo, “todo loh día, aquí en S[ɛ]nt Toma yo hablo epañol. Todo loh día. 

no con todo el mundo no, pero. Todo loh día yo hablo epañʌl. Aquí tse, se etá hablando 

mucho epañol aquí ya. Mucho.” (Every day, here on St. Thomas, I speak Spanish. Every 
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day, though not with everyone, however. Every day I speak Spanish. Spanish is already 

spoken a lot here). I suspect Abuelo would not be surprised to hear that his pronunciation 

of this word reveals a linguistic feature which is specific to the regional accent; he 

answered that he believes aspects of a person’s identity can be know from her 

“regionalisms, tone, and melody” of speech, and that the children of Hispanics on St. 

Thomas speak Spanish differently from their parents.   

Mateo 

Speaking on language attitudes and perceptions, Mateo, a 39-year-old male who 

works as an electrician, offers insight into the relative prestige between varieties of 

English in the Caribbean. Mateo has physical features which have led St. Thomians to 

mistake him for Arab. His social network is diverse including Dominicans, St. Thomians 

and Whites. He self-identifies as Hispanic and believes there is discrimination against 

Hispanics on St. Thomas, though he has never personally experienced any himself. For 

Mateo, STTEC is to be disregarded, yet even as he says this, he subconsciously offers a 

pronunciation of the St. Thomian [ɛ] even while speaking Spanish, as in the following 

lines:  

Y llegan todavía a la universidá y sigue[ŋ] hablando malo. Poque para mi 

eso e malo. Tu habla co[ŋ] una gente un muchacho de la ecuela de 

Toltola de las Ihla Británic, y el inglé e ma limpio. Porque ello tien[ɛŋ], 

eh tienen, eh, s, eh, hacen mucho a émfasi en el inglé fluido de inglaterra. 

Y lo tra- lo hablan mejor que aquí. Tú lo ve halbandolo, cuando tú voltea 

es un negrito. (And even when they get to university they keep talking 

wrong. Because for me, thats wrong. Speak with a kid in school on Tortola 

of the BVI, and his English is cleaner. Because they have, eh, they value 

the fluid English of England. And they speak it better than here. You hear 

someone speaking it and when you turn to look, it’s some little black 

person.) 

In his last line, Mateo also reveals clues about perceptions of the relationship 

between race and speech. He finds the variety of English spoken in the British Virgin 

Islands to be “better spoken” than it’s St. Thomian counterpart, but it surprises him that 
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in the BVI it is a community of Blacks with similar beginnings to St. Thomians who are 

the speakers of what for him is a more prestigious variety of English.  

Martin 

Martin, a 12-year-old male student respondent, would not be surprised to learn 

that Mateo, the previous respondent (see transcription), has incorporated a STTEC 

phonetic feature into his Spanish. In fact, Martin himself has observed this to be a normal 

occurrence, as he explains in the following lines: “Porque porque los hispanos que so[ŋ] 

ãqu[έ] (aquí) copia[ŋ] el acento de aquí y lo habla[ŋ] e[ŋ] español, y se nota[ŋ] mucho 

la diferencia” (Because the Hispanics here copy the accent from here and they speak it in 

Spanish, and the differences are very noticeable). While making this claim, he offers 

supportive evidence in his own speech when he utters the STTEC lexicalized “here” 

([hɛ]) which retains its vowel feature here even in translation to Spanish.  

Martin was born in Dominican Republic and arrived to STT at the age of 7, and 

has returned once each year to visit his native island. His friends and neighbors on STT 

are nearly all St. Thomian, and he describes his own identity as Latino. Martin is of the 

opinion that there is a lot of discrimination against Dominicans on St. Thomas and he 

himself has personally suffered discrimination for being a Spanish-speaking immigrant. 

His choice to self-identify as Latino may be an attempt to challenge and avoid negative 

associations with Dominicans in particular in St. Thomas. Martin made another claim 

during the interview that seemed to mitigate his Dominicanness: he qualified his Spanish 

competency as only passable, though it was perfect. 

Manuel 

Another speaker to transfer from English to Spanish the lexicalized [ɛ] in the 

classic St. Thomian token of “here” was a 49-year-old male public utilities worker, who, 

for purposes of this report, shall be called Manuel. He arrived to St. Thomas when he was 

32 and visits the D.R. either 2 or 3 times each year. Speaking on some differences 
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between English varieties in the NYC area and STTEC, he notes that, “Sɛ̃, sɛ̃. si, poque 

aqu[έ]:, eh, utede usa[ŋ] mucho, eh, «alada», aquí «ala:t». y, y, eh, pa utede «wada» pa 

nosotro e «wa:ta:» (Yeah, yeah, yes because here, uh, you use a lot of, uh, ‘alada’, here 

‘ala:t’. and, and, uh for you ‘wada’ for us it’s ‘wa:ta:’). Manuel later demonstrates that 

this lexicalized [ɛ] does indeed form part of his English dialect when he code-switches 

during a story of his experiences of discrimination. Manuel, who is married to a St. 

Thomian woman and whose friends are all St. Thomians, identifies with both groups but 

has been ascribed the identity of ‘other’ by each group. As he tells it, “Sí me han dicho. 

for sure. Me han dicho «you not born h[ɛ]», tú no nacite aquí. Pero tambié[ŋ] he sido 

decriminado pol mi raza tambié[ŋ]. Bueno, la raza ihpana” (Yes, I’ve been told, for 

sure. I’ve been told “you aint born h[ɛ]”, you’re not from here. But also I’ve been 

discriminated by my race too, I mean by Hispanics). 

Speaking on identity and social differences, Manuel explains that he does not, nor 

would he prefer to, live in a Hispanic neighborhood because he shares with St. Thomians 

the perception that many Dominicans drink too much, play too much loud music, and 

generally cultivate a lifestyle which conflicts with the relatively more conservative and 

more private personal lives of St. Thomians. While making his claim that he does not 

identify with Dominican groups in this way, he produces the vowel [ɛ] with some 

nasalization as an allophone of syllable-final /r/: “Yo no voy co[ɔ̃] mucha cosa de esas, 

que ello hace[ŋ] n[ɔ̃]. Yo po[ɔ̃] tom[ɛ̃] una copa de vino, un trago sociable, pero no un 

bota de entera en esa parranda y esa cosa, no así” (I don’t go along with a lot of that, 

what they do, no. I can have a glass of wine, a social drink, but not a whole bottle in one 

of those parades and stuff, not like that.) Manuel’s variety of Spanish includes this St. 

Thomian features as if to corroborate his claims of a blended social identity and his 

expressed affection for  St. Thomian culture. In this way, the linguistic features of his 

speech mirror the message of his words. 
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Sissy 

Sissy, a 16-year-old female student, is representative of many young Dominicans 

who are reclaiming the term “santo” from its derogatory connotations to use it instead as 

an innocuous and  legitimate label of their shared identity on St. Thomas. In fact, 

according to Sissy, she and her fellow Dominicans will offer this label even when (or 

perhaps because)  a non-Dominican St. Thomian has chosen to use a more tolerant 

option. As she reports,  

Y hata nohotro no pregunta[ɛ:̃] vece di que «You spanish?» Y notro 

decimo, "Yeah am a sa:nto:". O sea nohostro decimo así. Poque no:tro la 

de la manera que lo decimo somo dominicano. «yeah, am a sa:nto:».(And 

they even ask us sometimes like, “You Spanish?”; and we say, “Yeah I’m 

a santo”. So we say it like that. Because that’s how we say we’re 

Dominican: “Yeah, I’m a santo”.)   

This was the only example in which Sissy produced [ɛ] while speaking Spanish. 

Although all the interviews were conducted entirely in Spanish, the only two other 

instances in which Sissy produced [ɛ] were both quotes of English and both while 

speaking on the topic of social constructions of race. Sissy arrived at the age of 10 to St. 

Thomas to join her father. She returns to the Dominican Republic every two years. She 

calls herself a Dominican, but if you prefer, she accepts the label Hispanic. Although she 

lives in a neighborhood of non-Hispanics, aside from her classmates, most of her friends 

are Dominicans. She qualifies her competencies in both English and Spanish as excellent 

and says that with her friends they speak both. Later, Sissy explains how race is 

conceived of differently by St. Thomians:  

“Race eh pa ello eh como tu, tu, si tu ere, ello ricen como etnic r[ɛ]is. Tú 

ere inglé como tu colol mas o meno. Colol. Ello dicen así, como tu colol, 

«you Black». Tonce «yeah I'm black», nacionalidad negra. (Race [for St. 

Thomians] is like you, if you, they say like “ethnic race”. You are English 

[speaking] like your [skin] color more or less. Color. They say that, like 

your color, “you Black”. So “yeah, I’m black”, Black nationality.)  

In the Dominican Republic race is not correlated to skin color, where Black is the 

race of neighboring Haitians and nearly all Dominicans self identify racially as indio. But 
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on St. Thomas, young Dominicans are self identifying as Black, which challenges 

Dominican constructions of race and also St. Thomian constructions in which Hispanic 

and Black have historically been mutually exclusive terms (Bailey). Sissy says she is 

santo and Black as illustrated in the following anecdote in which she must defend her 

Blackness to a St. Thomian peer who hears her speaking Spanish.  

“Aja tonce noh tamos hablando y uno sale di que «No he White and dis and no». 

Tonce lo do sale di que «Yeah bʌ am Black and you Black and ahl of us h[ɛ] 

Black, none of us [ɛ]̃ h[ɛ]~ White». (Yeah, so we’re talkin and somebody be like 

“no he white and this and no” so both come out with “ but I’m black…”) 

Sissy seems to stand her ground well when it comes to questions of her identity; 

she is able to disarm most prejudice intentions this way. In fact, although she believes 

that there is discrimination against Dominicans and Hispanics on St. Thomas, she herself 

has never personally experienced any. 

Fifi 

Fifteen-year-old female student, Fifi, whose phenotype passes her as black but 

who is still ascribed an identity of other by her St. Thomian peers, understands that, for 

St. Thomians, race is mostly about claiming birthright to a place. As she puts it, “Para lo 

de aquí. «w[ɛ] you from». De ónde tú ere, tu nacionalidá, donde nacite” (For locals, [it’s 

about] “where you from’. Where you’re from, your nationality, where you were born). It 

is Fifi’s experience that her Dominican identity conflicts with any claim to belongingness 

on St. Thomas, and this makes her a target of prejudice,   

Como te tratan gomo gue tu ere bas[ɛ]ura. «Dem sant[ɛ]us».[...] 

«Dominicanom.» «Ahm a sæntoh. Where you from? »; «saento». (laughter). Y me 

entienden mejol. A sa:nto:. Asi ello lo entienden mejol. (Like they treat you like 

you’re garbage. ‘Dem Santos. Them Dominicans.’ ‘-I’m a Santo. Where you 

from? -Santo.’ And they understand me better. ‘A Santo’ they understand that 

better”.) 

Her production of [ɛ] is noted in the preceding citation where she pronounces it 

twice, once quoting English but first in the Spanish word basura. Fifi could dissimulate 
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her Dominicanness if she cared to; she has lived 11 of her most formative years on St. 

Thomas since arriving at age 4 and she can speak English like a local. Instead, she is 

usually speaking Spanish in the presence of her peers. Often her non-Spanish speaking 

peers will react to this display of Dominicanness with adversity, as explained by Fifi in 

the following account:  

“Así siempre. Te tratan diferente, comom, cualquier cozita que tu hacen, te 

quieren com[ɛ]ir, te hablan mal. Eto dominicano que siempre ta[ŋ] haciendo eto, 

gue siempre ta[ɛ̃] haciɪndo lo otro”.(Always. They treat [us] different, like, 

whatever little thing you do, they want to bite your head off, they insult you. 

These Dominicans are always doing this thing or that thing”). 

Though Fifi was very talkative, she only produced tokens with [ɛ] when speaking 

about experiences with prejudice. It could just be that she is channeling the language of 

those who discriminate against her, but perhaps it might be that in recounting these 

stressful experiences, she is subconsciously still making a tenuous effort to identify with 

and be taken as bicultural, as someone who is part St. Thomian.  

Analysis of Data Using GoldVarb 

The collected social data, including for example self-identity and discrimination, 

which has been ethnographically sampled in the previous section, were marginally then 

statistically analyzed against the linguistic feature for variability of [ɛ] in search of a 

sociolinguistic correlation for all of the above-referenced speakers as well as for those 

speakers who did not produce [ɛ] in their speech. The variant in cases of non-use of [ɛ] 

was the standard Spanish [e]. The term ‘marginal’ is used here to refer to those analyses 

of the data which show relative frequency and distribution of factors within a particular 

factor group and which have not yet been statistically analyzed for probability of each 

factor to determine the presence of [ɛ]. 

In order to analyze the data for sociolinguistic variation using the GoldVarb 

program, a coding scheme was first devised to detail the categories for each of the 

linguistic and extralinguistic independent variables which might operate on the dependent 
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linguistic variable, in this case [ɛ]. The categories for external factors included age, sex, 

place of birth, education, self-ascribed identity, social network strength, visits to D.R., 

and speakers’ perceptions of anti-Hispanic discrimination. For the factors in each 

category of these independent social variables, see the coding scheme in Figure 5.1. The 

internal (i.e., linguistic) variables account for factors in six categories which included 

preceding and following phonological segments, syllable type and stress, whether or not 

the token was borrowed from English, and the relative degree of formality of the 

interview question; all these factor groups and their component factors are listed in the 

coding scheme in Figure 5.2. The GoldVarb program requires only a list of these strings 

of coded independent factors representing each token, and then a binary value designated 

for each token such as either 0/1 or y/n in order to begin performing analyses of patterns  

Figure 5.1 Coding Scheme of Independent Social Variables for GoldVarb 

-Sex: M=male, F=female 

-Age: T=12-17, A=18-25, G=26-50, O=51 and older 

-Place of birth: R=Dominican Republic, S=Stt/Virgin Islands 

-Education: P=primary, L=secondary, T=tertiary 

-Self-ascribed identity: D=Dominican, H=Hispanic, B=Hispanic&STT, V=Virgin Islander 

-Social network ties:  X=Stronger Dominican network,  Y=balanced bicultural networks,    

      Z=Stronger St. Thomian network 

-# of yearly visits to D.R.: 0= no visits, 1= 1-2 visits/yr, 3= 3+ annual visits 

-Discrimination: W=witnessed/victim/believes, N=dismisses 

Figure 5.2 Coding Scheme of Independent Linguistic Variables for GoldVarb 

- Preceding phonological segment: i = initial; o = plosive; f = fricative; m = nasal; r = liquid;   

       v=vowel 

- Following phonological segment: p = pause; a = vowel; n = nasal; l = liquid; s = fricative;  

       k = plosive   

- Syllable: C = closed; O = open 

- Syllable stress: s = stressed; u = unstressed 

- Language of token: y = anglicismo (“race”, “here”, “heritage”);  n = no anglicismo 

- Level of formality in the interview: f = formal; v = informal 
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based on the tokens (Nagy). Once these factor codes were strung together (e.g., 

FTRLHY0WfaOunf) to represent a particular pronunciation by a particular speaker, the 

resulting strings of codes were listed in a token file and saved with the name extension of 

.tkn as prescribed by the GoldVarb program. The conditions file (a set of detailed 

instructions for how the program should categorize data) was re-coded for groups 6 and 8 

of the total 15 factor groups representing the token features; groups 6 and 8 were recoded 

to consolidate the information of self-identity and number of visits to DR, respectively 

(Nagy). From the “Tokens” tab in GoldVarb, the option to “Load Cells to Memory” 

provided a set of marginal analyses for all of the factor groups, linguistic and 

extralinguistic, recorded in the tokens’ string of codes. In the following section, these 

marginal results are explained. 

Marginal Results of External Factors (Independent Social Variables) 

The tables below compare instances of tokens which either feature the presence of 

the dependent variable (ɛ) (indicated by the column header “1”) or the presence of its 

variant [e], in possible contexts for (ɛ) (indicated by the column header “0”) in the speech 

of respondents. The first eight tables show data which was coded for social features of the 

speakers The final six tables reveal a distribution of data which was coded for linguistic 

features indicating the linguistic landscape in which [ɛ] was produced. The factor groups 

are listed on the left-justified column of the table (in Table 5.3 the factor groups are 

Female and Male). For each factor group there are four columns of data: the 0 (zero) 

column indicates the number of tokens in which there was no application of the rule (i.e., 

in this case, absence of [ɛ]) and under that the percentage that this N number makes up of 

the Total column’s number of tokens for the factor group (i.e., for Female, 34/57=59.6); 

the 1 (one) column represents an application of the rule (i.e., presence of [ɛ]); the % 

column is the percentage of tokens affected by the rule from among the entire number of 
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all tokens analyzed (for the group in Table 5.3, this % for Female is derived from 

57/120).  

The first independent social variable examined is sex of the speaker. Table 5.3 

shows that 40% of all tokens produced by females interviewees showed an application of 

the rule (i.e., pronunciation of [ɛ]) and 35% of tokens produced by male speakers were 

recorded as [ɛ] in their speech. This means that overall, for these marginal results, as a 

group, men produced this STTEC phoneme in their Spanish speech somewhat less often 

and woman produced it slightly more often. On St. Thomas, STTEC is the prestigious 

variety of speech and Dominican Spanish is stigmatized as the language of a lesser 

valued community. If there is a shift occurring in the Dominican speech on St. Thomas 

with regard to this phoneme, then such a difference between men and women, albeit not 

Table 5.3 Distribution of [ɛ] Production By Sex Of Speaker in Dominican Spanish on St.  

Thomas, USVI 

  0 1 Total % 

      

Female N 34 23 57 47.5 

 % 59.6 40.4   

      

Male N 41 22 63 52.5 

 % 65.1 34.9   

      

Total N 75 45 120  

 % 62.5 37.5   

      

very dramatic, would be in line with some sociolinguistic literature that suggests women 

are more likely than men to initiate change toward the more prestigious language variety; 

such patterns correlate with women’s aspirations for upward social mobility while men 

tend to be influenced by pressures to maintain integrity and solidarity to their social 

groups, and above all to not sound like women (Labov, Clyne, Fishman, Pauwels, Wolf 

and Jiménez, Chambers and Hardwick; cited in Büdenbender).  
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The second independent extralinguistic variable examined is age of the speakers 

(Age: T=12-17, A=18-25, G=26-50, O=51 and older) where 42% of tokens from young  

Table 5.4 Distribution of [ɛ] Production By Age Of Speaker in Dominican 

Spanish on St. Thomas, USVI 

  0 1 Total % 

      

12-17 years old N 31 22 53 44.2 

 % 58.5 41.5   

      

18-25 years old N 14 7 21 17.6 

 % 66.7 33.3   

      

26-50 years old N 25 15 40 33.3 

 % 62.5 37.5   

      

51 and older    N 5 1 6 5.0 

 % 83.3 16.7   

      

Total N 75 45 120  

 % 62.5 37.5   

teenagers interviewed, 33% of tokens by adolescents, 38% from adults, and 17% of those 

by seniors indicated production of the creole vowel [ɛ] (see Table 5.4). These marginal 

results show that young teenagers, under 18 years of age, and adults of prime working 

age, 26 to 50 years, are much more likely to pronounce the [ɛ] in their Spanish than 

college-age youths between 18 and 25 years; also, the speakers least likely to introduce 

this sound in their speech are older than age 50. 

The third external factor examined is place of birth; among those interviewed, 

40% of tokens by speakers born in Dominican Republic were recorded as [ɛ], compared 

to 20% of those tokens by the speakers born on St. Thomas (see Table 5.5). That is to say 

that, overall, [ɛ] was more likely to show up in the speech of Dominicans who were born 

in the D.R. and immigrated to St. Thomas, while [ɛ] was half as likely by comparison to 

occur in the Spanish spoken by native-born St. Thomians of Dominican heritage. This 
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may be explained by a stronger motivation on the part of Dominican immigrants to 

assimilate in a community that is generally xenophobic against outsiders. It may be that 

many native-born St. Thomians of Dominican heritage have the social confidence to keep 

clear and distinct their varieties of Spanish and English while the Dominican immigrants 

suffer more the stress of social aspiration and exhibit this in their speech. Long before  

Table 5.5 Distribution of [ɛ] Production By Place Of Birth Of Speaker in Dominican 

Spanish on St. Thomas, USVI 

  0 1 Total % 

Dominican Rep.    N 63 42 105 87.5 

 % 60.0 40.0   

      

St. Thomas    N 12 3 15 12.5 

 % 80.0 20.0   

      

Total N 75 45 120  

 % 62.5 37.5   

they have achieved fluency in STTEC, they have a strong incentive to showcase features 

of STTEC in their speech.  

The fourth social variable considered level of formal education achieved by 

speakers with 30% of tokens recorded as [ɛ] for those respondents who only completed 

some level of primary education, compared to 51% of tokens produced as [ɛ] by the 

speakers who completed secondary education, and 15% from those who achieved some 

level of higher education (see Table 5.6). In general, these marginal results indicate that 

the most highly educated speakers were least likely to produce the STTEC vowel in their 

Spanish. Social explanations for this pattern should include the possible scenario that 

highly-educated speakers are more aware of the standardized language and knowing this 

to be a study of language use, they may have been more careful of their speech; or 

perhaps the pursuit of higher education may be indexical of social aspirations which  
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Table 5.6 Distribution of [ɛ] Production By Level Of Formal Education Of Speaker in 

Dominican Spanish on St. Thomas, USVI    

  0 1 Total % 

      

Primary education N 38 16 54 45.0 

 % 70.4 29.6   

      

Secondary education    N 26 27 53 44.2 

 % 49.1 50.9   

      

Post-secondary education N 11 2 13 10.8 

 % 84.6 15.4   

      

Total N 75 45 120  

 % 62.5 37.5   

some speakers manifest in their speech; or else the highest educated respondents already 

belong to a higher socioeconomic bracket which allows them the luxury of higher 

education and which is reflected in their speech. A high-school education seems to 

correlate with the highest likelihood of producing the vowel in question. This not-yet-

statistical analysis of the data seems to fall in line with that of Table 5.4 and may 

therefore indicate an indirect correlation that has more to do with age; a good portion of 

the respondents were still in high school and therefore at an age that can be correlated 

with a need to identify with peers and reject norms, to seem authentic and cool rather 

than a bookworm.  

The factors of Hispanic and Virgin Islander, (see Table 5.7), represent categories 

for the self-ascribed identity of the speakers. In the original data, there were four 

categories of self-identity based on respondents’ answers including “Hispanic” (H), 

“Dominican”(D), “Virgin Islander”(V), and a hyphenated bicultural “Dominican- 
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St.Thomian”(B). However, at least one group’s results contained zeros in the initial 

calculations which cannot be computed by the GoldVarb program, and required either to 

be omitted or consolidated. Based on the principle that answers of “Hispanic” and 

“Dominican” would likely have the same significance when compared to either “Virgin 

Islander” or “Dominican-St.Thomian” for purposes of considering self-identity as a 

possible social factor in speech choices, the four categories were collapsed into only two 

groups for the statistical analysis in Table 5.7: those respondents who claimed either 

Hispanic and/or Dominican heritage (recoded in GoldVarb as D&H ➝ H) vs. those who 

consider themselves at least partially Virgin Islander (recoded as B&V ➝ V). The 

reconditioned data set changes are based on “principled reasons” (Nagy): claims to St. 

Thomian ethnic identity are reflexively contested for everyone, not least of which among 

these are Dominicans and Hispanics, until proof by linguistic shibboleth is delivered, so 

these categories of “other” are rather similar. The bilingual respondents who self-identify 

biculturally as Dominican-St.Thomian enjoy full acceptance among Virgin Islanders, 

therefore these categories are similar enough to count together. Sorting these data into the 

two major categories of Hispanic vs. non-Hispanic resolved the problem of “knockouts” 

in the data (i.e., percentages of zero and hundred) (Nagy). 

The reconditioned data sets show 42% of tokens spoken by those who identify as 

non-Virgin Islander, compared to 20% of tokens from the speakers who claimed Virgin 

Table 5.7 Distribution of [ɛ] Production By Self-Ascribed Identity Of Speaker in 

Dominican Spanish on St. Thomas, USVI  

  0 1 Total % 

      

Hispanic N 55 40 95 79.2 

 % 57.9 42.1   

      

Virgin Islander N 20 5 25 20.8 

 % 80.0 20.0   

      

Total N 75 45 120  

 % 62.5 37.5   
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Islander identity, produced [ɛ] in their Spanish. These data seem to reveal overall that 

those respondents who self identified as non-St.Thomian pronounce [ɛ] more frequently 

in their Spanish than those who self-identified as non-Hispanic. Similar to the findings 

for age of speaker (see Table 5.4), these patterns may possibly be explained by 

considering aspirations of social assimilation on the part of the Dominicans who cannot 

claim birthrights to belonging on St. Thomas (i.e., You aint born here). The respondents 

who self-identify as non-Hispanic (St. Thomian or Virgin Islander) are bilingual and 

bicultural. For these respondents it is a powerful social advantage to keep the codes of 

these varieties separate and distinct and to switch between the two as the social contexts 

(i.e., the listeners) vary. On the contrary, those respondents who identify as non-Virgin 

Islander and who as a group show more tendency to pronounce [ɛ] more frequently in 

their Spanish may be exhibiting sociolinguistic evidence of their aspirations to assimilate 

and be accepted by St. Thomians. These respondents, as a group, tend to lack the quality 

of being bicultural in any way which their peers would consider authentic, also these 

respondents are not bilinguial or else their STTEC is considered imperfect by St. 

Thomian peers. Of those interviewed who claim relatively stronger social ties to the 

Dominican community (X), [ɛ] was recorded in 6% of tokens, compared to the same 

vowel in 44% of the tokens by those claiming a stronger St. Thomian social network (Z), 

and [ɛ] produced in 39% of tokens by respondents who claimed a balanced social 

network (Y) (see Table 5.8). This means that, on the whole, Spanish speakers with strong 

ties to the Dominican community produce [ɛ] much less frequently than Spanish speakers 

with strong ties to the St. Thomian community (see the section Social Network in Chapter 

4 for the defining factors used to determine social network strength in this study).  
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Examining the number of yearly visits by respondents to the Dominican Republic, 

Table 5.9 shows that the data were consolidated to 3 categories for statistical analysis: 0 = 

no visits to the Dominican Republic since arriving on St. Thomas, 1= 1 or 2 annual visits 

to the D.R., and 3 = 3 or more visits each year to the Dominican Republic. Of the tokens 

selected from those interviewed who never visit the D.R., 45% showed the STTEC vowel 

[ɛ], versus 27% of tokens from those who visit once annually or biannually, and 42% of 

Table 5.8 Distribution of [ɛ] Production By Speakers’ Social Network Ties in 

Dominican Spanish on St. Thomas, USVI 

  0 1 Total % 

      

Stronger Dominican social network N 15 1 16 13.3 

 % 93.8 6.2   

      

Balanced bicultural social Network   N 22 14 36 30.0 

 % 61.1 38.9   

      

Stronger St. Thomian social network N 38 30 68 56.7 

 % 55.9 44.1   

      

Total N 75 45 120  

 % 62.5 37.5   

 

Table 5.9 Distribution of [ɛ] Production By Number Of Yearly Visits to DR by Speaker, 

in Dominican Spanish on St. Thomas, USVI 

  0 1 Total % 

      

No visits to DR N 22 18 40 33.3 

 % 55.0 45.0   

      

1 to 2 annual visits to DR N   N 32 12 44 36.7 

 % 72.7 27.3   

      

3 or more annual visits to DR   N 21 15 36 30.0 

 % 58.3 41.7   

      

Total N 75 45 120  

 % 62.5 37.5   
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the tokens from those who visit 3 or more times each year. This marginal data shows that, 

in general, the respondents who either never visit the Dominican Republic or else visit 

several times each year produce the vowel [ɛ] in their Spanish about as often as the other. 

The group whose respondents visit the D.R. about once or twice a year produce [ɛ] least 

frequently of all.  

The final social factor considered in this variable system is that of perceived  

discrimination (see Table 5.10). Respondents who reported either personally 

experiencing discrimination on the basis of their Hispanic heritage by St. Thomians or 

who had knowledge of such discrimination, pronounced [ɛ] in 40% of tokens taken from 

their speech, while those who had no knowledge of discrimination towards Hispanics 

produced the vowel in 27% of their tokens. 

Results of Analysis of Internal Factors (Linguistic Independent Variables) 

This variationist analysis also considers the linguistic environment in which [ɛ] appeared 

as well as environments in which it could have appeared, but did not. Examples from the 

present corpus indicate that the variable use of [ɛ] among speakers of 

 

Table 5.10 Distribution of [ɛ] Production By Speakers’ Perceived Discrimination 

Toward Hispanics on St. Thomas, in Dominican Spanish on St. Thomas, USVI 

  0 1 Total % 

      

Unaware of any anti-Hispanic discrimination N 16 6 22 18.3 

 % 72.7 27.3   

      

Believe there is anti-Hispanic discrimination N 59 39 98 81.7 

 % 60.2 39.8   

      

Total N 75 45 120  

 % 62.5 37.5   
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Dominican Spanish on St. Thomas seems to be occurring as an allophone of /e/. 

For the speakers who never produced [ɛ], tokens were chosen based on the presence of /e/ 

and tokens in a few different linguistic environments were used when available. The 

same choice was made for tokens spoken by respondents who did produce [ɛ], in order to 

establish any patterns of variation in the linguistic environments of these choices by 

speakers who were known to use the variant. Table 5.11 shows that in tokens where the 

dependent variable /e/ occurs after a fricative (entonc[ɛ]), this allophone [ɛ] is produced 

49% of the time; in tokens where /e/ follows a vowel (habla [ɛ](n) ingl[έ]), 53% are 

recorded as [ɛ]; after a plosive (aprend[ɛ]r), 22%; after a nasal (tien[ɛŋ]), 17%; as the 

initial sound after a pause ([ɛ]sí que [así que]), 14%; and in tokens where /e/ follows after 

a liquid (probl[ɛ]ma), 59% of these vowels were recorded as the variant [ɛ]. 

Table 5.11 Distribution of [ɛ] Production By Preceding Phonological Segment 

in Dominican Spanish on St. Thomas, USVI 

  0 1 Total % 

      

Fricative N 17 16 33 27.5 

 % 51.5 48.5   

      

Vowel N 7 8 15 12.5 

 % 46.7 53.3   

      

Plosive N 28 8 36 30.0 

 % 77.8 22.2   

      

Nasal N 10 2 12 10.0 

 % 83.3 16.7   

      

Initial N 6 1 7 5.8 

 % 85.7 14.3   

      

Liquid N 7 10 17 14.2 

 % 41.2 58.8   

      

Total N 75 45 120  

 % 62.5 37.5   
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Table 5.12 describes the tokens’ phonological segment which immediately 

follows the dependent variable /e/. In 55% of the tokens where a vowel immediately 

followed /e/ (tomɛ̃ una copa), the speaker produced the allophone [ɛ], and where a 

plosive followed (d[ɛ] cualquer paí), 53% of tokens showed [ɛ]. The same variant [ɛ] 

was produced in 24% of instances where /e/ was followed by a liquid (pap[ɛ]le), in 26% 

of tokens where a fricative followed, 40% for proceeding nasals (habla ingl[έ] muy bien), 

and in 8% of tokens where /e/ occurs before a pause (born h[ɛ]).  

An examination of syllable types shows that [ɛ] occurs in 37% of open syllables 

(i.e., yo s[ɛ]) in the selected tokens of these speakers (see Table 5.13). The same 

allophone is produced in 40% of closed syllables, (i.e., g[ɛ]nte) which by this general 

comparison of marginal data seems to reveal there is no significant difference for this 

particular feature of linguistic environment on the variable production of [ɛ] for this 

speech community. 

Syllable stress was considered as another feature of the linguistic environment; 

Table 5.14 shows that in stressed syllables, [ɛ] was recorded for /e/ with 45% frequency 

and in unstresed syllables at a rate of 24%.  

As this is a sociolinguistic study concerned with a variety of Spanish in contact 

with a variety of English, it was not uncommon for speakers to use anglicisms or an 

English term at moments during the interviews conducted in Spanish. A few of these 

anglicisms (i.e., «dem sant[ɛ]us»; etnic r[ɛ]is; h[ɛ]ritage; Mr Cæncr[ɛ]n) were included as 

tokens in this analysis because they contained [ɛ], and they were coded accordingly.
30

 

Table 5.15 shows a great difference in total numbers of tokens coded as Spanish language 

compared to those coded as anglicisms at a rate of about 9 to 1, which broadly reflects the 

                                                 
30

 This factor of +anglicism/-anglicism had a soft definition in some cases: for instance, 

tokens were included of the proper noun “St. Thomas” in an otherwise Spanish sentence 

and counted as an anglicism. A future sociolinguistic study of bilingual speakers on St. 

Thomas might resolve this by including a classical set of pronunciation requests for a list 

of selected tokens defined in both English and in Spanish. 
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fact that the interviews were conducted in Spanish. For the few tokens coded as English 

or anglicisms, a considerable amount, 78%, were recorded as containing [ɛ], while the 

larger number of non-anglicism tokens contain [ɛ] at a rate of 32%. In other words, this 

corpus is comprised of many non-anglicisms and a few anglicisms; the allophone [ɛ] was 

recorded higher in tokens coded as anglicisms. In general, this marginal data can serve as 

evidence that indeed [ɛ] is salient in STTEC and that Spanish speakers are aware of it.  

The interviews which generated the present corpus were divided into two portions 

to elicit more formal and more informal speech. More precisely, two questions at the end 

of the interview were delivered in the tú form. Before beginning the second portion, it 

was expressly clarified to the interviewee that the formal portion of the interview was 

over, and finally the topic of the questions were distinctly different (i.e., the personal 

questions asked interviewees to tell a narrative story from memory of a significant life 

Table 5.12 Distribution of [ɛ] Production By Following Phonological Segment 

in Dominican Spanish on St. Thomas, USVI 

  0 1 Total % 

      

Vowel N 15 18 33 27.5 

 % 45.5 54.5   

      

Plosive N 7 8 15 12.5 

 % 46.7 53.3   

      

Liquid N 13 4 17 14.2 

 % 76.5 23.5   

      

Fricative N 17 6 23 19.2 

 % 73.9 26.1   

      

Nasal N 12 8 20 16.7 

 % 60.0 40.0   

      

Pause N 11 1 12 10.0 

 % 91.7 8.3   

      

Total N 75 45 120  

 % 62.5 37.5   
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event (see appendix for complete survey). Table 5.16 shows that for those tokens which 

were coded as formal speech, 31% contained [ɛ], and 49% of tokens coded as informal 

speech recorded a pronunciation of [ɛ]. This data indicates that speakers of this linguistic 

community generally use [ɛ] more often in their Spanish when their attention is distracted 

from a potential concern for careful speech. 

Table 5.13 Distribution of [ɛ] Production By Type Of Syllable in Dominican 

Spanish on St. Thomas, USVI 

  0 1 Total % 

      

Open syllable N 59   34   93   77.5 

 % 63.4 36.6   

      

Closed syllable N 16   11   27   22.5 

 % 59.3 40.7   

      

Total N 75 45 120  

 % 62.5 37.5   

 

Table 5.14 Distribution of [ɛ] Production By Syllable Stress in Dominican 

Spanish on St. Thomas, USVI 

  0 1 Total % 

      

Stressed N 43 35 78 65.0 

 % 55.1 44.9   

      

Unstressed N 32 10 42 35.0 

 % 76.2 23.8   

      

Total N 75 45 120  

 % 62.5 37.5   
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Table 5.15 Distribution of [ɛ] Production By Language Of Token in Dominican 

Spanish on St. Thomas, USVI 

  0 1 Total % 

      

Spanish N 72   34  106   88.3 

 % 67.9 32.1   

      

Anglicism N 3   11   14   11.7 

 % 21.4 78.6   

      

Total N 75 45 120  

 % 62.5 37.5   

 

 

Table 5.16 Distribution of [ɛ] Production By Level Of Formality In The 

Interview in Dominican Spanish on St. Thomas, USVI  

  0 1 Total % 

      

formal N 53   24   77   64.2 

 % 68.8 31.2   

      

informal N 22   21   43   35.8 

 % 51.2 48.8   

      

Total N 75 45 120  

 % 62.5 37.5   

 

Statistical Analysis in GoldVarb 

After the tokens (strings of linguistic and extralinguistic codes) were analyzed for 

marginal patterns in the variability of (ɛ), a “One-level binomial analysis” run was 

subsequently carried out on the data which provided information on the distribution of 

weights for the coded linguistic and extralinguistic variables in each given factor group, 

as well as a calculated probability of error for each token cell. According to Tagliamonte, 

errors of about 2 or less are generally considered good for analysis (221). A one-level 

analysis is useful for finding errors in order to discover anomalies in the data such as a 

lexical factor which would indicate a particular word which is pronounced a special way 

may be skewing data if it shows up frequently enough in the corpus (221-223). The 
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results of the one-level binomial analysis of the present data are displayed in Figure 5.17 

which shows the weights of each factor (Nagy). The weights represent the effect that 

each factor has on whether the rule applies. The factor weight can be understood as a 

mathematical probability; it’s a measurement of how each factor determines whether a  

 

Figure 5.17 Detail Of Output From One-Level Binomial Analysis 

Group   Factor   Weight  App/Total  Input&Weight 

 

 5:  H  0.422  0.58     0.70 

      V  0.767  0.80     0.92 

 

6:  Z  0.270  0.56     0.55 

      Y  0.506  0.61     0.77 

      X  0.985  0.94     1.00 

 

10:  a  0.287  0.45     0.57 

      k  0.246  0.47     0.52 

      l  0.676  0.76     0.87 

      s  0.565  0.74     0.81 

      n  0.566  0.60     0.81 

     p  0.872  0.92     0.96 

 

12:  s  0.401  0.55     0.69 

     u  0.677  0.76     0.87 

 

13:  n  0.565  0.68     0.81 

      y  0.121  0.21     0.31 

 

Cell         Total App'ns   Expected   Error 

MTSPVY1WoaOsnf   1       1       0.992   0.008 

MTSPVY1WilCsnf   1       1       0.990   0.010 

MTSLVZ3WrpOsnv   1       1       0.981   0.019 

MTSLVZ3WmnCsnf   1       1       0.987   0.013 

MTSLVZ3WfpOsnf   2       2       1.981   0.020 

MTRPHZ1WopOsnf   1       1       0.968   0.034 

MTRPHZ1WokOsnf   1       0       0.589   1.430 

MTRPHZ1WfaCsnf   1       1       0.225   3.441 

MORLVX3NoaOsnv   1       1       0.718   0.394 

 

Total Chi-square = 109.7447 

Chi-square/cell = 0.9380 

Log likelihood = -45.652 
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given variant will be present in a specific context. Factor weights can range from between 

0 to 1; a factor weight closer to 1 is interpreted as “favouring the application value” with 

relation to other factors in the same group which are relatively closer to 0 and therefore 

interpreted as “disfavoring the application value” (Tagliamonte 145).The ‘input and 

weight’  refers to “the combined effect of the percentage and the factor weight. In cases 

where you want to compare two variable systems - one with higher frequency, one with 

much lower frequency - this value may make a more accurate measure of the variation” 

(156). Once any anomalies are accounted for and perhaps reconditioned and regrouped to 

show less error, a statistical analysis can be conducted. A binomial up and down analysis 

applied to the data in GoldVarb “indicates which factors were found to be significant [...] 

generally, the factor groups it finds to be significant are those that have the biggest spread 

in values in the one-level analysis” (Nagy). A binomial step up and down analysis of the 

data for this present study produced the results which are displayed  in Figure 5.18. The 

complete picture of a variable rule analysis must be constructed from the synthesis of 

those marginal results together with this output of the multiple regression as presented in 

Figure 5.19. 

Table 5.19 shows the final multivariate rule analyses for the five factor groups in 

this study which were found to be significant to the probability of the presence and 

variability of [ɛ] in Dominican Spanish by the GoldVarb variable rule program. The five 

significant factor groups include three groups of internal factors (independent linguistic 

variables), and two groups of external factors (independent social variables). From the 

left margin of the table, the internal factors determined by the GoldVarb program to be 

statistically significant are 1) the following phonological segment, 2) the syllable stress, 

and 3) the language of the token. Below, the statistically significant external factors 

include 4) the speaker's’ social network ties and, finally, 5) self-ascribed identity. The 

factor groups are arranged in the table with the strongest factor group at the top of the 

table (i.e., following phonological segment has a top factor weight of .92 and a range of 
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Figure 5.18 Output from Binomial Step Up and Down Analysis 

Groups selected while stepping up: 13  6 10 12  5 

Best stepping up run:  #56 

Run # 56, 54 cells: 

Convergence at Iteration 8 

Input 0.692 

Group # 5 -- H: 0.429, V: 0.749 

Group # 6 -- Z: 0.378, Y: 0.498, X: 0.893 

Group #10 -- a: 0.293, k: 0.261, l: 0.598, s: 0.624, n: 0.462, p: 0.920 

Group #12 -- s: 0.388, u: 0.700 

Group #13 -- n: 0.576, y: 0.088 

Log likelihood = -55.589  Significance = 0.038 

 

Run # 148, 74 cells: 

No Convergence at Iteration 20 

Input 0.738 

Group # 4 -- T: 0.954, L: 0.358, P: 0.461 

Group # 5 -- H: 0.384, V: 0.858 

Group # 6 -- Z: 0.315, Y: 0.559, X: 0.941 

Group # 8 -- N: 0.117, W: 0.611 

Group #10 -- a: 0.293, k: 0.249, l: 0.642, s: 0.613, n: 0.443, p: 0.923 

Group #12 -- s: 0.377, u: 0.717 

Group #13 -- n: 0.567, y: 0.114 

Log likelihood = -52.277  Significance = 0.056 

 

All remaining groups significant 

Best stepping  up  run: #56 

Best stepping down run: #148 

 

66) and the remaining factor groups are listed in decreasing order of strength.  Within 

each factor group, the factor with the highest contribution to the rule appears first and 

thereafter the factors are ordered from strongest to weakest. The Factor weight column 

indicates the value of the probability with which the given factor can influence the 

application of the rule (for this study, the application of the rule is the the presence of 

[ɛ]), and is rounded to two decimal places; the second column, %, lays out the percentage 
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Table 5.19 Multivariate Rule Analyses of the Contribution of Internal Linguistic and 

External Social Factors Selected as Significant to the Probability of the Presence of [ɛ] 

 

Contemporary Dominican Spanish on St. Thomas, USVI 

  

Corrected mean  .69 

Log likelihood -55.589 

  

Total N 120 

    

 Factor weight % N 

    

Following phonological segment    

Pause .92 8 12 

Fricative .62 26 23 

Liquid .59 24 17 

Nasal .46 40 20 

Vowel .29 55 33 

Plosive .26 53 15 

Range 66   

    

Speaker’s social network ties    

Stronger Dominican network .89 6 16 

Balanced bicultural networks .49 39 36 

Stonger St. Thomian network .37 44 68 

Range 52   

    

Language of token    

Spanish .57 32 106 

Anglicism .08 79 14 

Range 49   

    

Syllable Stress    

Unstressed .70 24 42 

Stressed .38 45 78 

Range 32   

    

Speaker’s self-ascribed identity    

Virgin Islander .74 20 25 

Hispanic .42 42 95 

Range 32   

  

of these particular factor contexts in which the application was applied within the total 

number of similar linguistic or extralinguistic contexts analyzed; and the third column, N, 
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is the total number of a particularly defined context analyzed by the program for 

application of the rule, that is, all of the appearances of [ɛ] as well as all the absences of 

[ɛ] for that particular factor. The total number of all collected tokens is listed just above 

the three columns and indicates a total of 120 contexts. Just above the Total N are listed 

the corrected mean, 0.69, and the log likelihood, -55.589
31

.  

Purely Linguistic Terms 

Taking another look at Table 5.19, it is clear what factors explain variability of [ɛ] 

in Dominican Spanish on St. Thomas: arranged by order of the relative strength 

(determined by the range of values between contexts) of each group, the factors which 

exert the strongest conditioning effect, are following phonological segment and speaker’s 

social network ties; the next significant factor with a medium range strength of 

conditioning effect is language of token; the smallest yet still significant effects are 

exerted by speaker’s self-ascribed identity and also syllable stress.   

 Variability of [ɛ] has purely linguistic explanations. Beyond statistical 

significance, the constraint ranking, “the hierarchy from more to less of the categories 

within a factor group [...] provides a detailed model of the structure of the relationship 

between variant and the linguistic context” (Tagliamonte 237). In this case, constraint 

ranking reveals the following detail: first, it is clear that Spanish language tokens favor 

the variant [ɛ] and the anglicisms disfavor the variant at a rate of .57 to .08 for a range 

difference of .49. Such a wide margin supports the interpretation that this is indeed a 

phenomenon of a variety of Spanish and not simply an account of code-switching nor 

                                                 
31

 The log likelihood number for this run of this data set alone is not meaningful in and of 

itself, but is recorded here as a reference note. Log likelihood is meaningful only in 

comparison to other log likelihoods where the log likelihood closest to zero is most 

significant. If a separate run with this data arranged in different ways (for instance, by 

collapsing the group Following phonological segment so that fricatives, liquids, nasals, 

and plosives were categorized as only obstruents), then the log likelihood could change 

and if so it could indicate a stronger or weaker significance for such a run of the data. 
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even Spanglish. The pronunciation of [ɛ] has made its way into far more utterances of 

strictly Dominican Spanish than it has in the far fewer examples of borrowing or quoting 

STTEC phrases documented during this study conducted in Spanish.  

A second linguistic explanation reveals that a following pause, fricative or liquid 

are measured by the GoldVarb program to favor the pronunciation of [ɛ] because they 

measure above the average in determining the application of the rule in the contexts 

considered (0.92; 0.62; and 0.59 respectively) while a following nasal, vowel, or plosive 

can be regarded as disfavoring the production of [ɛ] because they are measured relatively 

below average (0.46; 0.29; and 0.26, respectively) in influencing the pronunciation of [ɛ] 

in the contexts considered. The distribution of these results is meaningful in establishing 

evidence for the basis of social factors for the appearance of [ɛ] in Dominican Spanish 

among speakers on St. Thomas, because social factors cannot be dismissed on purely 

internal linguistic processes such as assimilation and coarticulation. For instance, if a 

nearby nasal or vowel were found to determine [ɛ], critics of the impact of social factors 

on language choice might argue that one sound is simply affecting a related sound. But 

since it is the case that neighboring vowels and nasal consonants are found either to be 

statistically insignificant or otherwise disfavoring the rule application, while a proceeding 

pause or fricative is found to be significant and furthermore to favor the rule application, 

this might indicate that extra linguistic factors may be exercising more influence on this 

feature of speech than purely linguistic factors.  

Finally, an analysis of syllable stress, the third and last factor group measured by 

GoldVarb to be statistically significant in determining whether or not [ɛ] is produced, 

reveals that unstressed syllables favor the variant and stressed syllables disfavor it at rates 

of 0.70 to 0.38, or by nearly double. As in the case above regarding the weakened 

argument of purely linguistic influences like the assimilation of [ɛ] to nasals and vowels, 

syllable stress can be considered meaningful when determining how authentic or natural 

is the speech recorded in this study. A stressed syllable can be considered the marked 
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variety and to the careful speaker it is more salient; an unstressed syllable is less salient to 

the layperson. The fact that the GoldVarb program finds unstressed syllables to favor 

more the rule application might indicate that [ɛ] is often an unconscious choice by 

speakers and therefore indicative of natural speech which gives it legitimacy in a 

sociolinguistic study such as this one.  

Sociolinguistic interpretation  

If the variability of [ɛ] has linguistic explanations, it is also true that variability of 

[ɛ] can be considered a sociolinguistic marker. Two factor groups of extra-linguistic 

variables are determined to be statistically significant by the GoldVarb program: 

speakers’ self-ascribed identity and speaker’s social network ties. Within these factor 

groups, as with those of linguistic context, the constraint ranking of factor weights 

reveals a relationship between the variant and social context. Constraint ranking is the 

number scale of highest to lowest which represents the relative strength of influence that 

different factors within a group are found to have on whether the variant is manifested in 

the tokens. Of the group “Speaker’s self-ascribed identity” , the factor “Virgin Islander” 

favors the use of [ɛ] and is distinguished from the factor “Hispanic”, which disfavors the 

appearance of [ɛ], at rates of 0.74 and 0.42, respectively (See Table 5.19).  

In this speech community of Dominican Spanish speakers on St. Thomas, U.S. 

Virgin Islands, the pronunciation of [ɛ] is positively correlated to speakers self-

identifying as Virgin Islander. St.Thomians are acutely aware of the fact that they speak 

differently from their continental visitors and even from transplants of other Caribbean 

islands where other varieties of English are spoken. The vowel /ɛ/ among the linguistic 

features which are most distinctive of St. Thomas English Creole and one that is highly 

indexical of an authentic claim to St. Thomian ethnicity (Sprauve); when anyone intends 

to stake a claim for belonging (s)he will consciously and saliently employ the vowel [ɛ] 

in these claims.  
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“Sí me han dicho, for sure. Me han dicho «you not born h[ɛ]», tu no nacite 

aqui. Pero tambie[ŋ] he sido decriminado pol mi raza tambie[ŋ]. Bueno la 

raza ihpana” (Yes, I’ve been told, for sure. I’ve been told “you ain’t born 

hɛ”, you’re not from here. But also I’ve been discriminated by my race 

too, I mean by Hispanics) 

A pervasive social anxiety on St. Thomas for proving that one belongs, and, by 

extension, has rights of access to scarce cultural and economic resources, may have 

begun to manifest itself in the unconscious speech choices of Dominicans on St. Thomas 

even as they speak Spanish.  

Just as [ɛ] is a marker of Virgin Islander identity, it also marks a speaker’s ties to 

social networks on St. Thomas. Table 5.19 shows that within the statistically significant 

group “Speaker’s social network ties” a stronger affiliation to a Dominican social 

network favors the production of [ɛ] with a weight of 0.89, while stronger network ties to 

St. Thomians disfavors the use of [ɛ] with a weight of 0.37 yielding a range of 0.52 

between them, (a balanced bicultural social network, weighted at 0.49, is neatly balanced 

so it neither favors nor disfavors the rule application and therefore is not as informative). 

Use of [ɛ] is positively correlated to speakers’ membership in a social network which is 

more strongly Dominican over St. Thomian. Based on the many interviews and extensive 

participant observations of Dominicans on St. Thomas, it seems this correlation may 

suggest that those Dominicans who are consciously aware they are farthest removed from 

any authentic claims of St. Thomian social capital, (that is, those with the most tenuous 

connections to St. Thomian social networks) are likely to feel more strongly than others, 

the social anxieties of being outsiders with little or no convincing claim to cultural and 

economic resources on the St. Thomas. As with the claim to self-identity before, this 

social anxiety may have begun to manifest itself in the unconscious grammar which is 

powerfully indexical of St. Thomian cultural authenticity, specifically the use of [ɛ], in a 

variety of Spanish spoken by Dominicans on St. Thomas.   
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Summary and Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the role of identity and social 

network for a group of Dominicans living on St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands. 

Specifically, I sought to understand how the experiences of these individuals may have 

influenced their language choices to incorporate elements of St. Thomas English Creole 

into their spoken Dominican Spanish. The findings of this study indicate that: 1) the 

study participants negotiate their bicultural/bilingual identity and social networks in a 

variety of ways, 2) language contact has resulted in varying Creole English influences on 

Dominican Spanish spoken on St. Thomas, and 3) for some participants, the most 

emblematic feature of St. Thomas English Creole (STTEC), the mid low front vowel [ɛ], 

is making its way into their Dominican Spanish.  

In chapter 1, a brief history established that as "the place which is on the way to 

every other place", the Virgin Islands has been a crucible of language contact perhaps 

even before, though certainly since, the Tainos encountered Columbus and his crew in 

November of 1493, (Jeanette Allis Bastian, 98). Afterward, St. Thomas would always be 

characterized by a diversity of languages and nationalities thanks to an ideal location for 

a trading center where cultures converged. (Bastian, 98). A notable result of this contact 

saw the enslaved Africans on St. Thomas and St. John develop a Dutch Creole known as 

Negerhollands, a language combining both Dutch and African influences. The 

descendents of those enslaved make up the majority of St. Thomians, while the legacy of 

colonialism persists in St. Thomas today, manifested in the division of people in the 

workforce and housing by race, class, language, culture and collective mission. 

“Different groups occupy separate social worlds and through their associational and 

recreational activities reaffirm their respective identities and reinforce the heterogeneous 

nature of USVI society” (de Albuquerque, 34). Since its colonization, St. Thomas has 

been and still is a diverse yet highly divided society. Today, even as there is necessary 

mixing of people caused by daily commerce and economic interdependency, still, place 
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of birth and ethnic background divide the people who live here and define social 

relationships between members of distinct groups. A most distinct group indeed is that of 

the immigrants of the Dominican Republic; despite a distance of just 75 miles east from 

Puerto Rico, the largest representation of Hispanics there is not Puerto Rican but 

Dominican. This brief review of Virgin Island history is necessary for understanding the 

relationships of the people and languages in contact today on St. Thomas.  

Chapter 2 established a history of Hispanic presence and, in particular, of 

Dominican immigration trends and current demographics by providing a detailed analysis 

of the census reports of St. Thomas. If it was mentioned in the first chapter that 

Dominicans form the largest representation of Hispanics on St. Thomas, then in Chapter 

2 it is made clear that their presence is very visible everywhere on the island. Yet despite 

such ubiquity, an official number of Dominicans on St. Thomas at any given time is 

difficult to count with precision since many arrive illegally for economic reasons, are 

undocumented, and are likely to distrust any official census request for information of 

origin and identity.  With a paucity of straightforward data, a hermeneutical approach 

was taken which considered the cultural and historical context of past census enumerators 

to understand how they used terms such as “Mixed” and “Other”. Concepts considered in 

the interpretations included perceptions of common Dominican phenotypes, racial 

categorization in the United States, the relation of language and identity, and historical 

economic and political evidence including Trujillo’s travel restriction policies and U.S. 

prohibition laws. To understand Dominican assimilation on St. Thomas, it was essential 

in Chapter 2 to describe cultural identity at large on St. Thomas where not only nativity, 

skin color, family name, and length of residence, are important in the sociological 

definition of a Virgin Islander, but where also competency in the local speech dialect and 

in cultural traditions is indispensable for the speaker who intends to identify with, or 

assimilate to, St. Thomian culture. Based on my field work experience, all these 

considerations are not to be ignored even in reading census data published after 1970 
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when the category “Dominican Republic” finally appeared in the St. Thomas census 

report under “Country of Origin”. Nevertheless, categories that identify “Language 

Spoken at Home” and clarifications between “Hispanic or Latino Race” do reveal a 

clearer image of the population of Dominicans on St. Thomas and confirm a trend of 

steady growth every decade to the present day. One of the most significant take-aways 

from the population analysis in Chapter 2 is that which supports the earlier description of 

St. Thomas as a fragmented society: most Dominicans come to St. Thomas to find jobs in 

manual or domestic labor, the majority of Dominicans on St. Thomas is of prime working 

age (the most common ages ranging between 20 and 45 years), and most Dominicans 

fulfill the immigrant dream of leaving St. Thomas after they finish working. 

Chapter 3 provided an overview of St. Thomian English Creole (STTEC) in order 

to round out the sociolinguistic context for this study. The labels commonly used by its 

speakers to describe STTEC, including “Dialect”, “broken English” or “Creole” were 

each defined and considered as a useful name for the variety of English spoken on St. 

Thomas. An account of STTEC, its origins, influences and its linguistic features are 

found in this third chapter including a detailed description of its phonology (vowel 

system and consonants), and its morphosyntax (plurality; possession; adjectives; 

pronouns; verb morphology; mood and aspect; zero copula; adverbs; negation; 

interrogation; and relative clauses). A review of the available sociolinguistic literature on 

the Virgin Islands established that STTEC is a “multi-systemic repertoire” that affects but 

is also affected by daily use of language in social situations. Support for this argument 

was offered in three available studies: 1) Robin Sabino revealed that not only do Virgin 

Islanders have a great competence for code switching but that “for this community 

audience has a greater influence on speech than does speech act”; 2) DiPietro predicted 

that language contact influences would diminish the use of the Virgin Island-English 

based dialect, ultimately leading to the “demise of diglossia and the spread of 

bilingualism” in the territory; and 3) Alma Simounet argued that a variety of Spanish is 
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currently in danger of eventually being lost to English in the Virgin Islands. Chapter 3 

closed with a report of an original Labovian-inspired mini study which I conducted on 

language variation on St. Thomas to observe, in spontaneous face-to-face interaction, if 

and how differently St.Thomians speak to visitors rather than to someone they perceive to 

be a fellow St. Thomian. Specifically, I wondered whether local speakers pronounced [ɛ] 

more often when they perceived they were speaking to a local as opposed to a visitor. 

With the help of assistants, I conducted rapid-fire interview questions, inspired by 

William Labov’s famous 1960’s fieldwork in NY department stores, to elicit a one-word 

response from each of several subjects in two social contexts: first in response to a 

question from a local St. Thomian and second in response to a question from a tourist. 

With regard to the pronunciation of this particular vowel sound [ɛ] in spontaneous 

utterances, the findings suggested that speech acts of identity may have a greater 

influence on linguistic choices by STTEC speakers than previously understood.  

Chapter 4 delivered a summary and interpretation of the recorded interviews from 

the fieldwork for this study; it takes the reader through the entire survey, question by 

question. The participants’ stories describe the social experience of Dominicans on St. 

Thomas and set the background to this sociolinguistic study. Additionally, this chapter 

carefully defined the social variables to be lifted from the corpus and the methodology 

regarding the collection and organization of survey answers into social variables to be 

measured against linguistic variables in statistical analysis of sociolinguistic variation 

with the GoldVarb program. If the social data is what they answered, then the linguistic 

data shows how the respondents answered the questions. For example, it is explained in 

chapter 4 how a complex social variable such as that to quantify social network strength, 

was created from a composite of answers from four synthesized questions.  

In the final chapter, the contributions of this study to the current field of 

knowledge included the discovery of English Creole influence as the cause for emergent 

changes in a variety of Dominican Spanish. More specifically, this study has shown that 
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linguistic features of St. Thomas English Creole (STTEC) have appeared in the grammar 

of a variety of Dominican Spanish spoken on the U.S. territory island of St. Thomas, 

Virgin Islands. This study has further intended to show that some documented language 

patterns in this variety of Dominican Spanish are a result of language and culture contact 

between members of the growing community of transnational immigrants from 

Dominican Republic with St. Thomas English Creole (STTEC). The focus of this 

language variation analysis concentrated on phonetics and phonology, most notably 

regarding the appearance in Dominican Spanish of the STTEC vowel [ɛ], which is highly 

indexical to St. Thomian identity. It was shown that, for this speech community, the 

variability of [ɛ] has correlations to linguistic environment and social context. The three 

factors in the linguistic environment which were demonstrated to significantly influence 

variation included following phonological segment, syllable stress, and the language of 

the token; the two social factors which were shown to cause variability of [ɛ] included the 

speakers’ social network ties and their self-ascribed identity. The distribution of these 

linguistic and extra-linguistic correlations to the variants were laid out and interpretations 

for their social meanings offered were based in an explanation of social anxieties 

regarding discrimination and aspirations for group acceptance.  

Another contribution of this study includes a taxonomy of linguistic features that 

describe Dominican Spanish on St. Thomas with contextualized examples. This 

description yielded evidence that demonstrates a pattern of English Creole influence in 

this variety of Spanish, and supports my claim of creole influence on the variation of [ɛ] 

in the speech variety. It was shown that several of the respondents themselves noted the 

effects of language contact within their speech community offering insights such as, 

“Porque los hispanos que so[ŋ] anqu[έ] copia[ŋ] el acento de aquí y lo habla[ŋ] e[ŋ] 

español”; “Ello no habla[ŋ] el español que hablamo nosotro”; and “Ello saben que e el 

epañol pero hay cosa que le dice[ŋ] arrevé”. Among the specific features which might 

indicate a language contact and creole influence, this study drew attention to the 
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phenomena of metathesis, loss of subjunctive mood, variation in subject/verb agreement, 

and variation in noun/adjective.  

Evidence was presented to suggest that a word-final /-m/ on nouns in Dominican 

Spanish spoken on St. Thomas might be a new morpho-phonological variant functioning 

to mark plurality. This word-final /-m/ on some Dominican Spanish nouns may have 

resulted from contact with STTEC, in which the plural marker -dem is of great salience 

and markedness, and given way to a simplification of this morpheme in a variety of 

Dominican Spanish.  

Establishing further evidence of English Creole influence in Spanish, this study 

also documented the use of a new unbound Spanish morpheme. It was shown that the 

morpheme ta[ŋ] (están) may be acquiring, in some contexts, a new meaning which 

expresses the aspect of habitual action. Indeed, some documented Spanish examples of 

this morpheme looked very much like a grammatical mode of STTEC which Sprauve 

describes as a “recreative on-going mode”. For instance, one possible translation of ta[ŋ] 

might be the auxiliary verb, doe(s), found in the following example of STTEC: He doe(s) 

be studying real hard ‘He is (always) studying real hard’. 

Together, these emergent features of Dominican Spanish on St. Thomas establish 

a strong premise of creole influence on this variety of Dominican Spanish. It was upon 

this premise that the present study built a variationist analysis of the fourth and most 

significant linguistic feature of Dominican Spanish resulting from the contact with and 

influence of St. Thomas English Creole: the mid low front vowel [ɛ].  

It was established that the vowel [ɛ], a mid low front vowel or a mid open front 

vowel that is monophtongal, is a distinguishing characteristic that indexes St. Thomian 

cultural identity and birthright while setting St. Thomian English uniquely apart from all 

other Caribbean varieties of English. A principal contribution of this current study lies 

with the evidence presented that suggests the phonology of this salient and socially 

meaningful feature of STTEC, has begun to appear in the Spanish of some speakers of 
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this speech community. Recorded answers to the originating sociolinguistic survey 

questions were documented, analyzed, and explained to provide an ethnographic value 

with special consideration of utterances in which this feature [ɛ] was observed.   

The data regarding speakers’ social traits were synthesized and coded, as were 

those of linguistic environment. The variables were then statistically analyzed against the 

linguistic feature, [ɛ], in search of a sociolinguistic pattern of variability for all 

respondents. The internal factors determined by the GoldVarb program to be statistically 

significant are the following phonological segment, syllable stress, and the language of 

the token; the statistically significant external factors include the speaker’s social network 

ties and self-ascribed identity.  

Findings showed that Spanish language tokens favor the variant [ɛ] while 

anglicisms which emerged in conversation disfavor the variant, thus supporting the 

argument that this is indeed a phenomenon of a variety of Spanish. Purely internal 

linguistic processes such as assimilation and coarticulation of related were ruled out as 

possible phonetic explanations as nearby nasals or vowels were found to disfavor [ɛ] to 

give one example. Additionally, the GoldVarb program found unstressed syllables to 

favor more the rule application which might indicate that [ɛ] is often an unconscious 

choice by speakers and therefore indicative of natural speech.  

A reading of the social factors on language choices provided a more complete 

understanding of the variation in the production of [ɛ]. In this speech community of 

Dominican Spanish speakers on St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands, the pronunciation of [ɛ] 

is positively correlated to speakers self-identifying as Virgin Islander. Likewise, a 

stronger affiliation to a Dominican social network also favors the non-standard variant 

[ɛ], while stronger network ties to St. Thomians disfavor the likelihood that a speaker will 

produce it. Initially, these results can seem contradictory: how could a speech indicate 

simultaneously a Virgin Island identity and an absence of Virgin Island social networks? 

Based on extensive ethnographic fieldwork and careful reading of survey responses, these 
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two factors can be bridged by considering the recurring theme of social anxiety: anxiety 

for social aspiration to escape prejudice and discrimination. 

From a perspective that considers social anxiety as a strong motivator of linguistic 

change, my interpretation suggests that those Dominicans who are farthest removed from 

any authentic claims of St. Thomian social capital, (those with the most tenuous 

connections to St. Thomian social networks) feel, more strongly than some peers, the 

social anxieties of being outsiders. The Dominicans in question are Spanish speakers who 

can neither claim St. Thomian birthright nor pass the shibboleth of St. Thomian speech. 

Yet, the findings of this study demonstrate that these same speakers can negotiate their 

social aspirations by way of social and sociolinguistic performances. I submit that one 

such social performance is observable in the choice of some respondents to self identify 

as non-Dominican. A self reported identity cannot be proven nor disproven, certainly not 

by a white mainlander statistician; respondents knew this was a survey of sensitive 

questions regarding language and culture and here was an opportunity in a safe place to 

stake a claim for belonging. I would argue that this conscious social performance is part 

and parcel of the same repertoire of those with social aspirations as is language 

performance. Language is the place where sociolinguists look to discover unconscious 

social performance. As its principal contribution to the current field of sociolinguistic 

knowledge on Dominican Spanish, this study argues that the appearance of the variability 

of [ɛ] in this variety of Spanish is an unconscious performance of social aspiration by 

speakers with little or no convincing claim to cultural and economic resources on the St. 

Thomas, for acceptance by host members of this insular society. As with the conscious 

claim to self-identity, this social anxiety may have begun to manifest itself in the 

unconscious grammar which is powerfully indexical of St. Thomian ethnicity, 

specifically the use of [ɛ], in a variety of Spanish spoken by Dominicans on St. Thomas.   
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Limitations of the Study 

This study, as with most any research, is limited by its data. The more data, the 

better; and I wish I had more. The [ɛ] is only just an emerging feature in this variety of 

Dominican Spanish resulting from the relatively recent sustained contact with STTEC. 

The number of documented tokens, therefore, is relatively small, which dictates that, 

from the GoldVarb data output, the statistical significance should provide very good 

evidence to begin interpreting results. This is because with more tokens, it is likely that 

the number of contexts in which the token would occur would also increase, and with 

more contexts the difference of relative significance between contexts might, though not 

necessarily, narrow or diminish. The batch of tokens available for the variationist analysis 

can be improved in a follow-up study with a more deliberately prepared 

survey/questionnaire to elicit the desired speech. More time can be spent on open-ended 

questions to draw out less careful speech from the informants. A larger batch of tokens, 

including a classical set of pronunciation requests for a list of selected tokens defined in 

both English and in Spanish, might resolve some doubts regarding the impacts of items 

that may or may not be lexicalized such as the word “here”, place names and proper 

names, phonetic metathesis and plural markers.  

The cross-section of the population was well represented in this sample, with 

good distribution of the respondents regarding their age, sex, place of birth, and other 

social factors; but, as with the open-ended survey questions, a larger sample would 

provide more usable data. For example a larger sample set might more feasibly allow 

control for the factor of language interference by limiting the respondents to only those 

Spanish speakers who are fully bilingual speakers of STTEC and Dominican Spanish 

with all other social factors represented, or else only monolingual speakers of Spanish, 

and so on.  

Finally, in order to elicit more natural speech and richer, perhaps more honest, 

exchanges between the researcher and the respondents, the interviews should be 
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conducted by a member of this Dominican community, and preferably one who is 

bilingual. In any subsequent studies of this community, I would train from among its 

speakers, at least one male and one female representative to conduct further surveys.  
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APPENDIX 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Cuestionario: lengua y etnicidad 

Fecha de hoy “_____________________” “¿Ha entendido Usted que esto es un estudio 

voluntario sobre la cultura y lengua dominicana en St. Thomas y nos permite hacerle 

unas preguntas, sin pedir su nombre, para propósitos estrictamente académicos?” 

_______ 

Información básica: Edad: ________Género: hombre/mujer    Empleo: ____________ 

 ¿Dónde nació Usted? __________________ Edad de llegada a SanTomas______ Años 

en San Tomas _____ ¿Ha vuelto a la Rep. Dom.? _____ ¿Cuántas veces? __________   

¿Dónde asistió a la escuela?________  Primaria: __ Secundaria: ___universidad: ___ 

 

Padre: Lugar de nacimiento _____________ Edad de llegada a San Tomas _______ 

Trabajo en San Tomas: ______________  Trabajo en país de origen: _____________ 

Nivel de educación_ (primaria__/ secundaria__/ universidad__)       ¿Qué idiomas 

habla?___________________ 

 

Madre: Lugar de nacimiento ____________Edad de llegada a San Tomas ____________ 

Trabajo en San Tomas: __________________ Trabajo en país de origen: _____________  

Nivel de educación_ (primaria__/ secundaria__/ universidad__) ¿Qué idiomas 

habla?___________________ 
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Identificación étnica: 

1. ¿Cómo se identifica Ud.? (Si señala más de una identidad, indique el orden de 

importancia que cada identidad tiene para Ud. de 1 a 7. ¿Se identifica como... 

santomeño __; dominicano ___; inglés ___; hispano ___; hispano-santomeño ___;   

dominicano-inglés___; santo___; u otra cosa? 

2. ¿Son la mayoría de sus amigos hispanos?____     --¿de dónde son?__________ 

3. ¿Vive usted en un barrio hispano? _____  ¿de qué nacionalidad son los vecinos?  

_________ 

4. ¿Trabaja usted con muchos hispanos?_____ 

5. En su niñez, ¿de dónde eran los niños en la escuela primaria? ________ 

6. ¿De dónde eran sus amigos del barrio? _______ 

7. ¿Es hispano/a su esposo/a o novio/a?  Sí___ No ___    ¿De dónde es? __________ 

8. ¿Se considera él o ella... santomeño __; dominicano ___; inglés ___; hispano ___; 

hispano-santomeño ___;  dominicano-inglés___; santo___; u otra cosa? 

9. ¿Habla él/ella español?  Si___ No___   Entre Uds. ¿qué se hablan?_________ 

 

Idioma: 

10. ¿Cómo calificaría su fluidez al hablar inglés? 

Excelente ______ Muy bien_______ Pasable________ Pobre________ 

11. ¿Cómo calificaría su fluidez al hablar español? 

Excelente ______ Muy bien_______ Pasable________ Pobre________ 

12. ¿Cuál de los dos aprendió primero?  inglés ____  español____ ambos al mismo 

tiempo ____ 
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13. ¿A qué edad aprendió el otro idioma?  ______ 

14. ¿Cómo y dónde lo aprendió?   

en escuela ___ por televisión ___ con familia ___ otra forma ___ 

 

Preferencias lingüísticas: 

15. ¿Qué idioma prefiere hablar?  español ___  inglés____ o ambos ____ 

16. ¿Qué idioma le gusta más?  inglés ____  español_____  ambos juntos _____ 

17. ¿Sabe leer en español?  Sí______  No ________ 

18. ¿Sabe escribir en español? Sí_______ No ________ 

19. ¿Sabe leer en inglés?  Sí_______ No ________ 

20. ¿Sabe escribir en inglés?  Sí_______ No ________ 

21. ¿En qué idioma prefiere leer? _____________ 

22. ¿En qué idioma prefiere escribir?_____________ 

23. ¿Prefiere escuchar la radio o ver la tele en español___ o en inglés____?  

 

Uso de idiomas: 

24. ¿Lee revistas y periódicos en español?  Sí ____ No ____ ¿Cuáles? ______________ 

25. ¿Qué idioma habla su familia cuando se reúne? __________________________ 

26. ¿Qué idioma habla usted con sus amigos? _______________________________ 

27. ¿Qué idioma habla cuando habla de asuntos o problemas personales?  ____________ 

28. ¿y cuando está enojado/a? _________________ 

29. ¿Habla español con sus padres?  _______ ¿y con sus abuelos? _________________ 

30. ¿Habla español con los sobrinos, hijos, primitos u otros niños en la familia?________ 
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31. ¿Cuánto español usa Ud. en:   

 casa la escuela actividades 

sociales 

al leer al 

escuchar 

la radio 

al mirar la 

television 

poco       

mucho       

 

Cultura: 

32. ¿Deben los dominicanos criados en San Tomas aprender hablar español? Sí __ No __   

33. ¿Deben aprender la cultura hispana? (comida, juegos, bailes, literatura)Sí ___ No ___ 

34. ¿Preferiría Usted Vivir en un barrio hispano? Sí ___ No ___ 

35. ¿Deben los dominicanos casarse siempre entre ellos? Sí ___ No ___ -¿Deben casarse 

con hispanos? Sí ___ No ___ 

 

Discriminación: 

36. ¿Ha tenido Usted dificultad para encontrar trabajo por ser hispano/a? 

37. ¿Ha tenido Usted dificultad para alquilar un apartamento o comprar una casa? 

38. ¿Ha tenido dificultad con los profesores por ser hispano/a? 

39. ¿Ha experimentado discriminación por ser hispano/a en San Tomas?  

40. En su opinión, ¿hay mucha discriminación contra los hispanos en San Tomas?  

41. ¿Hay discriminación entre las comunidades hispanas en San Tomas?____  ¿Entre qué 

grupos?____________(boricua con dominicano, o entre los dominicanos mismos) 
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Español en San Tomas 

42. Cuando Usted habla español con gente de otros países, ¿cambia Usted su manera de 

hablar? Sí ___ No ___  ¿Cómo? _____________ 

43. ¿En qué país se habla la variedad más correcta del español?_____________________ 

¿Por qué?_______________________________________________________ 

44. ¿Qué variedad del español se debe enseñar a los ingleses en las escuelas de San 

Tomas? ____________ ¿Por qué?______________________________________ 

45. ¿Cree usted que se va a hablar un dialecto de español de San Tomas?: es decir ¿un 

español distinto del de la Rep. Dom.?   Sí___ No___     ¿Por qué? o ¿Por qué no?  

46. ¿Cómo se sabe que una  persona es de otro país por su forma de hablar?  Indique 

rasgos de su acento y/o de su vocabulario. (Puerto Rico, Colombia, México, Cuba, 

Ecuador (¿otros?) 

47. ¿Cómo se sabe que una persona es de otro país por su apariencia?   

48. Si alguien le confundiera por ser de las siguientes herencias, ¿le gustaría o se sentiría 

ofendido/a? 

 me gustaría me sentiría 

ofendido/a 

¿Por qué? 

Inglés de aquí    

estadounidense    

mexicano/a    

colombiano/a    

cubano/a    
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49. ¿Le han confundido alguna vez por blanco? ____  ¿o negro ____? 

50. ¿Qué significa la palabra “raza” para usted?  

51. ¿Qué significa “raza” para los ingleses? 

Aquí se concluye la parte formal de la encuesta. Al seguir, le pido que me permita 

tutearle para terminar con unas preguntas más personales. 

52. –a) Cuéntame de un momento en algún partido de pelota u otro deporte en que 

ganaste muchos puntos o ganaste el partido para tu equipo. --b) Cuéntame de un 

momento en que fallaste durante un partido y te culparon por perderlo.  

53. –a) Cuéntame de un momento en que le salvaste la vida de una amiga o en que 

pudiste ayudar a alguna amiga en un momento difícil, o, --b) de un momento en que 

una amiga te salvó la vida a ti o te sacó de un apuro. 

Muchísimas gracias por ayudarnos con este proyecto sobre los hispanohablantes en San 

Tomas. Tenga por seguro que su identidad, sus datos y opiniones permanecerán 

estrictamente confidenciales. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


